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LO Attams a  CALIFORNIA., • THURSDAY JANUARY 14. 1971 

9135 A,m, 

(The. followin$, proceedings were, had in open 

court 'in the presence,Of all of the jUrOts, all counsel 

with the exception 16f: MrAHHUzhes being pretent; the 

defenddhts aVoi nbt:physiCally present.) 

'THE,OQURTi All counsel and all: prove are present, 

You 	
, . 

may Coninue) 	 ; 	. 

MR. 'KEITH: May 	aPPrPaCh .the.  benqh1 
7: 

• " 

I 

-(The following proceeding, were. had at the bench 

Out of the hearing-of the fury L-) 

MR. KEITH: At this .time I would object to 

Mr.BUgliosits references to me yesterday as a conservative'  

lawyer from Pasadena and as an air polluter; I cite him for! 

misconduct and request of the Court a Motion for mistrial. 

MR*  BUq1110SI: I did not call him an air polluter. 

I said he Set up a smoke screen), and theAir Pollution 

pistrict should be contacted. 

I 04, nOt, say he was an air polluter. 

MR. .KEITH: And One thing I:forgot yesterday, with 

reference'to Mr.,Buglipsits remaricis concerning Mr. Kanarek, 

"he called hirb, a clown At one point in his argument)  and I 

will obleatito that and cite Mr. 4ugliosi for misconduct. 

BUOLIOSI: I didnit Say he was a. clown. 

THE COURT: lege 	r ' 
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MR. KIM; It Is Obvious to whom you had reference. 

MA. XAMAREKI X L c>in in the motion. 

MR. kTZGERALDI There is •a case in California, 

People vs. Tolle, 4 1952 case, 111 Cal.. dip. 2d, 650 at 

'677. 

The California Court*states:' 

"The argument of the District Attorney, 

particularly hi elOsing argument, comes from 

an official representative or the People. As 

such, it does, and It should carry great weight, 

"It must therefore be reasonably objective. 

It is' no answer to state that defense counsel 

used and abused questionable taeties during 

the trial and therefore the Distriet Attorney 

was entitled to retaliate. 

"Defense Counsel and the prosecuting 

officials de not stand as equals, before the 

Jury. Defense counsel are known to be advocates 

for the defense. 

"The prosecuting attorneys are government 

OffiOials and clothed with the dignity and 

prestige of their Office.. What they say to the 

jury is necessaril* reighted.With that prestige. 
. 	. 

• ."It 1.5their duty to see to it that those 

aceuseid Of the'crime are afforded a. fair trial." 

I think Mr: Sugli041s perOnal'attacks -on all 
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defense attorneys in this case, Burins his arsument yester., 

day, are such that they actually deprived the defendants 

of a fair trial. 
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THE 001MT: ,1 cattt agree. The law is'eloar. And 

the reason that I called you, gentlemen to the benoh yester-

day was to tell M. iiugliosi that, and I admonish him again 

today,. that T .don't want any personal attack oP attorneys. 

owever)  in this case-we had a number of things 

that go 'ar beyond the usual. oases  and one of the things 

that we have bad hap' been charges, for example,. by 

Mr. ianarek that the prosecuton, in effect, suborned 

perjury,. that it framed Mr.. Nanson)  gross wild charges 

'without any support whatever in this record, 'and certainly 

the People have a right to answer those arguments. 

,don't think that anything that Mr. Bugliosi 

has said-has it any way PrejudiCed this jury or prejudiced 

any of the defendants; although I think some of the things 

.were intemperate and I would admonish him not to repeat 

them. ' 

BUt as a batis for a-mistrial; I can't agree that 

any Such basis existas'and the jury was admonished whenever 
• 

the CoUrt was requested to do • sos  and several times, as 

recalls  no- T4qucat was made. 
, 	? 

MR. -:KANARE41 	Join in. )r.: F4.tie•sials 

comet:Wand Mr. Keith40,comments. 
. 

As far 43• taa .eall,in5 Ale a clowns  and so forth 

and there are other appellations ,that he has made that 1 

cantt*documett with preciSiOn beCauSe'the court reporters' 

transcript hasn't come out 	would -ask spur Honor to 

am, 
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admonish the SIIPY and cite him for misconduct, and mere 

admonishment not sufficing, 1 Would ask for a,miStrial. 

IE0k for an evidentiary hea rifiG.s0  we earn take,  

evidende concerning the,eharges. 

also allege =that it is a violation -- what' he 

hat done X.sa violati9n'7—idt the law,guaranteed.by the  
A 

the proteotiop. that i guaranteed by the sixth Amendment, 

which is inc9rporated i4 "the due process., clause of' the 

Pourtenth Amendment, as iefi las-eqUal4wateetii)n, 

violation of equal protection; and, what he!has:done is 
; - 

violated the right tO couhieli e'ffictive* eainisel,.lander the 

. California 'law)  the California COnttitOion,' and due 

ProPest„ and a fair trial under the California 0OnatitUtion. 

'And 1 ask for an evidentiary 'hearing based on 

these allegationt. 

THE COURT: Bated on what allegations/ 

X.AAREK: These are wild charges. 

TUE COURTi That.  you .are a. clOWn? 

MR:.XANAREK: No,' Be has a right to that belief, 

.$Ut'the ;p0int is that 	has no right to attack counsel 

personally,' 

THE COURT: We have Covered that. 

XANAREK: I ask for an evidentiary hearing where 

,he would be sworn, and I mould be sworn. 

THE COURT: The motion is denied. 

Thp jury has been admonished, and your motion.  

4 
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for a mistrial is denied. 

AR. 'MUREX: .1 ask for the jury 'to be Voir .dired as 

to what the effect is On their state of mind. 

AR. Sli=14: oin in all the motions at the bench, 

THE COtiliT! Notions denied, 

• 
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' 21',114)  

(Whereupon/  all counsel return to their 

respectiVe places, at counsel table and the following 

proceedings Occur in open court within the .presence and 

hearing of the Jury:), 

W4E COURTO:. 'Zou may proceed, kir. bugliosi. 

B'VOLIOSI: L.1ank You; Your Honer. 

Good porn4/g0..ladies and gentlemen. 

When I addreszed you yesterday at the atart of 

the' day, I said that I would try to keep py argument down 

to two days,, 'Out that was predicated on the assupption that 

I would have complete court days. 

I can see today I am starting at twenty minutes 

to 	I have alreauy lost 40 minutes. 

Yesterday I lost. 45 Pinates. And there have been 

bench. conferences et cetera. 

I will do sly 4e at to iniah OY sametime tomorrow, 

Ue Jolt off yesterday discussing Mr. Kanarekes 

contention t1iat the.prosocutiex, never put on the words 

used by the aohSpirators forLint, 	conspiracy)  and his. 

further rolatcu coMment that his client, Xr. Aansons'had 

nothing to do with the iaurdera. There 15 no evidence)  he 

said/  that h;.,  Ass connect :d. with these 'murders, 

.1 pointed out, of course, that when people enter' 

into a conapiracy toa=Mit murder or a conspiracy DI> oOmit 

any crime-, they don,t zit down at a conference table with 

a stenocraphor presmt, 
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The prosecution has no burden to offer the 

transcript from that witness stand 'as to theworda they used. 

COnSpiratOrs form their conspiracy, of Course; 

n the so-Callud dark zlbadows. 

And Mr. Keith hiWselt dOknowIedged that the 
5- 

prosecution has no burden whatsoever to prove the exact 

words or any of the ,cords that the conapirators used in 

enterins into the conspiracy. • 

Ur. Xeith pointed Out t  and properly so, that 

' 16- 
 the prosecution can-prove the conspiracy by the conduct of 

the parties, by circutstantiaI evidence. 
11' 

I remind you that gust like in the robbery 
12 

example, we would not have tO 'put on evidence of what A said 
13 

to B at the Ajax pool 'h44, such as litetts rob theGOthaM 
14 

15 	, 	• I 	_Lfr 
do.not'have the burden of putting on what each 1 

: 	- 16 

conspiritcr,said to each othilv; priOrk -to Chest murders • 

In fact, under the.law Of,conapiracy, a conspiracy 
, 

can be formed -- notjustcprOvenYOUt formed -;-'eVen 1g 
19 

no words were ever uttered betweentheconspitators. 
20. 

All that is required is that there beameeting of the minds 
21 

between the people, a comMon intent. And that can ire  
22 

communicated even without words, 
23 

- It A and B are robbers and every day they wake, 
24 

up and they go and commit a riabberyl  standard operating' 
25, 

rOcedure, they &ift have 'to talk to each other, But if" 
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at cross purposes.with each independently 'of each other, 

.0ther„ would be ridiculous. 

21,112 
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23'  
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26 

they go oUi and ao this, working together in concert, and 

there- is common intent, th`ere is a*.eigispiracy-there. 

I repeat 	this is imPortant 	to say that 

on these two nights p;*der'4iebe 110,defpndants did not 
• 

have a common intent, to say that, to say that they did riot 

have a meeting of the.minds, to,  say that. they were acting 
•. 	a  „ 
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There couldn't pessibly be a more obvious --

more-obvious -- conspiracy than in this case. Here we have- 

.al the conspiratereirl the same car on the second night. 
. 	. 

On the firSt,night they were all in the car with the 

exception of Manson,f. course; :Lie:gotether with them 

before they left and he met them when they returned, 
• 

•• 	• 

So, here,we,haVe the:COISpirators'in the same oarx  

ladies and gentlemen, driving to the destination, the 

victims' residences, armed' with' weapons in'the car. They 

,get out of the car together, they go into the residences 

together and they Stab the victims, working together 'in 

concert, 

We have certainly Proved that these defendantt 

entered into a conspiracy to' commit Murder, beyond all 

doubt,:  ladies and gentlemen. Unquestionably, IOU oouldn't 

possibly have a more classical example of conspiracy as when 

yet put, all the people together in the same car and they 

are all going out together. 

They weren't fighting each other that night. 

They were working together towards a common goal, i.e., 

murder, 

Then, as 1 was pointing Out yesterday, in point 

of fact -- and here is where I dropped off yesterday -- in 

point of fact, we do have, we• haveput on evidence of many 

of the words uttered by the conspirators in this case. 

' Not just Linda Kasabian's testimony as to 
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what the conspiritors Said .= both nights when they,yere 

J41 the Vehicle, but ever prior to their leaving SpahnIlanch. 
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We do have many of Mansonts words, and his 

utterance of these words, and his conduct on the nights of 

the Tate-La Bianca murders completely rebuts tdir4 lianarelos 

contention that Hanson had nothing to do with these murders, 

On the first night, I'm talking about words and 

conduct, this will be very very'brief. 

On the first night, talking about words,, we 

know that Nanson told — when you tell someone you use 

words -- told Linda to get a knife, a change of clothing, 

her driver's license and go with Tex and do 'whatever Te-x 

told her to do. 

Now, to believe that Zlanson did not know what 

Tex was going to do, of course, is preposterous. 

If Xanson thought that Tex, Sadie, and Linda 

were going. into town to roller skate, or for some other 

legitimate purpose, not only wouidnit there have been any 

reason for Manson to tell Linda to get a knife and a. change 

of clothing;' there wouldntt have been any need for him to 

tell, her "Do whatever Tex tells you to do." 

Manson also told the girls to leave something 

witchy at the scene. 

Of course, the word "pie certainly satisfied 

Mason's  order in that regard. 

Of course. not only did Ilanson send the killers 

ladies: and gentletnen, but when they returned from 

their night of 'horror on the early 'morning of August 9th,.  

21.115 
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Who was waiting gor them all by himself at the same spot 

he saw them off in? 

-Charlie Mansont 

It was Manson -- not Tex -- but Manson that 

then instructed Sadie and Linda to wipe off the b.00d spots 

on the car. 

And then Manson, not Tex, told all three girls 

to 6 inside the bunkhouse and 'wait for him. 

\

What happened next? Well, Ifni sure some or all 

ot'youTon the jury have eithet been in the Armed Services 

during. wartIme or peacetime, and, as you know, when a 

sergeant or officer sends kris troops out on a mission, when 

they 'return he conducts some kind of critique; the troops 

report to him and then be evaluates their performance. 

suggest that Hanson conducted somewhat of -a 

critique in the bunkhouse atter Tex and the others returned 

from the Tate murders*  Nis head Zombie, the dune buggy 

Mechanic, Tex Watson/reported to lranson that when he 

arrived at the come he said to the people "I am the devil, 

here to do the devil's work." 

Witt kAtson also reported to Manson that "There 

was a lot of panic and it was real noisi*, bodies were laying 

all over thd place, but they were all dead." 

In other words, Watson was saying to Manson 

"Mission accomplishid, aix;  'mission.accomplished, sir." 
F, 

There was a lot of paniC;, it was real messy. 
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, That has got to be the understatement of the millenium, 

at least the understatement of the last several Centuries. 

What happened at 10050 Cielo Drive it the 

early morning hours of August 9, 19690  you don't even see 

in horror films. 

The thought, the mere thought of 'Watson, Atkins 

and. Krenwinkel dressed in black, armed, with sharp knives, 

entering the Tate residence in the depth of night, then 

stabbing the victims over and over again in the heart, in 

the chest, and the victims screaming out into the night 

ftr thar4wkorrl.fying screamsof!!!!1) 
• 

Ilite river of blood that flowed from their 

bodies, all of this is too horrendous a thought for the 

average mind to even contemplate for more than a moment. 

scene of human slaughter id •unbelievable. 

The' horror, the terror, the savagery, the 

At phernoment, at the very moment that Sharon 

Tate, Abigail. Folger, VoityCk Frykowski and SaySebring 

died, horror and terror dust have been frozen, on. •their 

faces, 
20 

21' 

Watson doidimTherevas a lot-  of panic' and it 

was real, messy, boss,".  
22 

After Watson gave his report to Manson, Manson, 
23 , 

as you remember, asked. Tex, Sadie, Katie and Linda if they 
24 	

had any remorae, to which they all replied they did not. 
25 

And then Manson sent them ell off to bed with 
26 
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the order not to talk to anyone about what had been done. 

-erittodgb. Charles Manson never accompanied 

the killers on the night of the Tate murders, in view of 

the fat that Manson was the dictatorial leader of the 

Family, and Tex, Sadie, Katie and Linda were totally sub-

servient to him, and in view of the instructions Mattson 

gave Linda on the first night to get a knife, a change of 

clothing, her dziverts license, and do everything that Tex 

told her to do, and in view of MansonTs seeing the killers 

off and telling the girld to leave something witchyt  and 

in view of Xartsonts waiting alone for them when the killers 

arrived back at, the ranch, and his' ordering the girls to 

take the blood off the. car ,and telling the 	to go 

into the bunkhouse and then having Vats= report to hint 

what happened, er--1,41  

t1en asking rex, Sadie, Katie and Linda 

if they had any remorse, and then 'sending all four of them 

off to- bed with the order not to talk to  anyone,-) 

4:--->Sit view of all that, it could not be more .  

obvious that Tex, Sadie and Katie were simply carrying 

out klansonss instructions on the first night. 

On the second night, of course, yott know that 

Manson actually accompanied the killers on his mission of 

murder. lie started out the evening by calling.Tex, Sadie, 

(atie, Linda and Leslie, called them aside, telling them to 

get a change of clothing, and again telling Linda to get 

2 

7 • 

26 

3.0 
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2Z 

24 

that drivev-s-license. lie also told the girls to 'meet him 

at the bunkhouse.; 

At the' 'bunkhouse he told everyone, including 

yex, as you know,tthe previous night. they had been tOo 

`IiiesSyt tonight he .1•as going to show them how to do it. 

• As youireqali from 	testimony, Manson 
, 	 . 

., either drave that 	when he wasalt driving, he 

8 	instrucOdUnda to aie; 	• Linda was 'firiyi4..,ManSon, 
, • 	 , 

and Manson alonertava 	'.directions. No one 'else in that 
• 

cat:'gave. Lindy -arty 

	

	other than Charlie Minson. 

Matisi:G w dceidp,d what - houses and places 

- to atop 'sot 	Frasailonay itioe'To or anyone else.' 

it was Uanton Wid deoidad*not to enter the house 

' and the church In • Pasade):In• 	 „ 

it was N.anson who decided that he xlanted to kill 

; the drtvar...,of the white_ sportsear, not 'rex or anyone else. 

And of courte; it was Manson who finally decided 
. 	• 	_ 

to driveto Harold true's ghee., and ,after he got out of 

tie  

	

car" of .  course:: he _enteled. tho, 	Bianca residence -- 

-don't imoit how -- he tlad the people up, he Comes back to 
the.,car; he .instructs "traioi,-1Catie and-Leslte to get out ...pt • 

4`r 	 " 

e'  

A te Te'S.F1 	 teate get out 'Of.  the Car • . 
it. Wee 'Manson; not anyone 	 Maniten, who tustruate_d 

111, 	
25 

3a. fls.26  
then.; to go intii:de the house... 

• tite car. 

1 
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- • 	told thei(--not to cause fear and; panic in Vie 

mat and thed roman and -'--as you - know, Linda believes that 
4 	 ' 	 • 

nanson also iold them not to let the'peoPle. khow they were 

going to be killed.-- 

'Linda also recalls Manson instructing Tex, 	e 

and Leslie to hitchhike b4OX tp the randh4- 

After kanson, :Sadie, Clem -- Clem. Tufts and Linda, 

drove off, Manson continued tel.m4ke all of the decisions. 

Amon other things he instrucipd Linda,t64rop that wallet,; 

hide that wallet in the gasoline station in Sylmar,. and he 

also instructed Linda=. Sadie and .Clem to murder the man in 
• 

his apartment 'in Venicew 
• 

'pespite ail thin evidence from an eye witness, 

Linda:'Kezabian, lir. Kanarek„ ladies and'entlemen,„ says,,, 

"There is to evidence," and I tm quoting him, "there, is no 

evidence thatTharles Manson.had:anything to do with theae 

Zurders„" 

All 1 can-Say is that when Linda Kasabian and 

the other prdtedution witnesses testified on that witness 

stand.1  Mr. Kanarek rilAst haVe been wearing ear plugs, ladieS 

d gntleten. 

. And when he read the transcript of this triall.as 

I know. he•did„ he must have read it blindfolded. • 

The evidence at this trial shows that it was your 

client, M. Manioni'Mr. Kana.rek, who ordered Me seven savag 

	

murders-. 	-Wlaintt4enghis.Khan; and it wasn't an aunt Of 

. - 	- 
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mine who lives up in Minnesota. 

Mr. Kanarek said that if the pi osecutiOn had 

an independent eye witness to these murders other than 

Linda Kapabian„ m4be.wewould hive something. 

Well, you haii-fb re-Ai2e„ ladies and, gentlemen„ , 
that in a premeditate murder it' is not going to be 

common at all 	I think this. is :use common horse sense -- 
. 

it is riot going to be 	at all that you are even 

going to have one eye Witness, in a premeditated murder, 

Here we do'have an eye witness, Linda Kasabian. 

When two or more people conspire, ladies and 

gentlemen,, awmetOmmV1440g*premeditated murder, the 

conspiraeors4 074ously —. obviously are going to deliber. 
. 	! 

atel)p*Ahe murders' in Olich.4,f4Shipa.that there are not, 
. 	. 	• 

going to be any eye witnesses, 

A beat4if pais4on, killing, a. spur 
Off., 

 the Moment 

decision to kill, you might have'100 eye witnesses. 

But when p#oPle:sit do i./2-1 and think about committin 

a murder, they are certainly not going to go down to 

Pershing Square and.  get on an orange crate or a soap boX 

end.  with 4.megaphOne. announce to the world, or the 
• ..4.44.0%.:*.t 

distinguished: 1141r.turwtes of the square,o that at 4 certain 

time, data and place, they are going to murder someone, and 

at that time, date and; place, there are witnesses there to 

obsc4rve the scheduled execution. Of course not. 

Premeditated killers take steps to insure that 

4 
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0  
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6 

8 

 

there are no eye witnesses. 

Let's lOok at this case here. Where was the 

conspiracy to commit murder hatched? 

Well, not at the Forum in, Inglewood or Pershing 

Square, bUt at Spahn Ranch, which although geographically 

is pretty close to everything, in View of the life styli 

that waso going'on out at Spahn Ranchisit was several 

hundred light yearO away. 

When were the Tato-La Bianca murders committed? 

In the depth of night, when the goblins 'and just a couple 

of other people are arOund,, 

Mott people are asleep -- to be actually truthful 

  

    

12 

   

 

' 
with you- I am not either, but at least I am at home 

2 :00 of cloCk last niglA0 

  

   

-15 

 

ere. were these murders committed, where were 
z 4 

they? Whe're *ere these murders committed? f Take a look 
._, 

at thi3 Tate residence; lathe* andigentlemen, wow, if that 

is nop a secluded residence,,/ don't know what in,  the , . 	. 	 . 	, . . 
world would be. 

These are not:hOmes up here“hise are trees. 

the Tate residence, very, very secluded, very, very 

vulnerable, 

What about the La Bianca residence? 

Well, to the right of the La Bianda residenCei  the

home was vacant. 

To the left is a very large walled-in estate. 
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Thla 	pliemeditated murder; it is not . going to be 

PomMitted down at the iie4rseCtion_oft7th'andlliroadway, of 

course not. 

So by the,itertyitature of the filet that these 

were premeditated murders, planned in advance, there are 

rarely going to be eYe xitnesso. 'IA this case we do hate 

an eye witness; we do have an eye witness, Linda Kasabian. 

Yet Irving Kanarek still is not satisfied. He 

demands more eye witnesses. 
1141  

Let's face it, ladies and gentlemen,. we 	have 

100 eye witnesses, a thousand eye witnesses to these 

murders and Mr. Kanarek would not 	about to say that his 

client was guilty. 

You could have a Warner BroZi film of these 

murders, a 	can't you hear lir. Kanarek? 

"Well, these people on film, now, maybe they 

10 

.11' 

ag 

• 13 

14 

• 15. 

16. 

are made-up actors paid by the prosecutiOn.fl  
17' 

Defenso'counsel referred to an instruction that 

an out-Of-court confession should be viewed with Caution. 

Remember that?. I thinker, Fitzgerald and / believe 

Re, Keith and, Mr. Kanarek referred to that 

An out-of-eourt confession or, for -that matter., au  

incriminating statement, or an admission ought to be Viewed 

with caution. 

That is ,what Judge Older is going to instruct you. 

Well, I want to tell you that this is simply a 

ig 

19 
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standard, a standard instruction that Ls always given in any 

ease when any derendant confesses out of court. 

That instruction was not formulated for this ease* 

The reason for the instruction is that singe you 

folks were not present at the time of the confession or. 

admission, obviously you are going to want to closely 

examine and scrutinize' that confessiOin and all the  

surroundingeircumstanees,'and X'invte you to do that in 

this ease. 

,, 
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You. will -find that all of the confessions in 

this Case are , t6liaity believable and totally consistent with 

all of the other evidence in this Peseta 	. , 
N, 

Linda iasabian's testimony, the fingerprint 

evidence, the firearms evidence. 

But as I say, this is merely a standard instrac- 
, 

tion. lie could have had 100 eyewitnesses to these con.,  

fessionp,, 

• These confessions. could have been on tape; for 

instance, when Susan Atkins confessed to Virginia Graham, 

even if wehad that on tape endue played that tape 

recording from that witness stand, Judge Older would still 

. give you this instruction, so it is just a standard 

instruction. 

The defense claims that people like Danny 

DeGarlo, -Brz Howard, Virginia Graham, et cetera, are 

unreliable. witnesses because for one reason or another, 

I don't know if they used these words, but in essence they 

said these people are bums;' they are bum. 

Mr. Shinn went further and he said some of the 

prosecution witnesses -were drug. users, thieves, alcoholics*  

felons, forgers, tax-evaders. 

Mk. SHINN: .'hat t. right. 

BUGLIOSI.: He said uHow would you like to invite 

them home for dinner?" 

How would you like to have them as a son-in-law 

3c-1 	1 
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or .a daughter-in-law? 

He said, "If you invite them home for dinner, 

your d better hide the sgverware." You remember he said 

. that. 

Well, that certainly is not true with the 

majority ,of the prosecution witnesses., but I will stipulate, 

I will stipulate that people like Danny DeCarlo and Virginia' 

Graham axe not the most respectable people innfoto.: - 

There 	no question about that. 

)3ut these are the people that these defendants 

lived with. 

Charles Manson; Test Watson, Susan Atkins, 

PAtric.1.42. Irenwinkel Leslie Van liouten, they are not going 

to get any leading, citizen awards from the Los Angeles 

Chamber of Commerce either'. I dont t think they 'are. If 

I find out about it I will try, to do something about it. 

These defendants lived -- they lived with some 

of the prosecution witnesses in this case. They certainly 

were not going to be living- with. Prince Philip, ladies and 

gentlemen; they lived with, these people. 

They lived and associated with people of their 

own class. That is just coMmon sense. 

And in living with them., they did things in 

front of them Which they now regret they had ever done. 

And in living with them they talked to them, 

and in talking to them they made incriminating statements 

12 
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19,  

and Confessions which they now regret having made. 

So, when they made these incriminating state-

ments and when they made these confessions, they made them 

to people with whom they were living, people with whom 

they were intimate. 
an 

They are not going to get on/airplane and 

go to Nome, Alaska, 'and confess to some 'Eskimo. 

In fact, ladies and gentlemen, in fact, with 

reSpect to the confessions of Susan Atkins, by definition/  

they would have had to have been made to co-irsilates: of 

hers, since at the time she made the confessiOn She Vilq 

incarcerated, and these co-4matesjof course, like Virginia 

'Graham and Boni Howard arel Z assume, they, are not nuns, 

or I donft think they would be there. 

They are not nuns! 
e-:-•11/-41 

They are bad people. -1.1351:t doesnft mean that 

bad people cannot tell the truth. 

,And when you, verify their story, by hundreds 

of other items of evidence, there is na question that these 

people are telling the truth. The fact that they committed 

a forgery does not mean that when Susan Atkins confesses 

to them, they cannot get on that witness stand and tell you 

what Sutan said. 

So when!mr. Shinn
. 
 says we should kind ofdisrega  

these statements because -of who these. people are, his poSiti 

simply is.not valid. 
„• 
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These people are the precise, the exact type 

of people to whom these defendants would have contested. 

In fact, if I sere on a jury like you folks, 

az. not like Mr. Kanarek saying "We jurors," or "Us jurors,' 

I say if; I said if I were on a jury and the prosecution 

called some doctor or lawyer or businessman or anyone who 

is not a member of the Family who was not living with these 

defendants, and he got up on that stands  and said Manson 

bumped into him on the street or called him on the phone 

and said "I am the onewho.did all these killings," if 

were on the jury I would say "Isn't that strange? Why,  in 

the world would Manson tell a person like this something 

like that?" 

So these people that these defendants confessed, 

to are the exactpipreciae people they would have confessed 

They made these confessions, ladies and gentle-

men„ they confessed to people like Juan Flynn, Virginia 

Graham, Roni Howard, Dianne'Lake. 

:They simPly took that witness stand and related 

to you what these defendants said .to them. .It is .no more 

complicated than that. 

Xr. Fitzgerald, Mr. Kanarek and Mr. Keith all  

reminded you that Dianne Lake lied at the Grand JUry. 

' I had intended to go into considerable depth 

explaining, or attempting to explain the law of perjury to 
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you)  why I think under the law of perjury Dianne Lake did 

not temmit perjury at the Grand Jury. 

But Mr VitFgerald himself, and then later Mr, 

Xeith, said that ,Dianne Itakvts testimony at the. Grand Jury 

did not cOnStitute regal perjury)  but they did say she 

lied at _the Grand Jury. 

The point I am trying-  to make 'is since they 

conceded this, l am.notigoing to bother going into the 

nuances of the law of perjury. 

With respect to the fact that Dianne Lake lied 

at the Grand Jury, I just want to make one statement with 

respect to her credibility at the- Grand Jury, 

Dianne Lake, ladies and gentlemen, did not make 

up any story. She simple kept her mouth shut and refused 

to disclose what she knew. 

And there is all. the difference in the world, 

all the difference in the world between making up a story 

as opposed to keeping your mouth shut, end lying about the 

fact that you don't know anything. 

IV,MRCItl Your loner, that is a misrepresentation. 

I objeet. Dianne Lake stated she v/as not at 

the Spahn Ranch. 

That is r, direct we can take out the to anacri 

and go over it. That is a misrepresentation of flat, your 

Ronor and. I object to it. 
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TEE COURT: The objection is overruled. 

Let's proceed. 

MR. BUGLIOSIt When I Say she kept her mouth shut, 

I don't mean she didn't talk, She kept her mouth shut and 

didn't tell the Grand Jury what she knew. 

That is not the same thing as making up a story. 

Making, up a story woad be a situation where Dianne Lake 

would say that Susan Atkins confessed to her, and let's 

say Susan Atkins did not confess to her. That would 

really be making up a story. 

• Of course, Dianne testified that the. reason, 

the reason why she did not disclose at the Grand Jury 

what she knew about these murders is that she was in fear 

other life at the hands of Charles Manson and the members 

of, the Family; and,  the secondary reason that -- it could 

haVe been,  the primary; reason -- in any event, the secondary 

reason, that, prior to the Grand Jurye Charles Manson:told, 

Dianne Lake not 'to say anything to'the authorities 

The defense argues that Dianne Lake Is a 

schizophrenic and a psychotic. 

At. Fitzgerald and Mr. Kanarek argued this, and 

they say„,therefore„ her testimony was unreliable. 

bUnne Lake testified to Leslie 

Van Htloe'ate confesilOn0  and also to Patricia Krenwinkel's 

confession to her that, she dragged .Abigail Folger from the 0 
bedroom -into. the living rOom.> 
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Sotr  Nr. Fitzgerald, Patricia Krenwintelt$ 

attorney, and Mr. Kanarek, who is not representing either ' 

Patricia Xrenwinkel or Leslie Van Houten, they both say: 

Well, she Is psychotic, she is schizophrenic, and you can't 

believe what she is saying. 

The defense in this case, ladies and gentiemen, 

simply did not want tO look at the evidence. in this case. 
f  

The evidence was anathema to- them, I'Vt was poison to them. 

'Ptild I IgUe,ae $.f ,you or x were they, WO Wouldn't want to look 

at theekidence either.;Ityould,be all against' Our clients,. 

Both psychiatrists, both psychiatrists whO 

examined Dianne, Dr; Skrdla and 	Deertng,;Tioncluded that 

not only Wasnt she schizophrenic when, they, examined her, 

She wasn't s chizophrenic, in their' opinion, when she was 

first admitted to Patton Hospital. 

Now, it is true that the. Patton psychologists, 

D. Meeks, testified upon Dianne sake's --, not testified, 

but made- an entry into the -Patton fiie. that, upon Dianne 
. 	, 

Lake14- adMission into Patton, in hisopinion, she was a - 

SthizOphrenia, 	

1:t6a74/ But as Dr. Deering testified,, 	platentt is a 

psychiatric diagnosis, and it'lfust so happens that 

Dr, Meeks is not a psychiatrlot. . 
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Moreover, the official diagnosis of Dianne at 

Patton was: "Behavioral disorder of adolescence anu drug 

dependence." 

In fact, on January 22Ad, 1970, 3ust 12 days 

after Dianne Lake was admitted to Patton, Dr. Oshrin, who 

is a. psychiatrist, Concluded that after observing Dianne 

for two weeks it was his opinion that she was not•psychotie, 

and she appeared to he nOrmal teenager.. 

In fact, on January the 12th, 1970, just two 

days after she was admitted ,to the hospital„ Dr. Oahrin 

concluded that she was well oriented as to person, place 

and time. 

Dr. liaynes, another Patton psychiatriSt,.in, a 

memo to the medical director, Dr. Gehrke, on January 28th)  

concluded that Dianne was not a psychotic. 

The defense argues, thenr Well, why was she 

adMitted tp Pattonl They say she was gravely disabled. 

• Well, here is a 17-year-old girl, ladies and 

gentlemen., who had ,lust gone through a harrowing experience 

With Charles Manson for three, years. Apparently her parent$ 

had forsaken her. She was' a lost adolescent, as it were. 

She-  was-in-need of emotional help, not mental help*  

Dr. Skrdla testified that the term"gravely 

disabled" is not a psychiatric evaluation of Dianne lake. 

The term ftgravely disabled" is imprinted on standard forms 

used to initiate conservatorahips in the State of California. 
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It is on the P9mittelf, It Says.'Ygravely 
v 	• 

disabled.° This wasn't' a psychiatric evalUation. 

And Dr. Skrdla added thAt'the infPrmation that he 

4 received from the files was. that the conservator thought, 

5 "Dianne 'needed support and rehabilitation more than she 

6  needed her mind being put back together. She was placed 

in the hospital because she was. believed to b.e somewhat 

or an immature dependent girl wht needed help and 

9 rellabi1itatiOn*I1  

10 	 Dr. Deering testified that even though the 

11 Patton pSychiatrist concluded Diarne wasn't mentally ill, 

12 Dianne's conServator, Donald Talmadge, who is the coroner 

13: 'or Inyq County -- they have the coroner acting in two 

14 capacities 	It is a tremendously large county, but in 

15 population everyone has to double up 	Donald Talmadge, 

lq the Coroner and the public guardian of Thy° County, had 

17 the right to keep her at Patton or any other place he 

chOseifor pne year, and he chose Patton, and Dianne 

19 stayed there until June 0f.1970. 

20 	 Both Dr. Skrdla and Dr. Deering testified that 

2X One can be. in a mental hospital for various reasons other 

'22 than being mentally ill. 

23 
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Mr. Fitzgerald said that the reason Dianne was 

kept, the reason she was kept thera, she must have been a 

psychotic. 

I don't know how he can ;:5I:7 that when the ftate 

psychiatric evaluations of Dianne;,cottained within the 

Patton files, say that she was not schizophrenic or 

psychotic. 

• Both Dr, Sladla and Dr. Deering testified that 

Dianne has the capacity and,  the ability to remember and 

relate conversations she had with—others in Aligust and 

September of 1969:  

And that is exactly what Dianne Lake did on the 

witness stand. She tole you about the back house incident 

in August,. 19694 She told you about Leslie Van Routeri's 

Confession to her'in September of 1969 at Willow Springs, 

16 And Krenwinkel's dc9fession to her in either late August 
A  

17 	earl 8,14it  1969; also at Willow Springs . 
, 	• 
$111st one further PPint., 	

%, 
is 

• . It is clear that 'Dianne Lake is no bore 

schizophrenic than the map in the moon.' BUt even.if-she 
• • . 

were, so what? 
	 =. 

The defense attOrneys apOrentlY1 14Ve this idea 0,w:a 

and I submit it is illogical -- that if a person is 

schizophrenic, they can't see and heat things clearly. 

Dr. Deering tettified that even presuming that 

Dianne was schizophrenic does not mean she would not 

reiember what happened. 
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And Dr. Skrdla testified: 

"I dont think it is a fair statement, 

.counsel, because even, individuals who' are actively 
• . 	 • 	 , 

psychotic with known schizophrenia are able to. report in 

great detail', and sometimes quite correctly and, precisely., 

a number of things that:go on 'around the slthoughmaybe in 

certain very isolated.ateas of their emttiOnal'eilnflict 
• 

there may be distortions.° 

Then he 4ops on to bay,• 

"The schizophrenic has no impairment of 

memory. There is no organic impairment of 

memory at all. He me tubers very well exactly - 

what happened., In fact, this may be part of the 

problem. In some cases he remembers too well 

things that happened and the emotional assaults 

that he has undergone, and reacts to them in a 

very sensitive way:" 

This is all moot, this is all very moot, because 

the - two psychiatrists who examined Dianne both testified 

that not only isnit she sehizophrenie„ Skrdla and Deering 

21 both. testified that Dianne Lake is not mentally ill at 

22 all. Not mentally ill at. all. She is simply an immature 

23 young girl who has had a very, very troubled past. 

24 	 Fortunately for Dianne )  she apparently now has 

25  .foster parents who/we can assUm9,are very concerned about 

26 her Welfare, and she, at long laBt, has an opportunity tO 
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live a nOrMallife in a wholesome environment. 
' 	cm still in 'phase two of"my argument, but 

.Plaase twO is perhaps the longest phase. This is where L am 

rebutting or ansuaring:80 percent pf the'defansei  'attorneys' 

eontentione. 

14' 

15 

16 

18 

• 

iii. Fitzgerald argucdthat-Linde gasabian 

testified that Tel: U.atsen pushed Steven Parent's cat. Yet, 

he saye, Uatson's prints were not found on the car, and 

he adted: If tat ;on puelled the car, why vereaft his prints 

found on the caw? 

this is an invalid argument, ladies aad 

gentlemen, particularly in view of the fact that Sergeant 

Dolan testified that 70 percent o' the 6,000 times that he 

has gone to the Geom.; of a crime he has been unable to 

se4ure readable latent fingerprints. 

Lnd he gave you the verioue reasons why it is 
1 

so difficult to secure readable latent fingerprints, 
	

1 

cald 1 Vent over that in great 	=.1 opening'ergtime42  

and 1net going to do it new, =opt to point out one 

2 - 

a: 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

12. 

15 

19' 
instance. 

20'  

• 

Fe testified that whm a person touches 'the 

object and while touching the cbjeq,meves his finger on 

the object, that leaves a smudge. 

In the terminology of fingerprint evidence, that 

is a smudge, and a soude is not a rradeble fingerprint. 

Uormelly, then me touch an object, we do move 

our fingers. Eepeolally when we ore puehing a car as Tex 

.2t 

22 

23, 

24 

25. 
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Vatsonzwas. Almost by definitiontis fingers would have had{ 

to have been moved on the surface of the car. 

And of course, that would have left a smudge. 

4 
	And that is why, undoubtedly, Watson never left his 

fingerprints on the car.. 

In any event, what difference does it make that 

Charles Vatsonls fingerprints weren't found inside Parent's 

car? Mat is the point? Bis fingerprints were found on 

the outside of the front door of the Tate residence. 

Is there some type of rule of law that to prove 

a person was at a particular place the prosecution has to 

prove that he left his fingerprints at two or more places? 

Maybe that is some rule of law that Mx. FitZ-

gerald knows about that X don't know about. 

Paul Fitzgerald said that Sergeant Dolan of 

the Los Angeles Police Department testified that there can 

be 50, even 300, points of identity between a latent 

fingerprint and an exemplar, and he said that Patricia 

Exenwinkel only had 17 points of identity. 

Only 17 points•. What a joke. 17 points is a 

very,, very high number of points of identity. 

50 point of identity, obviously)  would be 

under ideal conditions. 50 points of identity in a criminal 

case is unheard of►  
The Los Angeles Police Department gives 

positive, unqualified opinions where there are only ten 

23' 
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points of identity. 

The Federal Bureau -of Investigation rewires 

12 points of identity before they will give a positive, 

unqualified opinion, 
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.Here we bad 17 points of identity, Seven points 

.more than the Los Angeles Police Department requires. 

Dolan testified that the L.A. Police Department 

will vivo opinions on even less than ten points. But to 

give a positive, unqualified opinion, they require ten 

points. 

Here we had 17. 

So, to. a scientific certainty,, the latent 

fingerprint on the inside of the back door of Sharon Tate's 

.master bedroom are Patricia KrenwinkeIts fingerprints. 

Then Mr. Fitzgerald Made this argument. He said 

elnee the police foundMiss Krenwinkelts fingerprint at 

the Tate residenee, when they.arretted her on August 'the 

utb, .19690  dUring the Grand Theft-Auto raid, he said, . 

'why didn't they arrest her at that time for these murders? 

Well, the evidence shows,,  ladies and gentlemen, 

that although the Los Angeles Police Department., got 

Patricia Krenwinkelts latent' fingerprint on August the 9t1-1,.,:  

1969, they Aid not get Patricia Krenwinkelts fingerprint 

exemplar until February the 22nd, 1970. 

Px. other words, until February 22nd, 19701  they 

ever had the exemplar tO .compare it with. 

. A latent fingerprint, ladies 'and gentleman, is,  

alueless by .itself; U'Only becomes valuable when there 

s a named,suspect'S;
,
print to compare the latent fingerprint \I  

* 
ith.  

it 
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Prior to setting a fingerprint exemplar of 

Patricia Krenwinkel to match the latent fingerprint Up 

the police would have had to have compared the latent 

fingerprint with the zeveral nillion finzerprint exemplar-

cards they had on file, It would take Years and years.' 

6 
And even then, 

 mWwouldn't be able to .match it up with her 

card unless her cardwas in their file. 

8 
	 So, the reason Patricia. Krenwinkel was net 

9 
arrested on August 16th for these murders is that the • 

10 
police, at that time, had not matched the latent finger-

prints up with PatriciaXrenwinkel's fingerprints. She 

12 wasn't a suspect at that time. 

,Sb;: even if they had Patricia Krenvinkel's 

14 
fingerpritit.s on fileyith 	 police Wouldn't 

have had'any more reason to compare the latent fingerprint 

16 
with Patricia Krenwinkel"S fingerptints'thailthey, WouId 

with Emil Weezner's or.janeSmert.,z444; She wasn't a suspect. 

So, why in the world would tlieycOmPare, the'latent prints 

i9  with Patricia Krenwinkel's exemplar, 

20 	
That is the answer to kr. FitzgeraId's argument 

21 - 

	 as to why wasn't Patricia Krenwinkel arrested on August 

22 16th. 
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Now, with respect to Lk. Fitzgerald' s argument 
that the 25 unmatched latent fingerprints found on the Tate 

premises include the fingerprints, of the actual killers, 

,and'the actaal killers are persons other than. these 

defendantsli 
6 • 

.1z 

13 

14 

35 - 

.7 • 

8 

9 

10 

the first place, Sergeant Dolan testified, 

ladies and gentlemen, that no person, no human being, 

has the same fingerprint on, more than one of his fingers. 

And he went on to say that the 2$ unmatched 

latent fingerprints in the residence and= the cars could 

have belonged to people who had been, of course, on the 

Tate premises a long, long time ago. 

By interpelation, the six unmatched fingerprints 

at the La Aianca residence could have belonged to just one 

person. 
16 

17 

18 

19. 

20 

21 

three or four people, since, as he said -.►  as he said --- 

no person has the same fingerprints 	more than one 

Dolan said that the Z5 unmatched fingerprints 

at. the Tate residence could have belonged to as few as 

of his fingers. 

22 

23 

Dolan testified that fingerprints can remain 

inside of a residenceTor many mdr4;ho. For toany
, 
 mdnths. 

.24 • • . 
could have belonged to people who had teem at the Tate 

these fingerprints, at the Tate residence 

25 
residence during a party, could haw belonged to workers, 

several months earlier. 
_26 
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The prints on the cars could have belonged to 

a gasoline station attendant, a. hitchhiker, to a5yo e. 
,,...v.r.,‘..e 

There is no way in the world to amspore finger- 

prints up like that. 

III

It is immaterial, ladies and gentlemen, to who 

these other prints belonged. The only relevant and import t' 

point is that Patricia Eremirikells fingerprint and TeX 

Watson's fingerprint were found at the Tate residence. 	i  

1 

Mr. Fitzgerald doesn't have to concern himself 

with to. 'whoa these other paints belonged. Ms client's 

fingerprints were found there, and that is the and of the 

f story for Patricia Xrenwinkel. 

It is the' end of the ban game for her. 

.Then Fitzgerald's arguftent that maybe 	listen 

to this -4- maybe his client„ t,atricia ItrenWitikell Was at 

the Tate residence on a prior occasion, and that is when she 

left her fingerprints  

Maybe she was at the Tate residence on a prior 

occasion, a4d that is when She left her fingerprints there. 

Maybe if I had wings, I Could fly. 

This "maybe this, maybe that" type of argwaent 

can be carried 1153 to the point 'of reductio ad absurdum. 

The mbole purpose. of a trial is to put on 

evidence on that witness stand, not to sit back in a 

chair and contemplate the wallpaper and say "Maybe this, 

maybe that." 

1 

lo.  

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16  

17 

is 

19 

20 

21 

24 

25 

4f flo,76  
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Whm i was talkinz about the fact that these 25 

unmatched prints could have belonged to people who had 

been to the T9te residence on.a prior occasion, I was talking 

about peopli, who hafi. a rirht to be there, like friends or 

12e0ta of thE,  Polanskis or zorkers at the residence, 

7..1ht conceivable richt in the world, what reason 

in the world, would Pz,,tricia Krenwinkel have to be inside 

Sharon Tat 	bedroom? Of all people, Patricia Krenwinkel? 

If r3he was a friend of the Polanskis, if 

Patricia Krenwinkel 'was a friend of the Polanskis and had 

visited they: on prior occasions, why. didnit Paul Fitzgerald I 

subpoena witnesses to the stand to say that they had seep 

Patricia Krenwinkel there on prior occasions? 

All we have is Ar. Vitzgerald's bald, nude 

declaration that ta7be she was there on a prior occasion* 

JletaA that isnot evidence, 
4 	1 4 	i#  

In the 4fir4t place, ladiea arid gentlemen, Linda 

Kasabiantestified,thate  on the, riisht of the Tate murders, 

'neither Susan Atkin's' near PafriCia Xrenivrinkel ,said ,that they 

had ever been tO the place,before. 14 .the ,.first place, for 
; • 

starters* 

/n the second plade Winifred Chapman testified 

that on Tuesday, August the 5th, 1969, she wiped off the 

area of that door, the same area of the door upon which 

Patricia XrenVinkell$  prints were found. 

So, even. if Patricia KrenWinkel had been to the 

( 

4f-1 	1 

2 

.3 

4 

5 

6 

- 7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

18 

14 

15 

16 

17 

20 

21 

22 

24 • 	25 

26 
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2 

3 , 

f 

Tate residence on a'!.prior occasion'---- 	of course, 
4 

is preposterous --,herprintS Wou10 have been wila*d of f4 

Vitzgerald,saySt Well, maybe she was there 

on Wednesday or Thur;Iday:maybe 4'san invite guest, 

swimming lathe pool. ' 

She only swam in one thing, ladies and gentlemen, 

a river of*blood, 
-444 

14.the early morning hours of August the 9th, 

didn't swim in 'any pOol with bluing agent in it.. 

Of course, Linda Kasabian testified, Linda 

Kasabian testified that Patricia'Krenwinkel was at the 

Tate residence on the night of these murders, and she also 

testified that Patricia was chasing Abigail froi the 

vicinity of that baCk d0ort  the same back door where 

Patricia XrenwinkeI's firerprints were found. 

And Patricia Krenwinkel tells Dianne Lake that 

she dragged Abigail Volger from the bedroOmInto. the living 

room. 

There is just abOolutely no question whatsoeVer 

that those prints of Patricia, Krenwinkells were left on that 

door, ladies and gentlemen, on the night of the Tate 

murders. 

All right. We will get into phase number three. 

THE COURT: Before you do, Mr. Bugliosi we will take 

the recess. 

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse with 

14 

15 

17 

13 

.14 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24. 

25 

10: 

4 

7 

r. - 	 4 
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anyone or form or►  express any opinion regarding the .case 

until it is finally submitted to you. 

The Court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 

7; 

1 

2• 

4 

5 

6 

7  

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

• la 

19. 

20' 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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15 

16 

17 

is 

19 

20 

21 

22 

.23 

24 

• 	25 

.26 

16' 

11 

12' 

13 

THE. COURT: All counsel and jurors are present. You 

may continue, Mr. liugliosi. 

lRr BUGLIOSX: Thank you, your Honor. 

Linda Kasabian.. 

Mr. Kanarek, Mr. Fitzgerald and Mr. Keith all 

said that Linda Kasabian was untruthful; that she lied on 

the witness stand. 

Linda Kasabian testified on that witness stand, 

ladies and gentleMent  for 18 days; in round numbers, four 

on, direct examinatioxi, 14 on cross-examination. 

Actually, it was three and a half and fourteen 

and a half. We will. call, t .four and fotirt6en. 

And 1 ask you, was there a person in this entire 
, 	. 

courtroom who hoard her testify and 'did not believe that 

she was telling the truth about these two nights of ghastly 

murder?' 

Linda Kasabiants testimony in and of itself, 

without anything more, just her testimony alone, I am 

satisfied., convinced you folks that these defendants 

committed these ,murders. 

'Linda w 	ere both nights, ladies and gentle- 
e 

men, both nights,,T Site told you. in her words the way it 

happened. 

The defense, in desperation, reaching out 

a drowning man for a straw, tried to destroy her ctetabiiity 

by showing that she wasn, t the clean-cutk American girl 
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I • 
	next door. 

Well., we never said she was, and Linda would be 

13,  

15 

16 

18 

19 

11 

12 

20 

26 

10 

21 

22 

23 

24 

3 

4 

6 

9 

7 

the _first one to admit, that she was not. 
. 	, 

7:1 said in my opening argument, idtt on direct 

examination before the defense attorneys even cross-examined 

her, elitt Linda admitted 'that 'she-had been 'Using 'drugs since 

the age of 16; tkiat .she had t,+ en LSD 50 times; she .admitted 

her sexual, promiscuity. 

So the defense showed more of her dirty under.. 

wear on cross-examination; 4o what? 

What did it have to do with the fact that she 

Was with these defendants on these two nights of murder? 

Absolutely nothing, that s what. 

So Linda is net an angel; so she is. not the way 

you and I would want our 'daughters to be. 

In fact, it is because she is not an angel and'.  

it is because she is not the way you and 1 would want our 

daughters to be that she ended up with these defendants on 

these two nights of murder. 

Charles Manson wouldn't have invited some 

respectable member of our society' to go along on these two 

nights of murder, obvioUsly not. 

He chose members of his Family, ail of whom 

-were by -definition dropouts from society. 

And Charlie chose the right people to .do his 

murderous, bidding for him; Tex, Sadie, Katie and Leslie. 
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Be only made one mistake, Linda Kasabian, a 

girl who could not kill for Charlie, and who, rather than 

remain beholden to Charle.s Manson., told the world what 

happened on these nights of horror. 

Yon know, when ,you acme right down to it, 

there is one quality in Linda that ye uottl.4 want our 

daughters to have, and that was her openness, her honesty, 

her frankness. 

, All of us have done things in our past, ladies 

and gentlemen, that we are.not particularly proud of. 

Zany .of us have skeletons in oar closets, and now and then 

those skeletons rattle taiher loudly. 
1 	'A 

anda'gdsab. 	ian opened up that closet door for.  

you. She told' jou everything about herself. 
. . 

She NPIS brutally frank, . She, hid nothing. 

Did she have to te.11,,you about the different 
t . 	, 

kinds of -drugs she had taken in Vaious,places, lie 

Boston and New tlexicol; 
	

• 1 -. 

4 

6- 

9 

10 

11 

1Z 

• 4., 

19 	 'or instance, did she haVe to tell you she had 

20 taken-peace pills in /l.sm York City once? 

21 	 If she ecnied it, could the defense have 

22: • proven she had? 

• fge23 	 she have to tell. you she had taken LSD ,  

'24 in Boston on Christnias Eve oaf 1966? If she said she had 

2$ not,. would the defense have been 	have had someone to 

that on Christmas Evb of 1966 in Boston they were 
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I t Md, you, took no .c.ther drugs? 

11A 

tt 

tes. 

Gn .how many occasions did you smoke weed? 

2 

' 	3 

, 4 

. ,211149  

Aresent when. Linda' teak -LSD? 

Constantly volunteered information that t .r, 
. 	• 

was unflattering to her,04.thouc anzprompting:., 
^4, 	 ,1241  

The trarisript 
.„,„.
Oletttatein. many •i.nstanees,tt. 1.7as 

• 

5 she who 'volunteered •the-fat thett She smoked matilUene: 

NI 	I smoked weed, if that is what ycu want 

to consider a drug. 

"Q YQU mean marijuana' 

"4 	A, number of oepasions." 

She volunteered that. 

ilhen she was asked whether the credit card 

IrtiCei Davis gave her when she left Spahr. Ranch for New 

NekicO was stolen, she said she didn, t know, but she 

volunteered without being asked that she herself had 

stolen credit cards on prior occasions. She wasn't even 

Asked that. 

Men. oho as asked if she remembered whom she 

slept with on July 8, 1969, at Spahn Ranch, she answered 

she did not remember,. but volunteered Without even being 

asked*  "tut eventually I slept with all the men," 

She volunteered all those things. 

Dia she have to admit she enjoyed the sex 

orgy at Spahrt Ranch, even making love to another woman? 

7 

8 

10 

'11 

12 

13 

14 • 

15 

. 17 , 

19 

20 

21.  

22 

24 • 

25 

• 26 
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2 

4 

If she bad said it repulsed her, could anyone 

have disproved it? 

Did she have to volunteer the facuithout any 

direct oplestionin4 bc$:0g:Put to herithat she had: Made love 

to the agtok in his apartment in Venice 

-: 	: Did she haVitb .e!.34. 70$,i about those things? _ 
For candor, ladies and gentlemen, her frankness, 

• • , 	r, 	i 	. 	
f 	 . 	 . 	; 	i ' , . 

her honesty on that witrieAs, stand was nothing short of 

astonishing. 

6 

7 

9 

She couldn't Po-Ssibly have been more open with 

you folks.. 

ror instance, she had to know that the thrust 

of her tostimony was going to be against Charles Manson 

And these throe female defendants, obviously. 

She had to know that the defense attorneys 

werenft going to say 'Linda, we believe everything you, are 

saying about our cheats= we know our clients ate guilty; 

' we are sorry for even asking you questions." 

She knew they weren't going to do that; that 

they were going to try to make her look like she was 

untruthful*  Obviously, -that is just common. sense, and yet, 

knowing this%  in describing Charles Manson when she first 

came to Spahn Ranch, she testified that 'Charles Manson 

seemed to 'be good." 

20. 

21 

22 

fla. 24  

26,  

.26 
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14'  
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16, 

18 
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She also said she had loved him and even 

volunteered the observation he Just seemed to generate 

this love, and some of the things he would say just 

seemed to be pUre truth. 

This doesn't sound like someone WhO was trying.  

1;4 tail Charles Manson to the cross, ladies and,gentlemen4  

was aimply telling you the way she felt about Charles 

Anson'when she first (lame to Spahn Ranch. 

And if the adjectives /Used in describing .CharleS 

Manson were favorable,' well, she couldn't help that; She 

had' to tell you the truth, and that is exactly what she 

did on that witness stand. 

Linda also obviously knew,. COMM011, Sense, that 

the defense would try to make . her look like she was some 

freaked-out individual who couldn't distinguish fantasy 

from reality. 

Knowing. this, and obviously knowing how far out 

it is to believe that any Man is a Second coming of Christ, 

and knowing how far out it would sound to utter thoSe 

words on , the witness stand, in Answer to the question: 
It4 	Did you love Charlie very much?" she 

Volunteered: 

Well:, to be truthful with you," 
f.' 

"I It that '"he was the Messiah ooze again, 

know the Second :ccidlaingor, 4%ist 

She volunteered that. She wasn't even asked 
' 	,3.31 
	 4., 

she said,. 

.you 
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'the question, °Did you believe Charles ganson'was Christ?" 

She'volunteered it. 

Amazing candor and honesty. She told you that 

4 
	at one tlifte she tr2Iitv,,d Charles t:anSon was Christ because 

5 that is the way she felt about him when she first came to 

the Spahn Ranch. ,ShleAUickly shedthat belief, of course. 

7 , 
	 she honest in her descriptiOn of 

• 8 Char;es,Mansonl but she Was,egual4 hopest In her descriptiOn 

of the entire FaMtlyi„among'whom,of cours'e, are the three 

10 
	female defendants in,this,case. 

" 11 
	 Here is the way She'deseribed her first contact 

12 with the Family as a ,group. :14'44141r. 

13 
	 nYpsy bcought me into this ranch and we- 

14 
	 walked over to the kitchen, and l remember gazing 

15 
	 into their eyes and they gazed into mine, and we 

16 
	 were all smiling, and it was just a very loving, 

17 
	 you know, giving. and receiving kind of thing, 

18 
	 and we hugged and embraced and:  you know, they ' 

19 
	

just made me feel really Welcome'. 

20 
	 II 	When you met these people did you think 

2i 
	

they were kind? 

171. 	Oh, yeS, they Were just pure loving 

' 23 
	 people. 

24 - 
	 1T 	Did you think they were gentle? 

25 
	

Yes. 

26 
	 Did you thinkthey loved you? 
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.21 ' 

'22 
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2 

4 

ttL 	Yes. 

ncl 	Did you love them'? 

1111.  

:'as there some reason for that? 

u 	1 was just very Open and they were 

very open. and it was just, you know, you could 

feel the love, it was there. 

11Q 
	

You felt they genuinely loved you? 

MIL 	YeS," 

6 

7 

8 

0 

That's Linda Kasabian for you, ladies and 

3entlemen, she told you the complete truth from the moment 

she joined the Family on July 4th, 1969, until the Moment 

she escaped from the ranch on August 13th, 1969. 

The defense attorneys, incidentally, frequently 

said that Linda always gets what she wants. 

Other than Judge Older giving Linda immunity for 

these seven murders, they never mentioned anything else; 

they never explained to you what they meant when they said 

"Linda always got what she wanted." 

They also cited an instruction to you that 	I 

Judge Older will give you that a witness willfully false 1  

on one material pant may be distrusted in the rest of he, 

testimony. They cited,that as to Linda Kasabian. 

Yet they did not go on and tell you one solitary 

instance where there' is any evidence that Linda Kasabian 

lied on that Witness stand. 

10 

iz 

12 

;23 

24 

25 
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think that we all know Linda's story, ladies 
f 	• 

and gentlemen, With the'exCeptin of tiese two .nights Of 

murder,tio probably the samestoryA with in4Sgnificant 
• • 

Variation6;;as,the young hippy girl we see hitching a ride 

'on Sunset Boulevard it blue jeans, probably the same story. 

Linda came from a. broken home she had an 

early marriage at 16 that ended. in divorce,' an unsuccessful 

second marriage, 

At the vulnerable age of 16 she became a patt of 

• 3.o the 'permissiVel freeloving,drug-oriented world of the hippy,, 
01, living, Was her way of life, 

It was obvious that her life was anchorless, 

'foundationless. She drifted from one hippy commune to 

another, You name it, she was there: 

fireftwich Pillage;  Haight-Asbury, Taos. 

16 	 She was akin to- a person on a rudderless vessel 

IL at seas  subject to whatever capricious wind might blow. 

Ultimately, of,  course -- ultimately -- mak it was 

her destiny that her path led. to Spahn, Ranch, Charles • 

Manson -and  two nights of horrifying murder. 

21 	
' It's very obvious that Linda Kasabian 	yoU 

2.2 

 

watched her for 18 days -- very obvious She Is a ,docile, 

.23 submissive, unresisting young girl. 

24 ' 	 Also being, impressionistic by nature and just 

25  having beentejected by her husband, with no place to call 

home, She was a very likely candidate for the type of 

2 . 

4•  

4 

.5 

9 

19 

'20 
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predicament in which she found herself' on these two 

nights of murder. 

Mr. Fitzgerald sada that although Linda says she 

was impressionistic and naive, the proof that she wasn't 

Was that she lived it many hippy communes, had many sexual 

'experiences and uted drugs extensively, 

don't see how living with hippies and taking 

- drugs and having seal experiences makes one not 

impresSionistic and naive. 

Linda was 20 years of age at the time of these 

, - .murders. Some people are naive all of their lies, in 

other words, they never 'grow up; 

One may halie
4 	ci a tremen  

drugs and sex and stp.I'be w*tef 
- 

to judg l,bther-huMan beings. 

Linda. wasn'tt:Aaiye, 	admit, ;Ladies,  and, gentlemen, 

in drugs and sex; MA she could'not possibly have been 

more naive and 3.Mpre0sierlistig;When it came .to Charles 

Manson. 
	 • - 	 ! 

I ask you, who. couleLpOssibly bp more naive and 

1411Pressitinistiewith respect to Charles Manson than Linda 

Xasabian was in the summer of 1969? She thought that,guy 

was Jesu$ Christ. 

And Fitzgerald said she's not naive and 

imPressionistle. 

,That 40 the high water mark in naivete. 

amount of experience in 

lacking in the ability 

2 
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16 

17 

18 

19 

26 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

5b-i. 	 If one were to. scour the face of this gJ.obe, 

checking every grevice, every attic, every cellar, every 

closet,' every gutt :4  ex every sewer for a person more unlike 
/.4 

Jesus Christ, it Oeme'go,with Charlie Manson! 
4 	

5 	• ' • 	;  
., Xr, FitsEe'rald says how come Linda left,  Tanya. 5 	, , 	A 

With people She says, gre -murdererl. . 6  , 	
1 	' 4 •-: 

. 141.  are metihg into a rather sophistieated point/ 

8 
, right here;  , ,,5  ' 	. . . 

	

. 	' 	 i 

9 	
. Well, in the 'first plaaeitinda testified, that 

. 	... . 	_. ,..,. 	'..;,_,1 	• she did not want to leave:.-tanya'at pah a 'Ranch. She la 

'testified Tanya Was with the whole family, "and there was 
there 

to way without being questioned' that I could go down/and 

take her." 

Moreover, Linda testified that she had the 

feeling that the Family would not. harm Tanya-, and she . 

intended to -return, to 8palm Randh.ta,get 'Tanya as soon as 

she Could, which she did. 

Now) keep two  things in mind0  ladies and gentlemen, 

with respect to why Linda Kasabian did not take Tanya, 

with her. 

Number one, she knew that Kansan and the Family 

Always placed great emphasis on children. In fact, on 

the night of the La Bianca murders Charlie Manson passed 

up the first home in Pasadena because he saw the picture of 

children hanging on the wall. 

Secondly, this point is important, and one that 

ii 

.12 

13 
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This is a distinction that the defense 

'counsel simply did not„want to see. A good example of 

thin is Mr. Fitgerald'a original cross-examination of 

Linda: 

. You weren't afraid to call the 

police because you were worried about some 

harm that might come to your child, were you? 

To both of us. 

Didn't you previously testify tn 

this case that 	knew l had to leave and some- 

thing within myself told me that Tanya would 

be all right'? 
1118.4. 	Yes.” 

Note that in Mr. Fitzgerald's last question, 

21.,151  

the defense-, overlooked-, When Linda Kasabian left Spahn 

Ranch, ladies and_ gentlemen, she merely was running away 

to her husband in Nei MeXico. She waa not running away from 

the Fa 1y to contact the police and tell the pollee that 

these defendants committed these murders. 

There i.s alIe the difference in the world between • • 4 
merely raring at; 	as opgosed to running to the police. 

'Manson and the am .y would not have had any- 

where near as much of a' reason to kill Tanya if Linda , 
• • 	, , 

merely ran away as opp'c.sed,to: rOling't-O;the police. 

Linda feared for Tanya's life if,she would pall the police, 

12 She did not fear for Tanya's Iift ir she merely ran away. 

; 

4. 

5 

6. 
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ladies and gentlemen, he mentioned nothing about Linda's 

calling the,police. .Yet he felt that that question and 

the first:question, when he Aid mention Linda's calling the 

police, were one and the same. 

It is all the difference in the world, ladies 

and gentlemen, between rUnning away as opposed to running 

to the police, 

In fact, Linda even teatifiedTi.f .she had intended 

to contact the police when she left Spahn Ranch she would 

'not have 'left Tanya behind, 

Mr, Fitzgerald said, "Why didnit Linda report 

these murdera to the police on the night of the murderS or 

within the next few days at Spahn Ranch, or when she came 

downtown to visit Bobby Beausoleil and Sandra GOode and 

Mary Brunner orsP he said, nlater on when she left 

Los Angelest". 

Wells  human beings, ladies and- gentlemen,' don't 

always do things .or fail to do things for one reason. 

Many times there is a multiplicity of motivations 

behind human conduct, Some of which are so nebulous and 

obscure that we ourselves are unaware of it. 

Linda testified there were many reasons, many 

reasons why she did .nit report these murders to the police. 

!Before I tay that, before I give the reasons that 
! 

Linda te0:tified to on the witness stand, don't,  forget, 

J ladies.and gentlemen, that Linda did tell be'Zage„, her 

2 

'3' 

4 

5' 
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14 

15 
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husband and .a man named. Zeffrey in September of P69 about 

2 these.  urders,', and some of the details and the fact that 

Charlie flipped, \. Out and had these people killed. 

$o she di& not. keep it a secret, she just didn't 

,tell the police about it. 	 • 

These are the reasons that Linda gaye.;41 ,,~!--, 

She said, she. WO- pregnant with Angel; she dia not 

want to ga through the lnevit4ble ordeal at that time. 

' She said she didn't know how to approach the, 

police, and had no Confidence in them. 

of cOUrse.Linda's fear or and lack of 

confide/24e in and being '12pcomfortable with the police IS 

underStandahle.-  

atug-Oriented jlife she had bgen 4,0a41418,.. 

of 'course:, was am the-OripOPI4i' gide of-  the ,tracks frbm 'the 

polige. 
. 	•', 

. Another rettsOnand of .soUrse -a selfish one, 16 

that she feared: that if,  she. contadted- the police and,  told - 

- the.poliCe these defendants had committed these murders, - 	, 
that she could become inVOlvedherself„ of course„, 

-and .4the Woad 10Se het child, Tanya. 

She also tee tided that another reason for not 
- . 

going to. the police; afterc She,4efOpelln Aanch, is she 

never knew where MAAS'on and' the Family were, and if they 

foUnd gut about it' they would kill her; they would find 

,her, they Would kill her and her. daughter, Tanya. 
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or course one can readily understand Linda's 

fear in this regard, ladies and gentlemen they could 

murder seven human beings fOr'no sensible reason under the 

stars, they certainly would not hesitate to murder Linda 

Xasabian if she told the police that they had'committed 

these murders, 

So Linda had many reasons for not contacting the 

police, but regardless of Linda's reasons, Ladies and 

gentlemen, irrespective of Linda's reasons, what does this 

have to do with the fact that shy was with these defendants 

On these two nights or murder, and took that witness 

stand and truthfully told you everything that happened? 

So what?i  

She exa have had one reason; she Could have had 
, 

a thousand reasons. Sp.she didn't)  What does it prOve? 

4 	fir, Fitigeraid merely asked a. question, Why 

.6beertat she go to the police/a 
• ' 

- Anyone can ask '
.a 

Atiesti'on' like that: , it doesn't 

'take a lawyer to ask that question, 

He should haVe bad the courtesy to to on and 

tell you What legal relevance it ,had that'Ll4da did not 

contact the police. 

Mr. Fitzgerald, during his argument)  frequently,  

would make these statements that just hang, float around 

lazily in the atmosphere with no connection whatsoever to 

the issues in this case, no umbilical .cord connecting. them 
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with anr of the isiues.
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SO what? lie didn't bother to"tell you. Be just 
• 

said, 901y didn't ahe contact the 'palice?" 

What is his point? 

The fact that she never went to the police 

certainly dots tot mean she wasn't present with these 

defendants on these two nights o- murder.4  

Under that line ofreasoning,,til0=g4;:r. 

commit a robbery, and if- they don't go to the police and 

turn themselves in, and tour months later they are arrested 

for these robberies, likei4inda Was for these mUrders, 

apparently_ the police /turn around and release them in 
.4401.e4,e 

that/they did not report the robbery immediately to the 

pOlice•I  they didnft commit the robbery. 

Apparently .Nr, Fitzgerald feels when people 

commit a crime the first thing they should do is drive their 

getaWay car to the first police station. 

24 , 
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Linda's not reporting these murders to the 

police,•ladies and gentlemen,, in no way means she wasn't 

with these defendants 0A these two nights of murder. 

She left Spahn Ranch on August 13, l69. She 

was SQ desperate to escape, she stole David Hannumts car. 

She didn't race out •of Los Angeles after these 

murders, ladies and gentlemen, coincidentally three days 

'A.Eter these murders, to escape from the smog, ladies and 

gentlemen. She was escaping from Charles Manson and his 

gamily because as 4 result of her association with them 

she had become involved in two 'nights of murder. 

The defense was Almost trying' to lead you to 

believe that singe lands never contacted the police and 

told them who committed these murders and how they were 

committed, her testimony on the. Witness stand is worthless. 

I mean, it childish reasoning, .but this is 

what they seem to have said. 

In fact, Nr, Fitzgerald actually made this 

incredible statement,, I have no other adjective to describe 

this statement other than to say it is purely incredible. 

Uhl:503:461e: might be another adjective. 

I an quotingyitzgerald: 

. "Una' s ,Ite,stAmpny might be Nil6rth some- 

thing if she had,,reported;these murders on ,August 

12th." 

Apparently,-ladies .and. gentlemedx  .tafter August 

5c-1. 
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• " Uhy'do you use the word Iwitchyt? 

Because they called themselves witches. 

Uho called themselves witches? 

All the girls, and Charlie called us 

21,163 

like a freak agaia, he said qtindathought she was 

111011, let's look at the. testimony in the 

transcript on this% 

Letts see if Linda 'thought she was a witch: • 

"6 	Did Charlie ask you girls to do anything 
while you ware at ttiesecond camping site? 

First he instructed us to make little 

witchy things to hang in, the Ttrees. tti Show 

way from the cam site to our road in" the dak. 

Mat thingst 
: 	 • ,  

nA 	ThinSb Made from weeds, rocks, stones, 

branches, some kinds pf.Wires,.I 'don't kn.* all, 

different little things. 

witdhes. 
on 	Charlie called all of you girl's witches? 

"A 	ph-huh. " 

"Didnit you feel that you. were a witch 

during the month of July, 1969? 

the 12th, the fact that Linda Easabian was present with - 

these defendants on these two tights of murder, observing 

and hearing everything that was done, teased to be a fact. 

Mr. Xenarek said, trying; ,to make Linda look 	jr  
b-# 00W 1"411: 
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5e-3 was made to feel I was a witch, 

2, 

Did you refer to yourself as a witch? 

Mile I was there, yes; and at one point, 

once when I left, I referred to myself as a witch. 

You never referred to yourself as a 

witch before you went to the 'Spahn. Ranch, take it? 

"A 	No. 
11Q 	'You are familiar with the name, Yana 

the Vitch2 

"A 	Yes. 

Is,that what you used to refer to. yourself 

11A 

!I A  

a 

"A 	Well, when, I first eutered..tb,e;;Fauch, 

qypiay to3,d me that they all Assumed, different names, 

and if I would like,to pick out a name;, and the name 
•; 

- just cameto Me, so r assumed that name; 'which. I was 

called Yana maybe once or twice Aich just, you:know, 

sort of went 'down, and they called me Linda. 
11Q, 	Did you profess to have some magical 

powers? 

"A 	No, I didn't. 

"O. 	You were very impressionistic during the 

month of July, and Gypsy suggested to you that you 

should call yourself a witch, so you called yourself 

a witch? 
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11Q, 	how did you do that? 

Just by thinking I was a witch. 

Did. you act like a latch? 

•21,165 
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"A 	Well, she said that we were all witches.; 

-"Q, 	Did you disagree with that? 

"A 	Na, don't think I did. 

"q 	Did you feel you were a witch? 

"A 	I think X tried, to make myself believe' 

I was a witch. 

"Z. • Vo 	acted like myself. 

yC 	Did you. adopt or assume the role of a 

" Q 	Duals the ,months of, July and August, 
• 

1969, were You pieocctip. fed,with witchcraft? 

"'.2 	Didn't you attempt to practice the art of 

witdhcraft? 
11. NO4 I donit even know that witchcraft is. 

I don' t know rituals .'t 
This was the attempt during cross7examination. 

to make her look like some type of freak: 

You never saw anybody at the Hpahn Ranch 

do ottythintl that a real witch would do, did you?" 

That was /Ir. Fitzgerald asking that question. 

"THE WITNUS: What is a real witch? 
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xotx.,:teally di.dn t .have Spy identity during 

the month of July )and 	19692  isn' t that 

correct? 

°A 	I don't know exactly what you mean by 

' identity.  . 

"f-1 	Are you familLar with the term 'identity 

crisisr? 

-you mean, did I know who I was? 
Yes. 

Yes, I 'knew who 1 was. 

Vho 'were you? 

Myself, Linda. 

Linda Kasabian? 

Yes. 

And you were an ordinary human being? 

Like Yes, I was just like same 

everybody else., 

't' q, 	And .you didn't. have any magical powers? ' 

"A No. 

°Q 	You did ul t believe what these other 

people told you? 

HA 	I made myself believe it. 

"Q 	islhy? 

"A 	Because I couldn't argue with then. I 

could never ask whmecause  when I did they would all 

come aft on me at once, so ?what is the use. So I 
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4,  

"just gave up and said 1 019.y, I am a witch.: 
; • . 	. 	d 	' 	 e . 4• 	- 

BIO I. . 	wash'' t.'" 	. 
4 	 ry 

That is just a very very brief synopsis; they 
'' 	! l ' . 

' Went into this ad.  nauseari on, this witch. 'busixiess.. 

5c-6 	". 
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Itrs very clear thlt this,whole,witch business 
, 	• 	, 	•• 

was instilled into Linda by Merle's 'Mandan. and the girls,- 

in fact 'Gre g JakobsOn also testified that Manson used to • • 	/ 

call all of the girls•in the Family witches. 

Linda, just being a member of the Family, went .  

along with that nonsense. 

Of course, when Linda left Spahn Ranch you have 

to' realize when she told Brecitinridge about this 'witch 

business, she just left the ranch, all of these crazy ideas' 

that Manson and,the' girls tried to iinpregnate her mind with 

were still fresh in her mind, so she wanted to find out 

from some outsider 'whether these ideas had any merit or 

whether, as I said, they were pure,unadulterated hogwash. 
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Ths allegation that Linda tanks sA* Is a 

witca Is just another effort Uy the Wens**  ladles and 

t414W'  Lenticzen, to tiuddy up the watcre 	4% show', witch***  

ladies Ana ,Antlemen I recontlY 44m* upon this description 

of a witcA acerm* 

Just picture this witch Scene4 

3emita  d',.14*  drafty*  dose:m.4o  haunted castle in 

Trarsvlvan1s4 Zotwohs Sr* everzwheret lists are f3yln4 

about.. 	cies 4;le14inz in the datifiness: 4 tew tlicksring 

candles and Ii,z4ttina'flashinz outside provide e' fa on17 

lisnti 

Vhs sour i offocts *re these .Outside the castle 

ato thunder is rumtAine)  the wind is howling4 the shutters 

ere bonnet and and * few wolves Are 1104414 at tie %c on," 

tits castle 'Wee only sounds Are the 

screeelY4  threetenini4 lauOtor of witches dancinat around 

and ctIrrin thc tolltn,6 cauldron'.  

744TirtAnz liAmout (rD the UoldinG mix) Cut! 

4s'g*  Eva 04$/; tlhe eerie, crooked' shadows of the 

',Unto* orawlinasermw the candlelit walls 

complote the pioturs.P° 

zr one idarad,:t  ladies and sensleasn, it on* dared 
to vat new* thni,Jpaleftosee who the *itches were*  tiler 

would not 	Ifinds In Ian, ladies anti oencore sov 
424 

Query 	quemo *S to,Petrleia Xrepeinkel*  

4uSatt.Atikina And Leslie VaCE:outent if yOu w4A. to telt 
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about witchea. 

174!.. Fitzgerald, Mr. Kanareic and Mr. Keith all 

argued that, number one, Linda Kasabian's testimony on 

that witness staid wasifabricated„ andlthe reason it was 

fabricated was to Mem immunity. They said, in other 

words, She was testifying on that stand to save her hide. 

;Mr. Keith spoke of self-preservation. 

Well, for Starters, ladies and gentlemen, 

you.don, t.save .your .hide in a capital case .by lying on 

the witness stand. 

NoW' yesterday whet I.said perjury was itself a 

capital offense when it occurred in a, capital case, 

Mr. Fitzgeral.d got up and Said that is not the law, 

I don't want Nr, Fitzgerald to confute me with 

anyone else, ladies and gentlemene  Section 128 of the 

California Penal Codes 

"Every person who by willful --" 

MR. KANAREK: IfI may, your Honor, if I may„ your 

Honor, there are many code sections we would like to discubs 

and this is unfair. It's unfairl 

THE COURT: The objection is sustained. 

There is no necesaity, to read that code section. 

HR. BUGL1OSI: Linda testified to the fact she was 

awe  of it.  

MR. PiTiGERALD: May we approach the bench? 

AB, BUGLIOSI1 Nay we approach the bench on this? 

1 
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•2 

s 

TIM COURT: It is unnecessary. The objection is 

sustained. 

MR. BVGLIOSI: Forstartera, let me say this, I hope 

that none or you folks thought that when the defense 

attorneys addressed you it this case that they were aping 

to get up here and say, "Well, ladies and gentlemen, we 

know that Linda Kasabian told the truth; we know that our 

clients are guilty.° 

hope none of you folks thought that they were 

gong to.  do that, 

Charles Manson, Susan Atkins and Patricia 

Krenwitkel are charged:With seven counts of. murder and one 

count of conspiracy to commit murder. 

:Leslie' Van liouten„ twO counts of murder and one 

count of,00napiracy to commit murder. 

If these defense attorneys were, going to get up 

here and tell you that, there wouldn't b.e any need to have 

this trial; their clientS might just as well have pled guilt 

The position they have taken), of course, is a 

.normal one. It is to be expected. 

Let's talk about this immunity agreement, 

First off; let me say, of course,in a criminal 

trial It, is very common to give someone immunity if they 

testify against co-defendants. It is not unusual at all. 

Let's look at Linda Kasabiants testimony with 

respect to her state of mind conCerning the immunity 
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agreement"; also;the reasons she had for testifying; 

N. . Why have you decided to tell every-

thing you know about these seven murders? 

strongly believe in truth, and 

I feel that truth should be spoken." 

Let's see what Linda has to say about this 

immunity, agreement: 

u41 	You also stated that you were testifying 

in court because you want to tell it like it was; 

ia that correct? 

Yes. 

It /t 	And you didn't care nothing about 

iMmunity2 

No, 

.. And you still don't care about the 

immunity? 

I ,think it is a nice thing to have, 

but it doesn't matter. 

But isn't your main purpOse for 

testifying to get the immunity ;so you can walk 

out of the courtroom? 

No, that is not my main purpOse. 

II ft 
	

Your main purpose is' Just to tell it 

like it was? 

11/1, 	Yes. 

HQ 	And isn't it a ,fact„ Mrs. Kasabiau, 
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11144  No, I wanted to, tell it like "it was, 

1114 No, because I didn't know I could 

May I ask you, 	Kasabian„ what "4.  

1-0,  StOUr atate of mind in ionnection with the 

-ipMunity-agreement :that supposedly Mr. -- your 

Phalanx of attorneys'here have with Mr. Bugliosi? 

1111*  • Just when I'm through testifying they 

I see, and - has the. prosecution told 

will petition the Judge about the immunity 

program and iX he agrees to give me immunity, .I 

am immune. 
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°that the only time you wanted to tell it like 

it was is when you were arrested, when you got 

arrested? 

like it happened, that Same moMent that it 

happened, but I just Wasn't able to do it then. 

H 	But you did it tell it at a time 

when you felt you could save yourself? 

save mIaelr( 
14; 	When you found out you could save your— 

self, then you decided to tell the truth, is that 

correct? 

• ul 	No, I decided to tell the truth 

right from the. very bezinninsi, 

you if you, testify from their Viewpoint properly 

th6y will petition the CoUrt for that immunity? 
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tri 	Not their viewpoint, just my'lriew- 

point as to the truth, 

And as you testified, do you hate 

4 	 in your mind the fact that you had been, given 

this immunity,, is it in. your mind as you testify? 

No, I a just doinG what I am doing 

before we atgned the papers, 

11Q, 	Pardon me? 

!rt. 	I am just doing the same thing I bad 

been doing the last two weeks before the papers 

it 	 • were ever signed, 

Well, last Friday, Mrs. Kaaabian, 

up until 'last Friday, Mrs. Kasabian, up until 

14 	 1011 	letts say, you did not know for 

sure.  that you were going to get this immunity. 

Not from these people here, no, 

, , 	1,A. :I OU did;nCt know, that is, the 

Judge had not signed the papers yet last Friday. 
. . ,, 	• 	„ 

J 
 it A,  '  Right. . 7 ? 

N, 	Is that correct? 

21 	 II:t1; 	. '104 ' 

22 	 tfq. 	As you testified previously, previous 

23 	 tO today, you were Aware that the Judge had not 

'24 	, yet signed the papers? 

25 	 11/1 	Yes, 

2-6 	 And so you found out this morning 
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"that this morning he signed the papers? 

2, 	 "A. 	Yes. 

	

1t4 	Ina the_ gratis 	-, you have no 

4 	 gratitude, no feeling of thanks to Mr. Bugliosi 

or i.;r, atovite 

,pare I have gratitude. 

	

Ira 
	

rind why do you have gratitude, 

grs. Kasablan? 

They.  hake giVen me an opportunity 

to tell the truth." 

Well, there are several other references, ladies 
12 and.gentlemen, in the transcript. 

I think that all of you got the idea that when 
14  Linda Easabian .said those things or the witness stand she 

zs pewit eXactly what she said. 

Sure, she wanted to have immunity; sure, she 

11 ,enjoyed having immunity. Why shouldn't she? Why shouldn't 

s,te  want immunity? Why should she want to spend possibly 

yeatt 	What'isi Wrcing With immunity? Why shouldn't 
20. 	she like it? , 
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-What does that have to de with the fact that 

she told the truthl She testified that inm.unity or not, 

even if she did not get immun.ityi  she was going to take that 

witness stand and tell the world what happened. 

That immunity agreement vas just icing on the 

cake to Linda. 

Let's assume, arguendo -' taw Latin term that 

attorneys use which. means just for the .sake of argument — 

lets assume argeendo the only reason Linda took that 

witness stand to testify, ladies and gentlemen, is because 

she wanted immunity. 
r 

Now, I la not stipulatingt that for one, s 

solitary moment. I said let's just assume that. 

Does it necessarily follow, ladies and gentlemen, 

that just because she got immunity end just because the 

reason whir .she testified was to get immunity, that her 

testimony was therefore fabricated, as the defense attorneys 

say? 

It ts, zala ..obviou.s non sequitur, ladies and 
4t 

gentlemen:,.,to tay that every time someone gets immunity 
. 	 . 

the presecution is, thereby purchasing.perjured testimony: 

Somehow, the def,ense attorneys em this ease 

feel that' immunitY and filter 'tstimony ate synonomous; they 

go hand in glove„ 

Counsel' s reasoning simply is 'not in keeping 

with human experience. Human experience tells us that many 
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times people have information in their possession that they 

do not want to divulge. 

In other words, they want to keep it a secret, 

but if they arz given something enticing enough, something 

appetizing enoughthey Will relate what they know. 

Me situation is nott if they are given something 

they. will mote a stor-/-  up, ; The situation,  is 	they are 

given something they will tell what they know. 

Evens-esuminithattinda Rasahian testified 
f 

on that stand just to get immunity, this does not mean, 

asTdefense attorneys, say,, that She thiide up a story.,  

It means because she waS given immunity she told 

the truth. 

Butt  es I have said earlier, it strongly 

appears, ladies and gentlemen, all of the evidence shows 

that immunity or, not, even if she had not been given ,  

immunity, Linda Kasabian wanted to tell the truth about 

these two nights of murder; that that immunity agreement 

was something that Vas nice for Linda to have, it was 

-icing on the cake, but it was not necessary. 

told you at the beginning that in,  my closing 

argument that I was going to state the obvious, which was 

something that human beings do not frequently want to 

concern themselves with. 

Ask this question o yourselves back in the 

jure room, ladies and gentlemen: 
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if these defendants never committed these 

murders, why in the world would 'Linda Kasabian say that 

they hcd? 'What possible reason would she have? 

And the defense attorneys, during their argu-

ments to' you, they never _suggested that Linda Kasabian would 

have any reason whatioever to say that these defendants 

committed these murders, if in fact they had not. 

8 - 	 They never gave you Any reason because there 

wouldn't have been any reason. There was no -  evidence at 

/0  this trial that Linda Kasabian had any enmity, any animosity, 

any bard feelings for any of these defendants. 

It is such an obvious fact, but it has to be 

stated. 

To believe that if these defendants, ladies and 

gentlemen, were not guilty, to believe that for no reason 

whatsoever Linda Katabianj  outt, of the clear blue sky:,,would 

pick these defendants and say they committed these murders 

is ridiculous. 

7Iuxthermore, if she Were going to frame these 

defendants, she certainly would not have testified, ladies 

and gentlemen, in the manner in which she testified. 

Let's take Charles Manson, just for instance. 

Linda is but; to frame Charles Manson, which 

- of coursei.is, so pvepoiterous

64  

shotatirist even be talking. 

about it °fl6w,.. but this is 	che ,defense d 1 aims'  in  
so Many-words. 
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1 	 They don$t give you any reason for it, but they 

say that these people are not guilty and Linda just said 

they mere there. 

	

4 	 If Linda were going to frame Charles Manson, 

5 ladies. and gentlemen, do you think she would have testified 

6 that Charles Manson did not personally kill ani,of these 

7. victims? 

	

a 	 Do you think the would have given testimony 

9 proving that llan.sOn himself never personally killed any of 

these victims? 
, 	' 

	

- ' IL 	 She mould testify that Manson was one of the 

12 actualkiller.q,,or 'al 'least that Manson was at the scene of 

	

13 	: the murders' ai the time of. the murders.. 	. 	P. ..t 

	

a 	 ' '' Yet Linda. Katabian's"testimoty PlaadeCharles 
I 

15 .1idnsQi Away from the:-  seeqe.of the..purders at theAr4ry moment 
, 	. 	3 	), 	• 	. 	' 4  

16 in time that the actual mukderp were taking place, 

Unless deferise counsel: ;iiant yOuJ to believe that 

Linda Kasabian, has some type of legal background in the 

law, ladies and gentlemen, and knows about the vicarious 

liability rule of donspiracy which makes Manson guilty of 

all seven murders even though he was not one of the actual 

ki .lex 'fit you just: picture Linda Kasabian, ladies and. 

gentlemen: 

going to frame' Charles Manson" she is 

thinking to herself, -"Pm going to frame Charlie for 

these Tate,-La Bianca murders, but lira going to be subtle 

lz 
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16 

17 

13 

19 

2O 

'and sophisticated about it,, I 'will say there was a conspiracy 

and Charlie was not at the scene." 

"I will nail Charlie under the vicarious liability 

Tule of conspiracy." 

That is ridiculous: 

That is ridiculausl. 

The fact thatshp did not say that Manson was 

one of the actual. killers, she did not say he was actually 

at the scene at the time of the murders, not only shows she 

is not out to frame Charles Hanson or anyone else, but it 

couldn(t be better evidence, it could t speak more eloquently 

for the proposition that her testimony shows the precise,  

nature of Manson's .role in the seven Tate,-La 'Bianca murders., 

4ct, if Linda Itasabian were out to frame 

anyone, She 'would,haVe, testified, for instance, that on the 
• 4 t 

night of the, Tat4 murders; 'instead Of sitying!M.anson called 

her aside and told her to get a driver!s license, a change • 
of 'clothing 'and a knife 'and go with Tex 'and 'do" Whatever Tex 

told. her to do, she simply would-have ,said "Charles Manson, ' •  
got us all together and told us to go to the Tate residence 

and murder everyone there." 

Do you'believe she would say these defendants • 

had committed' these murders if they hadnIt? 

It is so unthinkable, so preposterous, so 

out of the 'universe that it doesn't even rise to the dignity 

of 'beingabsurda 
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Please :ask yourself that Ruestion bask in the 

jury room,' if these ,de.fendants didn't tormit tbfse murders, 

'why did Linda say they dick Vhi defense .attorneis never 

suggested even a possilde reasbn.4 

6 

7. 
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Please ask yourself that questions 

The defense attorneys, ladies and. gentlemei71., 

during their arguments, really never disputed that Linda 

was at the scene of these murders. 

Now, certainly, the defense attorneys donit 

want you faits to believe that Linda Kasabian committed 

all of thee seven murders, obviously, they don,  t want you 

to believe that she Pommitted these murders by herself. 

   

 

10 

1:1 

12 

13 

14' 

 

They are not saying that. 

Apparently what they want you to believe is 

that Linda Kasabian, who was living. at Spahn Ranch at the 

time of these murders, committed: these murder's with someone 

else -who was living at the Spahn Ranch other than these 

defendants,'- r maybe they want you to believe that on the 

nights of the Tate-La Bianca murders, Linda Kasabian left 

SOahn. Ranch, rendezvousedat some predetermined spot. with 

someone else who was not a member of the Family, who was 

not' living at Spahn. Ranch, and she committed the murders 

With theSe other people.' 

They 4eitaily arent t alleging that Linda 

Kasabian commited'a1144, seven murders. 
, 

facts xe„ yit_ztota14.gaiil Linde 'very probably 
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'2). 
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,23. 
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did participate in these murders, but's-he didn't go there. 
Art' with these defendants*. 	mwest.:.there-viithiithimiligm407.'"-7-; 

Maybe her husband and Charles 
Y 

Or. Kanarik said that Linda 'Committed these 

•11 
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murders with Tex Watson, and he vaguely implied some other 

people were involved, but he never zeroed in and speculated 

who these other people were. 

In any event, .the question is this -- the 

question is this 	who were the persons Linda was with 

during these two nights of murder? 

Now, although Linda Kasabian. says, ladies and 

gentlemen,. says, that one of the persons she was with was 

Tex Watson, and lo and behold, wouldn't you know, Tex 

Watson's fingerprints are found on the outside of the front 

door of the Tate residence, X guess Tex Watson, according, to. 

Paul Fitzgerald, was not one of the persons that Linda was 

with. 

And althOugh Linda Kasabian, said that another i 

person she 'was with was Patricia Krenwinkel, and wouldn't 

you know, ladies and gentlemen, that Patricia Kretwinkell s 

fingerprints were found inside Sharon Tate's bedroom, I 

pass Patricia KrenWinkel wasn't one of the people that 

Linda Kasabian was with either. 

And although Linda Kasabi :  says that another 

person she was with was Susan Atkins,"twouIdn't you know 

that Susan Atkins told three people that she was involved 
' 4 „ 

in, these ifturders, 'actually admitted stabbing and killing 

Sharon Tate,' 1 guess Susan Atkins wasn" t one of the. persons 

Linda gasabian was`, with either. 

Although Linda Kasabian says Leslie Van Houten 
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was among the gtoup of 

Leslie Van Routen told 

the La Bianca murders, 

one of the people that 

P t 

Murderers on the second night, and 

Dianne Lake that she was involved in 

I guess that Leslie Van Houten wasntt 

Linda 'was with eitb.er. 

e 
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Although Linda Kasabiants testimony shows that 

Charles Manson .waS responsible for the seven Tate-La Bianca 

murders, and Charlie Manson telp Ja0,5•1 Flynn "T am the •one 

that has been doing 'all these tItivaliot I guess Charles 

Manson had nothing to do with these nurders either. 

Now, you .recall 'that the ultimate question is; 

rho was Linda: Xasabian with on these two nights .o.t murder? 

The defense attorneys claim that Linda Kasabian 

is lying when she says that their clients were with her. 

If Linda Xasabian is lying, ladies and gentlemen, 

isntt it not only exceedingly strange, isntt it so utterly 

unbellevable, doesnit it .so much stagger the imagination, 

doesntt it..defy description, defy definition, defy. every . 

conceivable mathematical probability, that out of the 

several billion people on the face of this .earth, the very 

people -who Linda Kasabion says she was with are conclusively 

proven to have been there by solid, strong, indisputable 

eVidence, totally independent of Linda Xasabiant s testimony* 

I am referring, of course, to the fingerprints 

and the confessions, evidence over which Linda Kasabian 

had no controt.' 

After an, what did she have to do v.ig the 

fact that Patricia Krenwinkelfs fingerprint and 'Paul liatkins2j 

fingerprint's were found at the scene, and with the fact that 

Susan Atkins, Leslie Van Souten and ,Patricia. Xrenwinkel 

confessed -to third parties? 
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Before the,  Oristmasholidayst'l told you that 

maybe Santa 'was going to leave me something for my voice 

under the tree. Well; be didn't do 

Ladies and gentlemen, although Linda's testimony 

showed that Charles Manson directed Watson, Atkins, Zrenwinkel 

and Van Houten to commit these murders -- and as I have just 

indicated, the evidence shows that they did -- and although 

the evidence at this trial, ladies and gentlemen, conclusive' 

showed that Charles Manson dominated the entire Family, 

including Tex Watson and these three female defendants, 

apparently, if we are to believe the defense attorneys, 

Charles Manson was not directing them on these two particular 

nights of murder. 

Charles Manson apparently temporarily abdicated 

his crowns  his throve, on these two nights of murder. 

Maybe someone else. at Spahn Ranch usurped 

Chaaie's authoritron these two nights of merder. 

7 know who it was, ladies and gentlemen: 

Squeaky. 

Why, of course, Squeaky is the one who it beh 

these murders, ladies and gentlemen. 

Poor Charlie Manson has been sitting in this 

courtroom for five months, and Sveaky is the culprit. 

Can't you just picture the scene;  ladies and 

gentlemen, at Spahn Ranch on the night of August the 8th, 

190? 
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. ' Squeaky is telling "rex, Sadie;  Katie and Linda 

to get a knife ,and a change of clothing, and just as she is 

.about to sena these people out to commit these murders;  

4 Charles Manson, the apostle of peace, gets down on his knees 

5 in the dirt at Spahn. Ranch .and begs and beseeches Squeaky 

not to do.i.t a 

r 	 Whereupon, 'Squeaky gives Charlie a pacifier and 

8 tells him to get lost, and Manson, with his tail between his 

6b A. 1 legs,, meekly departsi 

10 ' 
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21 

and gentlemen, it Walfe0,obVious that she was- ti9,1ing the'  
• • 	 - 

truth, so obvious, that it is equally obvious that the 
4. • 

defense attorneys sought to 'divert yOur attention away from 

Linda's , testimony with respect to these two nights of 

murder by toeusing on Linda's ingestion of LSD. 

They'made such a siekening, nauseating issue out 

OfLSD. that if a person totally unfamiliar with this 

case would have walked into thie cOurtreem and listened 

to the testiMony tor 14 days, crose-examination of Lindas  

they wouldn't have known that thie was a murder trial and 

theie fOUr defendants were on trial ter murder, they would 

have thouEht that Linda Kasabiat was on trial for her 

ingestion of LSD. 

You know that.: I am just bringing back memories 

new. Tou know exactly what 1 am saying, 

611-t in my opening argument. T said: All rights  

Linda took LSD. So what? What does it have to do with 

anything? 

And as you recall, apparently during the defense 

arguments,. they realized -. they realized -- that they had 

gotten all of the mileage.  they could out et the LSD idsue, 

18 

1T 

• that they had bled it white, and apart from Mr. Kanarek 

and ar. Keith briefly touching upon it, the words L3D 

24 were eeriouely missing from their arguments. 

'25 • 	 , However, since Linda's urd Dianne Lake's 

6 ingestion. of LSD was a major Jaime in this trials  as 

6b -2 
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• 
. „ ,  

,witness for.the proseOutiOn did ingest aodnaiderahle 

amount of LSD, I wille.4riefly addrOss an 	to the LSD 

. 	KANARLX: ,Your nonOri, may he'indlude marijuana in 

that Usual 

11 . 
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created by the defen604nd Since 11r. Keith and Nr. Kanarek 

did tough upon;it$  and inastAoh as one or more or you 

61ke might be oonoorne4Labout the factthai the ztar 
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THE COI;AT: .4r, Aan4re, X admonish you to sit down 

and rzfrain from:ulaking any suSbi comments. 

L. KANAREK: Very well, your Uonor. 

Tia COU-AT: Y.Ou ars interruptin4 the ari‘ument of the . 

rosecutor, 

You nay proceed. 

Counsel approach the benCh. 

(Whereupon, all counsel approach the bench and 

the 'flowing proceedings .ossur at the bench outside or 

tAe earn of the jury:).. 

UANA=1 limy I be heard on this? 

TIC COURT: You 444 be. 

I find you in direst Contempt of court for 

interrupton. It vas an unwarranted frivolous 

=went of yours which'interrupte4 and disrupted the 

arsumentoS the proses.4tc)r., 

I find you in direst oontenpt of court after 

you ;hive been warned. 

Xf.your honor woul4 "hear vie? 

W4 COURT:, Don't interrupt Or 1 will find you in 

contempt again, 'Ir. Kanarek, 

You have been warned repeatedly about this, 

will not permit it, 

I am doing to give Some ver4 careful reflection 

as to what the sentence will be as to this, and I will let 

you know in the next day or so. 
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12 

N. XANAReS: gay I be heard while it is Fresh in 

your Aenoris mindl' 

THE COURT; Uo Ahead. 

aR. KANAREX; The point is that this is why it is 
- a Sixth Amendment rUilt to effective counsel. He is 

focusing only upOn LSD, which is improper argument to the 

jury, in view of the fact that we didn't -- I didn't limit 

it to. LSD. Now he is'limiting it. 

THE COURT: Your statement is absurd and only con- 	
, 

vinces me more that I was correct in finding you in 

contempt-7  

AR.. XAAATILK: Your Honor -- 

4 

5 

7 

9 

10 

THE COURT; I don't want to hear any more. 

. 	.'.ihereupon, iilimounoelr4turn to their. 

respective places at counsel table and the following 

,proceedings 	open spurt ,within the presence and 

hearing of the jury:) 
THE COUTat You may  

MR, EUGLIOSII Thank You. 

I don't want you folks to think that I alp, a 

sympathizer or an apologist for the use of LSD, because I 

am not. It is a very dangerous drug, X don't condone 
its use at all. 

But. on the other hand, I think we do have to 

concede two points. Although at one time the use of LSD 

was confined to the fringe elements in our society, todayR  

is 
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Unfortunately, its use is very prevalent among all areas 

• PA•rot 
of our societal structure, forom the high school student to 

the college professor*, from the bellhop to the doctor and 
..tei • 

the lawyer, :fts use has crossed and penetrated all socio- 

economic- barriers 

31.1t much more importantly than that, and much 

more pertinent to the issues in this case, although LSD 

is a dan4erous 4ru6, there is no evidence that it damages 

the brain -or impairs memory. 

And that is what we are concerned about in this 

2 

1Q- 
case. 

i1, 
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We have seen this, ladies and. gentlemen, not 

only from the testimony of people on that witness stand 

who used LSD extensively, but from the testimony of the 

two court-appointed psychiatrists'in this case, Drs. 

Skrdla and Deering*  both of whom have vast clinical 

experience in the field of LSD. 

Lands,' tasablan ingested LSD 50 times, and yet it 

is obvious that she is in complete control of her mental 

faculties and has an excellent memory. She is completely 

lucid, tonpletely rational. None'of her answers to any of 

the questions were erratic,  and disoriented. All of her 

answers were completely responsive and directly related to 

the qUestions asked of her. 

I have already discussed Dianne Lake earlier. 

Paul Watkins testified he ingested LSD a' hundred and fifty 

to 200 tikes, and yet he is in complete control of his 

mental faculties and has an excellent memory. 

; In Volume 147, Page 17,.369 of the transcript, 

Dr. Skrdla testified that there is no evidence that LSD 

causes brain damage, 

On,Page.17,506; Dr. Skrdla testified that he 

knows "many individuals who havejlsed LSD three or foUr 

hundreCtimes and are functioning as essentially normal 

individuals." 
4 • . 
On "Page 171469, Dr. Skrdla also testified that.  

LSD does not harm rational thought processes. 

6D-1 
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On. Page 17,373, Dr, Skrlda testified that LSD 

does not affect memory. 

In Volume 1481  Page 17,567, Dr. Deering also 

testified that' there is no evidence that LSD causes any 

brain damage. 

On the same page, he testified that LSD does not 

cause an'impairmQnt.of mewory. 

In fact, ladies and. gentlemen, even while under 

the' influence of LSD 	apparently ti.Le trip takes between, 

eight.  and twelve hours L- one is very aware of everything 

that is ocCurring, according to tie testimony of witnesses 

during this tril'who have taken the drug, and also aocordin 

to the testimony of Drs. Deering and Skrdla. 

Not only doesn't LSD impair memory, but at a 

later time a pe.r*son can look back and remember what took 

place while they were under the influence of LSD. 

pr. Szrdla testiZied on Page 17,373 that 

"ordinarily, the individual has a heighteneeL awareness of 

things that have transpired uurin6.  the period of the dr4S.°  

'Dr. Deering testified, on Page 170616, "that 

generally speaking, one reviembers clearly, very clearly, 

everythihg, hat took pIace during the LSD trip itself," 

Volume 137; Thi it; iihat Paul Watkins said, Here 

is someone who took LS6.1'50 to:20 tlues. 
• V 

26 
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"And during these LSD trips, you, would 

have a conversation with other 'people? 
try-huh., 

"tfOuld you remember the conversation? 

L1Tes. 	„ 
2 

"VoUld the ,all focu.s more of the details, 

or would it make' the details more hazy? 

"You see it just like it is. 

"what -db:you.  mean 1)y that?. 

"The details would not be altered in 

any Way, other than, the way 'that they are." 

Linda testified on page 61 51C.) that after the 

LSD trip is over she bad no difficiilty in remembering What 

occurred during the trip. 

In fact, ladies and gentlemen, Dr. Skrdla and 

Dr. Deering both testified that to call LSD an hallucinogenic 

drug is Somewhat of a misnomer because, by definition, an 

hallucination is seeing' something which in reality doesnit 

exist; whereas, when someone is- Wader the influence of 

LSD, someone sees distortions of something that -does exist, 

i.e., they see illusions. 

It is hallucinations vis-a-vis illusions. 

I could read you some, more from Paul Watkins 

testimony concerning, what happens under LSD. 

He says that now and then things would be 

brighter, would be oat of focus, but the things were there. 
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So, the ingestion of LSD by several. of the 

prosecution -witnesses, including. Dianne Lake, has absolutely 

no releVance to this case" 

So, I suggest that we kindly execute it and 

bury it in a judicia).'m8rglie. While it was alive and 

6  , breathing,: it was ,mist part part of the ink bag of the octopi:is. 

t The ultimate question, ,ladies and :gentlemen,, 

11 is not, whether Litida•gasabian took LSD, or 'wit immunity. 

That is not the ultiMaite; queitiOn.. The ultimate !question, 

of course,. is -whether Linda Icasabiatt told the truth on that 

'witness stand. 
	 : 

I'd like to address myself to that point at 

this time, and I will get back to the accomplice issue later 

on, but if Linda Kasabian did not tell the truth on that 

Vitness stand, as I am going to prove right now that shy did, 

the accomplice issue is irrelevant.. 

Ladies and gentlemen, if the other evidence in 

this ease was inconsistent, incom,pdtible with Linda gasa:6iani a 

:testimony, that would be one thing'. But the other evidence 

in this case is one hundred and one percent consistent with 

Linda gasabianis testimony. 

The things I am about to enttmerate prove beyond 

all doubt that Linda told the complete truth on that witness 

Stand. 

Let's loo1c at Lindara testimony with respect 

26 :t.C) that happened at the scene_ of the Tate murders. 
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• Mr. Fitzgerald said: 'Ate murders did not .talce 

place the way Linda Kasablart said they diet 

Mr. anarek said the same thins. O course, he 

'was much more adamant about it. . 

Well, lett s see what Linda Kasabian said, 

and then let's see if that is really.  what happened, 

Your Honor, would this be an ,appropriate time? 

THE -COURT : Very well. 

Ladies and gentlemen,. do not converse with 

anyone- . or form or •express .any •opinion regarding the ease 

until it is finally 'submitted to you, 

The court will recess until. lt45. 

(Whereupon "at 11:57 olclock a.m. the court Was 

in recess.) 
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFOHNIA, THURSDAY, JANUAHY 14, 1971 

1:50 P.U. 

•24 • 

25 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court in the presence Of the jury, all counsel with the 

exception of fr Hughes being present; the defendants 

are not physically present: 

THE COURT: All counsel and jurors are present. 

Do you wish to Address the Court, ice. Keith? 

ral..KEITH: May we approach the bench, your Honor? 

THE come: Very well. 

(The following proceedings were had at the. 

bench out of the hearing of the jury:) 

ra. KEITH: If the Court please, I am addressing mYself 

with respect to yeas Honorls finding Mr. Kanarek in Con- 

tempt prior.  to the recess, the noon recess. 

We three other counsel-thought we would like to 

put our views on the record at the eArliest opportunity, if 

your Honor is willing to permit us to be heard. 

COURT1 Well, I don,t really see any necessity for 

it or any desirability, for it. 

I have since had a chance to review yesterday's 

transcript, the proceedings commencing with nr. Bugliosi's 

closing argument and what -occurred then. 
• - 
' There were a. number- of instances -- I will cite 

26 I the specific page references later, I don't have them in 
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1 
	front of Me -- but starting within the first ten. or 1 

	

2. 	minutes, not even that long, and Mr. Bugliosits argument, 

Mr. Kanarek repeatedly interrupted and attempted to. disrupt 

	

4 
	

the argument and distract the jury. 

	

5 
	 Ke was warned each time by the Court not to do so; 

	

6 
	that he would be found in contempt it he continued. 

	

7 
	 Today, the particular instance, though I 'did find 

him in direct contempt this morning before noon, it was 

• 9. 
	

just another instance of that, a clear violation of my 

	

10 
	

previous warnings to him. 

	

11 
	 While I appreciate that perhapsyoU disagree, 

	

12 
	

I don't think that it is, really releVant whether you agree 

or disagree. This involves.  the 'Court .and Mr. Kaaarek. 

	

14. 	 MR, KEITHt I wonder if the record shouldnYt show at 

15 

16. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 . 

23 ' 

24 
• , 

25 

26 

least that I felt that Mr. Kanarek was attempting to make, 

an objection to Mr. Bugliosils argument, and perhaps in-

artfully. 

Be that as it May„ he is entitled to make such an 

objection even though the grounds are wholly untenable, 

as long as be is doing so in good faith. 

THE COURT: It is clear from the record, Mr. Keith, 

that be 'was not trying to make an ob4ection, and it became 
, 

even Moi.e clear when we approached the bench and he 

attempted to explain it, and no counsel has a right to make 

frivoloup objections. ' 
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flh. aITH: 3.101  what Z am saking was 	and. I agree 

with, that concept 	but I just felt that Mr. Xanarek was 

acting 1i oo.d faith. 

The Court may feel that his objection was 

frivolous, but. -- 

THE COVET: It mzn't an objection. That is the point. 

1R. KANAPEK1 Xez, it was, 

- TUE OOLIRT: It was not. 

NH. KEITHr As I say, it was itartfully done. 

THE COURT: It certainly was inartfully done, and in 

direct violation of ray orders tO stbp doing, it. 

The record will speak for itself. 

KANAREK: Yes, your Honor. If I may be heard? 

THE COURT: I don't want to hear from you. I have 

heard all I want to hear from :rim on that subject. 

MR. MITI: My purpose for coming to the bench was 

to express Mr. Fitz:;erald's, Mr. Shinn's, and my position.' 

MR. FITZGERALLis Our view was 3 we weren't sure whether 

ranarek was attetpting to make a, motion or an objection. 

THE COURT: got  he wasn't making either One. He was 

making a. gratuitous comment in the form of a question, 

and a rhetorical question, I might add, and it was 

obviously another example of his repeated attempts to as- 

riipt this trial in one way or another: 

MR. UNARM Well, your Honor 

THE COVRT:' I don4t want to hear any more from you. 

• 
4 
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I have heaid from yo4.before and as, far as I am concerned, 

the matter is cloSed, I have found you in contempt and. -I 

have no intention of changing my mind, 

MR, KANAREX: But then. I have a counsel, your Honor. 

THE COVET:, You nay have a counsel, but under this 

provision of the Code of CIVil Procedural  a direct 

contempt may be punished summarily, and that is what I 

intend to do, and I will let you know when I have made up 

my mind what the punishMent will be, 

MR.'KANAREK: May I state this to the Court? 

MR, KEITH: Irving, please. 

4R. KANAHErt I would like to make the record. 

MR. KEITH; No,. Irving. 

THE COURT: Letts. hear what he has to say, even 

though counsel have decided they dontt want to hear it. 

Let him make his comment. 

MR, UNARM:, I would say this. I Want to make thiS 

-point. That 'it is my belief that everyone is entitled to 

the right of counsel, even a lawyer, when the Judge finds 

him in contempt. 

I want to allege a violation of due process, a 

violation of equal protection, a violation of the lawyer is 

23 right to effective counsel, as well as the detendantitCright 

4 

t- 

'6 

10 

11 

12 

14 

15 

16. 

17 

19 . 

20 

4 

to effective counsel, for your Honor to have his mind made 

up, as your Honor, has said, it is made up. 

We have witnesses 

8a. 

24 

25 

26. 
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THE COURT:. I,, made a finding,' That is what Occurred, 

I made a finding based upon your conduct. 

MR. KAUAREk: The' point'is that I would like to state 

that I would like another magistrate to hear its 

It is my belief 

TIE COURT: If that is what you hate to say -- 

NR. XANAREK: I am not finished. 

THE COURT': You have finished, because I am telling you 

that is all I am.  going to hear from you on that subject. 

So, let's get on with the argument. 

(Whereupon, all counsel return to their respective 

places at counsel table and the following proceedings 

occur in open court within the presence and hearing of the 

jury:) 

THE COURT: You may continue, Mr, Bugliosi. 

MR. tUGLiOSI: Thank you. 

At the beginning of my opening argument, you 

recall I told you folks that we could zee the light at the 

end of the tunnel. Well, we are at the end of the tunnel 

right now, and although all of us want to finish this 

trial and'go home after six months, don't forget, ladies 

and gentlemen, -- you cannot forget -- that seven human 

beings lost their lives in the early morning hours of 

August the 9th and 10th of 1969. ' 

So, as the prosecutor in this case, even though 

this ca3e has been dragging on for month after month after 

4 
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vi 

manth,l when.it comes down to a decision on my part whether 

,to:dittuss  someth 	 i 

	

ing with you!- 	X think is important, 

or whether- to 	it up early' and go home, unfortunately, 

I have to,'on balance, reach the conclUsion that I have 

to continue,diScussing those.thIngs which I think are 

importadt ' 

And in:view' of the q•act that still many of you 

are still taking notes, obviously, I am not wasting my 

time up here., 

Hopefully, I will bo able to finish some time 

tomorrow. But at:,%J.n„ I repeat, you cannot fore;et that 

seven human beings died. 

As I ims indicatin just before the break, the 

defense attorneys said that it 61anit happen at the Tate 

residence and at the La Bianca residence the way that 

Linda rasabian said that it happened. 

Let's look at what Linda 1:azabian said, ladies 

and gentlemen, and then let's loOk and zee whether other 

independent evidence confirms, substantiates, what Linda 

Xasabian said. 

Linda tstified that Tex, Sadie, Katie and she 

arrived at the Tate residence around midnight. Her testi. 

mony was that the murders took place shortly thereafter. 

Let's look at the Independent evidence. 

William Garret 	testified that Steven Parent 

visited him at 11;45 p.m. and left around 12:15 a.m. 
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Obviouslys yarunt was. murdered as he was leaving 

the Tate premises. 

Garretson also testified that when Parent was 

back in the guest house he called a friend of his. 

Tear Friedman tdstified that at 11:45 p.m., on 

AuguSt the 8th, 1969; he did, in fact, receive a phone 
• 

Call'frompteveri-Parent, and Paiient said he was alone with 

a friends  and that on the premises where he was were some 

big Ho'll'ywood people. 
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So, it is obvious that when William Garretson 

said thut•Steven Parent called a friend, the friend whom 

he called obvious4 was Jerryriedman. 
• 
' officer Granado testified that when he round 

the clock-radio in Steven Parent's cur, it was stopped at 

12:15 

lc 1 discurzseci -tkle raMitications of that in my 

opi-min. argument . 

Tim IrelLnd testiried that he heard the screams 

comin fro 'human b4n2,s,' cone from the direction of the 

Tate 'residence, at around 12:40 a.m. 

.Rudolf Weber testified that the hosing incident 

in front of his home took place at 1:00 a.111. 

So, Linda's testimony that the murders took place 

around vidni5ht has been confirgzod by other independent 

evidence. 

Linda testified that Tex shot the man in the car, 

whom we know to be Steven . Parent, four times. 

Dr. Noguchi testified that although Steven 

Parent was shot five times, or had five gunshot wounds, 

rather, two of theGunshot wounds, two and four, were caused 

by the same bullet. 

You remember, he testified that in ais opinion --

and be theorized -- Steven Parent had his left forearm 

his left forearm, passed through-and-through, and 
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re-entered Parent rs body in the region of his chest 1.--̀-';‘,,C?, 

So, Dr. Nosuohi oonoluded that Steven Parent 

was shot four times. That is scientific evidence. 

Linda Kasabian said Tex Watson shot Steven Parent ; 

four times,. 

Let's dust stop for a moLient. 

lt 	Jasabian were lying, ladies and.  gentlemen, 

let's $ay IS she weren't there that night;  do you think she. 

would'volUnteer any specific nUmber of times that Steven 

Parent was shot? 

it she were to say four times, and then Pr. 

Noguohi eta 0 on that‘witniss'stand and said: No, Steven 

Parent was shot two times -- or seven times -- this would 

prove, obviously, that she wasn't there. 
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But she says four times, and the independent, 

scientific Medical evidence substantiates what Linda 

.Kasabian, said. Linda testified that when Tex shot the 

man in the car, she vas just a few feat away from Tex, she 

was on the driver's side of,the car, 

She said that after Tex shot the an four times 

the man just slumped over in the driver's seat, and I asked 

her did his head slump to the left :or to the right and she 

said to the right totzardi the passenger side. 

People's Ext4bit 42 of course shows Steven 

Parent'• s head slumped to •ihe right toward the passenger 
• ' 

side. 

W.  Linda testified that. there 'was a lar8e outside 

light 	on a building in th-6 driveway 'of- the. Tate residence 

and ye learned that, that buildin was tile Otago, . 
a 	 • 

Tanifred Ohapman testified that when she arrived 

at the Tate residence On the* inorning;•Of .  August the 9th the 

large outside light on the .garage Nes on; she had to turn 

it off, again confirming Linda Kasabiani s testimony. 

Linda testified that Tex cut the screen on one 

of the :windows to . the right 'of the • front door of the Tate 

residence. 

She said it appeared that Tex cut the screen 

horizontally; she identified a photo of the screen. 

'Officer 'Whisenhunt testified when. he arrived at 

the scene on the morning of August the 9th, the screen on 
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the window to the right of 'the front door of the Tate 

residence was off the window and it was cut horizontally. 

course this photograph which Z showed you 

before,. People's 26, shows the screen on the front window 
,042:of 

off and it ts slyf.1 horizontally, again confirming Linda 

Kasabian,  s testimony, 

' Linda testified, ladies and gentlemen,. that when 

she looked through this window, she looked through the 

window'  the one that Tax was cutting thd screen on, she 

saw "a table and a bowl of flowers or something on the 

table." 

And she said that the. table and the flowers 

appeared to be in the dining roam. 

Of course,"tinifred Chapman, when She took that 

witness staral, did say that the window that had the screen 

cut on it. was thewindow to the diniro:room of the Tate 

residence, and there 4was'in fact a vaSe of 'flowers on that 

18 table on August 9th, 	, 

19 	 Linda testified that Sadie and Katie were 

barefooted on the night afthe Tate murders.. A bloody 

footprint, was found outside the front door of the Tate 

residence. 

Linda testified that when Frykowski first came 

out the front door of the Tate residence she observed that 

his face was covered with. blood; he stopped at .a post and 

then fell onto some bushes to the left. 

2 
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In other Words, as he• was exiting the front door, 

the bushes, were-  to the left hnd he Pelf into these bishes. 

Of cburse this photograph shows that the bushes 

to the left of the post had been damaged. 

Sergeant lictonn said that these bushes are right 

to the left of the post cautag, out the' front door of the Tate 

residence, and he said that thiS photograph depicts the 

damaged condition of the bushes. 

Again confirming Linda Kasabianis testimony. 

Linda testified, that she observed a light on 

near the front doer of the residence. 

Officer DeRosa testified that when he arrived 

at the Tate residence On the morning •of August the 9th, 

1969, there was a light on near the front door of the Tate 

residence. 

A small photograph, you -can see that light, 

taken August 9th, 1569. 

It is the. light right'ileXt to the front door 

of the Tate residence, again confirming., substantiating 

Linde Kasabian4 s testimony. 

Linda testified that -she. saw Tex stab Frykowski 

in the back; she said VrYkowski was on his hands and knees 

on the from lawn of the Tate residence. She said Watson 

was stabbing him in the back: 

Dr{ Ileguchi testified that Voityck Frykowski 

had five stab -wounds to .his back. 

9-1 

• 
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9-4 	1 	 ain, confirming Linda gasabiani s story. 

Linda also testified, that Tex told her that 

he had hit the man over the head with the gun and it had 

shattered the gun and it didn"t work any more. 

Of course, as we know, Voityck Frykowski was 

struck. viciously over the head by .a hard object, undoubtedly 

People's 40, the revolver, i times, and we know that 

People's 40i does have a. broken trigger guard, and the ejection 

spring housing is broken, and the barrel was loose, and the 

la right-hand grip was in fact shattered into three pieces, 

again confirming., substantiating Linda Xasabian's testimony. 

Linda testified that around the time she saw 

Tex stab rukows4, further on down the line, further on, 

down towards the back of the house, the back part of 

lawn i  Patricia Itrenwinkel was chasing a woman who had 

white gown and had black hair. 

Do you recall Linda testifying to that? 

liere is a photograph of Abigail Folger, white 

	

9a 	19  gown, black hair. 
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9a-1 Men Linda ita.sabian testified to this, ladies 

and gentlemen, she had not yet seen a photograph of any of 

the victims in death at the Tate residence. 

MR, MAUR.; Your Honor, I mast object to that, if 

your Honor wishes me to approach the bench 

MR.IIIUGLIOSI: She testified to this, your Honor. 

XANIMX: Your Honor, I must object, to that, it 

i$ not in evidence. 

Z 	 COURT: What is the objection, Mr. Xanasek, State 

1.0 	it. 

R. KANAMK:" The objection is, your Honor -- and I 

az would like to do it at the bench so that your Honor will 

13 • be pleased with what I have to say. 

TW COURT: State the objection. 

MR. KAHAREK: Your Honor is not consistent. I am 

16 afraid if I state it 

TUE COURT: If you have no objection, then let4 0 

18 
	proceed. 

9The jury heard. the testimony; if your version, 

• zo. as you heard it, differs from anything that any counsel 

21 hag said, you must rely-  on what you heard and saw in this 

22 COUrtrOdM. 	. 

23 	 Let' S proceed. 

ONAREK:„ may I net approach the bench then, your 

25, Rotor? 	• ' 

'TBB dOURT; . Letlsproceed,,Mr. Ranarek. 
4 	; 	 " 
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MR. FUGLIOSI: After Linda Xasabian testified that the 

woman had a white gown and black hair, after that on cross-

examination' by Mr. Kanarek, Mt. Nanarek showed Linda Kaaabian 

the photograph o Abigaill'Olger. 

But s*pe had already testilied that the woman 

who Patricia,l&enwinkel maz chasing:had a mlatl: gown. and 
4 	, 

black hair, again einifirming, subctcntiatina Undo, Kasabiant s 

testimony. 	 t- ; 

'Mk WATLEK: "kotni i  Hoaor, may I state my objection 

then, 

 

your Honor, if fma;', then will. St....a.tA 

It is my Lelia, your Honor, and I believe that 

the evidence that the District Attorney is alluding to at 

this time does not include his interrogation of her at 

the many instances he did interrogate her, and we don't know 

what he showed her, your Honor, that is not in evidence. 

ER. =LIM: Your Honor, I Mould ask, the Court to 

admonish the jury to disregard that gratuitous remark, 

your Honor. 

There is no evidence of that. Linda Kasabian 

testified on el= stand she had not been shaWa any photographs 

of the victims at the scene. 

THE COURT: The objection is overruled. 

BUGLIOSI: till the Court admonish the jury to 

disregard that statement? 

THE COURT: Thn Jury will disregard the remark6 of 

Mr; Kanaek, other thaa the stated objection and the Courtre 

6 '  
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ruling.' 

4 

5 

: .. 	•.. , 

. 4 ' 
Mt . BUOLIOSI1.: 0.f: course,: again cenfiiming Linda 

Kasabian,s testimenyt.  type B blood was ,found on the rug 
..„ 	1 	, 

;before the back door,of Sharon' tat s bedroott, on the door 

'itself, and, on the outside of the doori on the ground 

.6 

is 

14 

16. 

17 

18 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

-26 

type B blood, and of course we know that Abigail Folger had 

type B blood. 

You alto recall that Winifred Chapman and 

Officer DeRosa testified that when they arrived at the 

residence on the morning of August 9, this back door, the 

one With Patricia Krenwinkells fingerprints on it, was 

open 	was open -- again confirming Linda Kasabian's 

testimony. 

Linda testified that as Tex, Sadie, Katie and 

she were driving -away from the Tate residence: 

"Katie said when she stabbed that there 

were bones in the , way and she couldn't get the knife 

through all the tray, and that it took too =eh 

energy, or whatever, I don't know her exact words., 

but it hurt her hand." 

Dr. Noguchi testified that the autopsy disclosed 

that the knife or lcniVes used on the Tate victims.penetrated 

the bones of all victims other than, of course, Steven 

1?arent;k who died as a result of gunshot wounds. 

Again confirming Linda gtsabiants testimony.. 

As Z iudicated'earlier in my opening argument., 
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Linda, <asabian estimated the dimensions on tvo out of the 

three knives in the cai: that nights  people's 39, the Bildt 

knife, ofcourse, has Ileen introduced into evidence. 

fi 
.; f  And heistImated dimensions on the blade of 

those ,two knives smsLVery very close, very closely 

parallel, substantially identical to the estimated dimensions 

on the murder kniil given by Dr'. le2,uchi,.aia0cptifirming 

Linda Kasabian's testimony. 
I 	' 	• 

Any 	of the ten.or lifteen things Ihave. 

:already' mentioned, ladies and gentlemen, prove not only 

that Linda Xasabian was there that nighty but that she 

accurately and truthfully told you folks from that witness 

stand everything that happened. 	
'714 

Let's look, at the Rudolph 'Weber incidento 4mwto 

only does it conclusively, prove, ladies and, gentlemen, 

that Linda Kasabian vas with the Tate killers that night, 

and we kno'w of course that the Tato killers are these 

defendants, but his description, Rudolph Weber's description 

of the four people who were in front of his home confirms 

the fact that the. Tate killers were exactly who Linda 

Xasabian said they were, Tex Watson, Susan Atkins and 

Patricia Xrenwinkel. 

Linda testified as to 20 to.  25things concerning 

the hosing incident in front of Rudolph Weber's home. 

If she had not been present, ladies and gentleme 

not only would she not have been able to accurately and 
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truthfully tell you 20 to' 25 things that happened, all 04 

which were confirmed by . Rudolph. Weber, she would not be able 

to tell you. one thing that happened, not one. 

Let's look, ap that incident. 
oh 

Linda te4aties-that she, Tex, Sadie and Katie 

arrived at the Tate residence around midnight and, based 

Qn.lqUat happened there,, the five murders, based on the time 

it would have taken'them to drive.toludalphtgeberis 

residence, they would have arrived at:Weber's residence . 

soneWheri.in the vicinity of 1:00 oiclock, 12:50, 12t45, 

1;00 -co clock, five minutes after 

Rudolph Weber testifies that he was awakened 

by the sound of running water at 1t00 o'clock. 

Be looked at hi# alarm clock. 

Incidentally, Linda testified that it'anly 

took a few minutes to get from the Tate residence to the 

place where Tem, Katie and. Sadie hosed themselVes off. 

• Sergeantlic6ann testified he -drove the distance 

between the Tate residence at 10050 Melo Drive and Rudolph 

Weber's etidence at 9870 Partola Drive, and it  1.8 miles,, 

it vould not have' taken too, lonii.t0:jo front the 

Tate residence to the: Weber residence$  again confirming 

Linda Kasabian's testimony. 
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Linda testified that the street where Tex stopped 

to hose off was a dark street and they had to drive up the 

hill. 

4 	
Rudolf Weber testified the street where he lived 

is a dark street, and if you look at some of the photographs, . 5 

6  ladies and gentlemen,; particularly People's 44, you will see 

at the bottom of the street, Portola, this is a hilly 

street, y612 drive up Portola, the bottom of the Street 1$ 

down h*ve, This is an incline upward again confirming 

Kasabian's testimony. 

Linda identified a photograph of a home where 

12 Tex, Katie, and Sadie hosed themselves off. She said, 

1'3. "That is the house," 

Rudolf Weber took the witness stand and testified, 14 

15 that thatiof'course; is. his heme. 

16  . 	Linda Kaaat4an testified that the place where TeX., 

17 ' Katie and Sadie hosed themselves off was right here. 

Rudolf Weber took the witness. stand and said that 

14 the four individuals whom he saw that night were standing 

20, about right here when he came out df the residence, again 

2L confirming' Linda KasabianIs testimony. 

22 	 Linda testified that from the headlights or their 

23 car they were able to see the hose extending out from the 

g4 house. 

r. Weber testified that a person driving at night 

in front of his house with the headlights,  on could see 

2 

s ' 

10 

26 • 

210216 

)b-1 
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0  
the hose extending from his home out"into the street, 

2 . asain contirming'Linda's testimony 

3 	 Now we get into the description of the people. ' 

4 	 Linda, of course, said she was With Tex, Katie, 

and Sadie. 

• Mr. Weber's testimony concerning this point, of 

7 	course, £s extremely important. 

Weber testified that there were four ml: s 

in front of his home during this hosing incident, 

one male and three females. 

9 

10 

14 

15 

3,6 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

2g,  

23 

24:  

111• 	25 

26' 

And he said that they appeared to be in their 

late teens. 

ootirse.,'Tex, Katie, Sadie and Linda, 

all four of them could easily be taken to be in their 

late 'teins 

ivtr. Weber testified there was -- testified that 

the male was around his height, and he said he was six-feet 

one or six-feet two inches tall. 

We had testimony here that Tex Watson is around 

six-feet two inches tall, and you aar him here- in court, 

obviously six-feet one-six-feet two inches tall. 

Nr. Weber ,said that the three girls, with 

reapect to the three girls, two out of the three girls 

were of average height. You recall he said that? You Saw 

Susan Atkins and Patricia KrenwinkeI, they certainly appear 

to be of average height for a girl. 
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Re testified that the third girl was very short, 

around five Peet tall. 

Linda Kasabian is very short, around five feet 

tall. 

So Rudolf Weber's testimony is completely consis—

tent with Linda Kasabian,s testimony as to the identity of 

the four parties in front of his home. 

Linda testified also that Tex, Sadie and Katie 

actually started to hose themselves off. 

Rudolf Weber testified that he was awakened by 

the sound of running water coming from his hose.•  

trlinda testified, "An older woman came running out 

of. thi. house, I dontt remember her exact words but she 

sai‘!Who is, that? What are you doing?'" 

•i r'. 	te'Stifie4 that it was he who said, 

"What in the hell , do you ,thinksou/re doing?" 
, 4 4 	 ' 	 4 1, 

-110w, note that although, Linda said that the 

woman uttered theseword40'that that is a completely 

meaningless discrepancy. 

The important point, ladi3s and gentlemen,. is that 

Linda Kasabian heard those words uttered, although it turns 

out they were uttered by Mr. Weber as opposed to his wife. 

Of course if Linda Kasabian 'wasn't there, she 

wouldritt even have known that these words were uttered in 

the first place. 

You will, note that Linda said an older woman 

10 

11 
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and man came out of the. house. 

1r. Weber testified his wife is 65 years of age, 

. and obviouOly he is in the vicinity of 60 or 70 years of 

age. 

Linda testified that she could not identify the 

man, but that he had white hair. 

You saw Radar Weber, he does have White hair 

and, of course, this is a photograph of him here, showing, 

of course, that he does have white hair. 

I am sure all of you remember that, anyway, or 

do you -- it's 'three or four months ago, it's quite a while 

ago. 

: 'In any event, Linda could hot identify the 

man; Sti* titaa he was old in her mind and had white hair. 
? 	 Well, Rudolf Weber is 65 or 70 years of age and, 

he does have white hair,', I 	. 
Linda testified that after she heard the words 

"Who is iht, what are you doitg?"'Tex replied„ "We are 
• 

getting a drink of water," 

This iS LinditS'teStimony. 

Mr. Weber testified that the male said, "We are 

just getting adripk of water." 

Confirming Linda Kasabian's testimony. 

Linda testified the woman got sort of hysterical 

and said, "My husband is a policeman. He is a deputy." 

Or something to that effect. 
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Rudolf Weber testified that hip wife got 4a little 

overly excited," and saial  "My husband is a deputy sheriff 

and we are going to make a report- of this 

Again, confirming Linda Kasabian,s testimony. 

Linda testified that the man said, "Is that your 

car?" 

And Tex replied, "No, we are walking," 

Mr. Weber testified that. ,he said, "Is that your 

' car dawn there?" and the male answered, "No, we are just 

walking." 

Again confirming Linda Kasabian,s testimony. 

Linda testified that Tex vas the only one of them 

who talked to the man, 

She testified that neither,  Sadie, Katie nor she 

said anything, 

-. Rudolf Weber testified that only the male spoke, 

:the three girls did not speak to him, again confirming 

LindOe testimony'. 

Linda testified that Tex was "very polite to the 

people:" 

Mr. Weber testified that the male was "sort of 

pleasant about it." 

Linda testified that after the conversation 

between 'Tex and the man and the woman in, front of the house, 

Tex, Sadie, Katie and she started to walk down to the car 

and the .man followed them, 
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3 

4 

6 

7 

;4r. Weber testified that after the conversation 

in front of his home "they started walking down towards 

the ear, I walked behind them." 

Linda's testimony to where Tex parked the oar 

than nicht;  she said it was about ri;ht here on this 

photograph, 

Rudolf Weber took the witness stand and said;  

"Yes;  that Is about where the ear was parked." 

Again confirming Linda's testimony. 

12 
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104 Linda, testitied that after Tex, Sadie, Katie and 

she, got in the car, "the man was right behind us and he 

came up to the driVerls seat and he started, to put hia 

hand in the car to reach for the keyss  and Tex blocked him, 

grabbed hiS hand, and Just Jammed, you know." 

asked Linda: "Nhen you said jammed, what do you 

meanVi 

"Well, Tex drove away real fast." 

Here was Mr. Weber's testimony about this 

incident. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

After he got the license plate number on the car: 

"Then the girls got in the car, the man got in 

the front, the girls in the back., he closed the door, and 

on an .mpulse x reached through the window and T tried 

:to reach for the keys,-Which was not my intention, it waS 

simply the fact to scare him away, so by the time x even had 

my hand barely on the windshield, he took off just like this. 

")).A.d he drive off Slowly, moderately, or fast? 

"ery fast." 

Again, completely consistent with Linda Kasabian's 

testilhoni. 

Now, the reason„ ladies and gentlemen, that 

Linda Kasalilan's testimony Was substantially identical to 

Rudolf Weber's testimony is because Rudolf Weber, ladies 
• 1 

and gentlemen', was there that
t 
 night in front of his home, 

.and so was Linda Xasabian. That is why. 
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The clincher is that Linda testified that the 

subject ear they were driving that night was Johnny Swartz' S,  

1959 Ford, the yellow Ford. Mr., Weber got the license 

plate number GYY 435, and that license plate number belongs 

to Johnny Swartz's 1962 maroon Ford. On the night in 

question, it was on the t59 Ford. 

We know, ladies .and. gentlemen, and Y went into 

thic, in detail in my opening argument, we know that the 

Rudolf Weber incident must have taken place between ten 

and twenty minutes after the Tate Murders, And Weber's 

home on Portola Drive is right down the road from the Tate 

residence. 

People's 9a, the diagram, shows that. Right down 

the road. 

We know from the evidence that TeX Watson, 

Patricia Krenwinkel, Susan Atkins and Linda had just come 

from the Tate reaidenee leaving fie dead bodies behind. 

If Linda hadn't been one of the four people in 

front of Rudolf Weber's home, ladies and gentlemen, not 

only wouldn't she have known one solitary thing that 

Sapp tined 3  bUt she never in a million years would have 
: 	. 

volunteered 'any specific details. 

1 

2 

6 

'7 

to 

12 

14 
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.20 
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26 

r - 	'or instanceliwould 64e have testified that the 

man reacihed* in the car towards' the keys it that incident 

didn't happen? 
	

4 4  4 

.Would she dare have said something like that when, 

It Mr, Weber tOok'the witneWstand and said, "I didn't 
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reach in the ear. In fact I wasn't anywhere near the car"? 

Obviously, if Linda wasn't there, she wouldn't 

have volunteered one specifie detail. She coadn't afford 

to beeause if that detail turned out to be untrue, it would 

prove she was a liar. 

In fact, if Linda Kasabian were lying, she would 

not have known that the Rudolf Weber incident took place, 

period, 

A YOUNG LADY: That is not true. I have proof that t/ 

the prOseeution has coerced the key witnesses. 

THE COURT: Take that young lady into custody. 

YOUUG LADY: The prosecution has coerced, bribed and 

threatened key witnesses in this case -- 

THE COURT: I want that young lady, held. 

YOUNG LADY: -- and I have proof. 

THE COVRT: Ladies and gentlemen, you will disregard 

the remarks of that young lady. She has no connection 

with this ease whatsoever, and you will totally disregard 

her remarks..  

Let's proceed, Mr. Bugliosi. 

MR. 811LIOSI: The likelihood of Linda Kasabian 

making up And fabricating this incident with all the 

details; and it actualiy turning out to be true is one 

Out 'of 100 trillion, ladies and gentlemen. 

We donit,have the burden of proving these 

defendants guilty beyond 100 trillionth of a doubt, just 
• 

1 , 

4' 

6 	' 
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7 

12 

9 

14 

3.0 

4
, 

beyond a reasonable doubt. 	 14 
vrir'S 

The Rudolf Weber incident alone, ladies and ‘‘',14 
I 

gentlemen, alone, all by itself, proves that Linda Kasabiand  

told the truth of that witness stand. 

TVE-COad: Is there any other evidence independently 

confirming the fact that Linda told the truth on that 

witness stand? 

Linda testified that after Tex, Sadie, Katie 

and she drove off from the hosing incident, she belieVes 

Tex'took a right at the bottom of the bill and drove into an 

area where there werentt too many houses, where it was 

like a country road sort of with bushes and trees, not 

too many houses. She described the road as being, hilly, up 

and down. 

She testified that Tex pulled off the road onto 

a dirt shoulder, handed his, Sadie and Katie's clothing to 

her, and told her to throw them out. 

She said she got out of the car and threw the 

clothing over the hill in a bundle. 

She said it was very dark in the area, but she 

got the impression that the hill was fairly steep, 

Look at these pictures. The bill where the 

clothing, was found is rather steep. 

Of course, with respect to the particular area 

where the clOthing was found, Sergeant McGann testified 

that it is,  in the Benedict Canyon, area of Los Angeles, which 
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e% I  

is hilly, mountainous area With heavy brush, and there are 

Winding roads. 

. Again, Confirming Linda's testimony. 

Linda testified that she didn't know the distance 

between the place 1:here the hosing; incident took place 

and where she thraw the clothing over the side of the hill. 

&orgeant ncGann testified that he drove that 

,distance between Rudolf Weber°a residence and 2901 Benedict 

04nYon'fidad where the clothinc was thrown off the side Of 

the hill, and it is a very short distance, 1.8 miles. 

Linda said that the distance was close, although 

she did riot know the exact period of time that it took Tex 

to drive the distance, but she said it was fairly close. 

Of course, 1A miles is very close. 

Again, corroboratim; or confirming Linda 

Xasabian's testimony. 

• 
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7 

8 .  

10 

Mr. laggott from Channel 7, the one who found 

the clothing, testified that the clothing was within a 

six-foot radius -- the seven articles of clothing were 

within a six-foot radius of each other -- 50 feet down 

tram the top of the hill. 

_Of course, if Linda threw the clothing over the 

side of a hill, ladies aril tentlemon, in a bundle, the 
• 

place on the ground A.ere Baggott found that clothing is • 
consistent with Linda's testimony, because if she threw 

it over 	bundle,. the ,articles1  of Clothing would, of 

course, be in close proximity of each other which they 

lob-1 

2 

3. 

12.  were. 

• 13, 

	

	 Of course, the mere, fact., ,ladies at.d, gentlemen, 

14 the mere fact that Linda testifie4 that she threw Tex, 

:Sadie? s. and -Katie's clothing over the side of the hill, 

16 and. that clothing is found over the side of the hill near 

iz the rate residence, completely confirms Linda's testimony. 

as 

	

	 I an. area -7 as we have discussed, Loa Angeles 

is an extremely large area, the third largest city, as 

go I understand. it,, in the- entire -world '- that is, geographical 

zi ly -E. yet, although LindwKasabian did not know the read 

	

. - 	: 'where 'the clothing was thrown over the side of the hill, 

23 or the address on the road, her testimony literally pin- 

24 points the spot. 

25 	 I am referring to her testimony that the 

26 clothing was thrown aver the side of,the hill not too far 
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from the hosing incident*  which, in turn, is not too far 

from the Tate residence) and her further testimony that it 

vas on a dark, i=i4,0 hilly road, which is consistent 

with Sergeant MCCannts testimony, 

Linda knew these things, ladies and gentlemen-, 

for the simple reason that she is the one that threw • the , 

clothing over the side of the bill. That is why she knew 

all these details. 

You reaall, Linda testified that she threw 

Tex, Katicts and Sadiets clothing over the side of the hill. 

in, other words, three sets of clothing. King Baggott found 

three sets. of clothing.,' Again confirming Linda's testimony. 

Of course, what could possibly, ladies and 

gentlemen, ,What could possibly .be prooZ beypnd..all doubt 

that Linda Kasabian was telling ,the truth, what could 

prove it more than, the' fact that. two out of the-three people 

wham she says sheinisuLth that night,'Tex and Katie, are 

conclusively and'seientifidally priven to h'ave been there 

by their fingerprints being found at the• scene; 

and the third person whom she says she was with, Susan 

Atkins, confesses to three parties that she was there. , 

BR. KANAREK: Your Honor, I mast object to that. 

TIM COURT: State the grounds. 

MR. UNARM: Yes, Twill state the grounds. 

Your Honor is going to instruct that as to 

Susan Atkins -" 
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10b-3 	1 TUE COURT: State what your objection is. I dongt 

want the argument, Mr. Xanarek. State the objection. 

MR. KANAREX: by objection is that this particular 

argdment should not be directed against Mr. Manson. because 

of your Honor's ruling that Susan Atkinsf confession shall 

be used only against Susan Atkins, and the District Attorney 

well knows that, and this argument is improper argument 

because he is asking the jury to make inferences as to 

Hr. Manson. Re is not limiting his Argument to Susan 

Atkins in connection with this, these last few words he 

uttered, and I beg the doutt -- 

TUE COURT: Counsel approach the bench. 
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In fact, you are not even interested in 

listening, 11r. Eanarek,:h$ I pointed out on this record J., 

numerous times befor:e. v 	 1 

141it. you are interested in doing is disrupting 

,the 	.'distracting the jury' attention- ,froM whatever 

you happen to be interested in distracting them from at 
:  

the moment. 1 . 	4 
1 can't understand your Honor saying, 

,.,. 	, 	. - z, 	, 	: ! • 	. 

believe your Honor his a prejudiced view --

THE COURT; • ?fr. Konarek, all x can say is that X am 

convinced that you are a man without principles when it 

MR. RAM K: 

that. ' 

100-1 1 

9 

10 

11 

1g 

13' 

14 

212 0 

(Thereupon all counsel approach the bench and 

the'following proceedings occur at the bench outside of 

the hearing of the jury!) 

THE COURZI Lead back what r. Bugliosi said. 

(Talereupon the record was read by the 

reporter.) 

- THEdOURT: ,1 think your objection is frivolous Mr. 

8 Xanarek. 

MR4 UNARM: Is your_Honor going to make a ruling? 

THE COURT: I have made it, 

ER. KANAREK: He is asking the jury to convict Mr. 

Manson.. 

Tun COURT: That is not what ho said. You don't even 

listen,. 

15 
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coMes to trying a laWsuit, based on, your conduct in this 

• g  case. 

I want the record to clearly reflect that. 

MR. KAMM: Your Honor may say that, but I am sayi 

if I nay say this -- 

TEE COURT: The objection is overruled. 

MR. ANAREK4, Isftr.t it true that this is being used 

against Mr. Manson)  this argument? 

THE COURT: I have heard, enough. The Objection- is 

overruled* 

MA. FITZGERALD: Excuse me for interrupting. 

1 would like to object to bit. Kanarekis objec- 

'tion 'when he refers to a confeSsion. 

At least I had the courtesy to object oft the 

grounds that it is an alleged confession. 

MR. KEITH: I will loin in that. 

TEF, COURT: Do you wish me to' admonish the jury? 

18 
	

MR. FITZGERALD: It is Up to the jury to .determine 

19 whether it is a confession. 

20 
	

I wish -you world. 

21 
	

THE.COURT: XA904.dagree'. 

22 
	

MR. TUN: Join in the objection. 
• 0" 

23 • 
3 

2,4 
	

THE COURT: Do you wish. me to admonish the jury to 

disregard Mr. XanarektS remark.s?'. 

MR. FITZGERALD: ,Yes. 

a 
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TiE, COURT: Do you. join? 

MR, SHINN: Yee. 

MA. XEIT4: 

MAAEK: I will not. 

THE COURT: 'I an not intereatO in whether you are 

joining or not. 

2 

4 

• 111.11/1': 1 would olbject to 	Bug 

the word confession.. 

7 

4 

use of 

THE COURT: That is, legitimate argument. He can dram 

his inference and concluSion, and you Can draw yours. 

Mereui3on all'counsel return to their respective 

places at counsel table ands the following proceedings occurre 

in open court within the presence and hearing of the jury; 

THE COURT: The objection is overruled, ladies and 

gentlemen. 

aduonish you to disregard Mt. Itanarekts 

remarkd.. 

Letts proceed with the argument. 

BUCLIOS1: I was about to start without the 

court reporter, and you canit do that. 

Mat could possibly prove that Linda Fasabian 

was telling the truth with respect to the La Bianca murders, 

what Gould possibly prove It any more, ladies and gentlemen, 

than the' fact that out of the thousands upon thousands 

of gasoline stations in Los Angeles County, Rosemary La 

Bianca'd wallet is found in the same gasoline station where 
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'LindaXasabian says she left itt  and not only .that, but 

found in the same precise place at the gasoline station. 

-where Linda Kasabian says she placed it, 

Xri. other 'words, on top of the overflow valve. 

As I said earlier, the defense attorneys Said 

that Linda Kasabiaa lied •on that witness stand, ladies aad 

gentlemen, about these two nights of murder. 

X will give you some evidence right now of 

why X think, in my _opinion, you should take what they say 

cum graria salia -- in other .words, with a graiu of salt. 

• • 	, 

4 
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" The sae. purpose'tilat.we oallod, Linda Xasabian 

2 to that witness stand, ladiet and gentlemen, was td 

testify to her'observations,, hor personal knowledge, about 

these two nights of murder. 

Each witness, of course, is called to the witness 

stand for a particular reason. 

Dr. Nozuchi testified to the cause of death of 

the five Tate victims. 3ohnny Swartz testified to his 

ownership of the 159 Ford. 

Linda testified about theSe tWo nights of 

murder. 

If thete defense attorneys in this case really 

belieVed, ladies and gentlemen, as they told you, that 

Linda Kasabian was lying about these two nights of murder, 

why didnit they cross-examine her in great depth about her 
Olt 

observations at' these two nights of murder? The only 

reason she was called to the stand in the first place. 

It is a well.-known fact among trial lawyers that 

when a witness is lying on that witness stand, the cross-

' examiner asks literally hundreds of questions of that 

witness trying to trap the witness, and a lying witness is 

not difficult to trap. 

But it a witness is on that stand pouring out 

the truth, the crois-examiner wants to stay away from that 

witness. 

If she is lying, it takes a crane td pull the 
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t• 
eross-examiner aWay from the iwitpess. 

The defense attorneys in thiS ease did literally 

ask Thousands upon thousands'of'qUestions of Linda 

Kasabian. 	 . 

About what'?' About LSD, sexy vibrations, visions, 

witchcraft; but not about these two nights of murder. 

The defense counsel, Paul. Fitzgerald, Daye Shinny 

and Ronald Hughes, in cross-examining Linda, had no more 

desire to cross-examine her about these two nights of 

murder tws they would have to stare directly into the noon-

day sun. 

They ran away from Linda the way they would run 

away from a hungry liOn in the jungle. 

'And every now and then, when they just accidental) 

touched upon these two nights of murder, they immediately' 

made an about-face and set speed records running in the 

I 
Out of a total of 300 pages of cross-examinatiob 

by Ar. Fitzgerald, only approximately 30 of those pages 

concerned these two nighte of m4rder. One-tenth. 

And those one-tenth primarily concerned his 

questions of Linda: 

Why didn't you.  go to the police? Why didn't • 

you run for help? He kept saying: Why didn't you.  go to 

the.police. 

Apparently, Mr., Fitzgerald, in his experience, 

opposite direction. 
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1:)lit of a totai.df at,prOximteiy 65 pages 

across-examination ,by Dave Shinno  only one page 

1/65th ... dealt with theSe 'two nights of murder. 

or 

that 
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feels,that-when a person is involved in the commission of 

a crime, the first thing they do, ladies and gentlemen,is 
I 

run fall 	 bY leapt and bounds, for the 
. 	, 	• 

nearest police station. 
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Ronald BUghes, during his entire cross-

elamination3  did not ask one single solitary question or 

Linda,kasablan about the La Bianca murders. 

Only Irving Kanarek cross-examined Linda in 

great depth "on thdse two, nights of murdero  ladies and 
A4.4„4.4t44 

gentlemen, and he, got so soundly thoesii,*d by Linda that 

an ordinary. person would have needed medical attention. 

Irving played the part _of Linda Kasabian's 

testimonial punching bag. - 

Though Linda continually stsggered 	he, 

kept coming back, doggedly and tenaciously, 0011 

of course, tor his next whipping, for more punishment. 

If Mr, Kanarek Would have had a second in 

his corner, 'the second would have thrown in the towel 

after his first toe-to-toe slug test with Linda, 

Ladies and gentlemen, every day of our lives otoe 

in our interrelationships with other human beings we have 

to determine whether the people with whom we are dealing 

are telling the truth. 

By and large, simply because off' experience, we 

become rAtbet good,  at it, We can normally tell when a 

person istelling the truth and'when one is lying,. 

We look at things in other people, such as 

inconsistencies, contradictions, intonation or voice, 

facial expressions, and things like that. 

Linda Xasabian was on that witness stand for 

24 

25 

26 

10e 
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four court weeks, If any witness was ever placed under 

2 	a microscope, it was Linda Kasabian. 

ladies and.  gentlemen watched Linda Kasabian 

4 	V*ryl very.Olosely. I know you did. /ou listened to the 

' 'intonation of her voice. You watched her facial 

eXpre*ion, yob, Watched her ipveMents. You listened 
A 

7 	intently to every word she Said. You took into consid- 
, 

eration 4eT entire demeanor'on that stand. 

Though she was asked literally thousands upon 
, 	• 	, 

10.  thousands- Of' queStions,,not once -- not once, ladies and 

gentlemen, on direct examination or cross-examination 

did she contradict herself. 

. And you can only do that, ladies andgentlemen, 

when you are telling the truth. 

Not once, did .Linde, Kasabian, say anything that 

smacked of*. lie, that hinted at a lie, that showed she 

was trying to deceive. 

Not once was she evasive-or slippery on direct 

or cross.exaMination, She was incredibly candid and 

forthright in her answers to all question$. ' 

Not once was 'there any nervous twitching, any 

squirming, any undue hesitation before she answered. 

Not once was there a nervous smile, a look of 
24 	being ill at ease, a look of being trapped.. Not once. 
25 	 I don't have to tell you folks that. You were 
26 	watching her more closely than l was. 
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Not once. 

Why is that so, ladies and, gentlemen? 

Because Linda Kasabian was telling the trUtho  

that is wiy. 

44 
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I would Venture to' say -- ~would venture to 

say -- and please excuse me for being presumptuous -- I 

would venture to say that after. Linda Kasabian testified on 

that witness stand for two hours, just two hours, each and 

everyone of you knew that that little hippie girl was 

telling the truth. 

After four days of direct examination, it had 

to be obvious to everyone in this courtroom that Linda 

Icasabian was telling the truth. 

On cross-examination, the defense tried every* 

thing possible to destroy her credibility, but as they say, 

the truth is stranger than the Rock of Gibraltar. 

After 14 days of arass-examination, if it is 

possible, the .fact that she was telling the truth was 

even more obvious. 
,274 Afe..,L.446 
4*Sanse effort to, estroy Linda Xasabiants 

tettimony,ladies and gentlemen, 'was an abysmal failure. 

%t was so anemic, it was pathetic.' 

Every question they asked her, ladies and 

gentlemen, when she gave her obviously truthful answer, 

the defense was just digging a deeper hole for themselves. 

If the defense needed anything, in this case, 

they needed a Steam shovel. 

The defense cross-examination of Linda Xasabian, 

ladies and gentlemen, was a classic exercise, if anything, 

in masochism. Linda Kasabian sadistically told the defense 
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attorneys the only thing she could tell them, the truth, 

the unvarnished truth, the unadulterated truth..  

They threw their heaviest artillery at her. 

never caused one submicroscopic dent in her testimony. 

Cry was that, ladies and gentlemen? Because 

she was telling the truth. 

that is the significance, what is the signifieanc 

of the fact that Linda vas telling the truth on that stand? 

What does it all mean? 

It simply means, ladies and gentlemen, that 

the defendants, Charles Manson, Susan Atkins and Patricia 

Krenwinkel, alongyith:Tex Watson, committed the five 

!'ate murders, and these same individuals, together with 

Lest i ,fan Houten, committed the. two. La Bianca murders. / 
That is what it 'Mean's. 

Let's discuss the law of accolippliggs 

As t indicated,' there it no Tense talking about 

the law of accomplices utiless iLinda Xasabipn is telling 

the truth, If she 16 not 'telling the truth, there is no 

sense in even reaching that issue. 

I am going to spend a little time with you on 

the law of accomplices because it is not an easy law to 

understand, even for many attorneys, much less lay people 

like you folks. This is why I am going to spend some 

time on it.. 

And. I mould likewise urge you very strongly to 

I0f-2 
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• 
listen very ,oarefu.11y .,7b.en Judge alder instructs you on 

the law of 'aoeOnitAides.. 

It is ftot apt easy Anarea to.understand. 

iog as. 4  
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' the word "not" ifs your mind "this does not mean that 
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With respect to Waldo, Kasabian being an accom-

plice, the defense attorneys, dining their arguments to 

you, only mentioned a few of the instructions that Judge 

Older will give you, neglecting to mention several others, 

and even in respect to a few of the instructions they did 

Mention, they only read to you a portion of them. , 

'One in particular is that the testi Tony of an 

accomplice ought to be viewed with distrust. 

Mr. Fitzgerald read you that line, then I guess 

he becamefatigued and hey  couldn't go on any further. 
, 	• 

I will read you the rest of the instruction 

because'there are some very Important things following 

that sentence. 

liat''s take a look, at that instruction. It starts 

out: 

"The testimony of an accomplice ought ,tQ 

be viewed with distrust." 

That is where Mr. Fitzgerald left off. That is 

where Mr. Kanarek left off. 

The instruction goes on to say: 

"This does not" -- and I repeat and I underline 

you may arbitrarily disregard such testimony, 

but you should give to it the weight to which 

you find it, to be entitled after examining it 

with care and caution and in the light of all the 
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,
word "sole' is; in there--"?f some 

• , 	 A 	 : 	
4  t 

act .or fact related to the offense 'which, if 

210 246,  

Now, what constitutes corroboration of an 

accomplice/s testimony? How strong does the evidence have 

to be? 

well, let's ,look at the instruction Judge Older 

will give you vithlreSpect to the nature 'of the corrobora- 

ti .% 4 

Judge Older'Will.instruct you thusly: 

"Corroborative: evidence is evidence'of 

- 	• 
believed, by itself and !withaat . anY 414 

interpretation or direction from the testimony 

of the accomplice 'tends to connect the defendants 

with the commission of the offense charged." 

Now, note that the language "corroborative 

1011-1 1 
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evidence * is evidence of some act or fact related to the 

offense.,̀   4, 

mean's that even if one act -or one 

fact to which the accomplice testifies is corroborated, 

the accomplice has been corroborated. 

Of course, in our case, 'not only has one 

fact or act to which .Linda Kasabian testified been 

Corroborated, literally, her entire testimony has been. 

corroborated. 

The instruction. goes on to say: 

"licwever, it is not necessary that the 
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"corroborative evidence be sufficient in itself 

to establish every element of the offense charged 

or that it corroborate every fact to which the 

accomplice testifies." 

Again, it is Obvious that if just ot6 act 

Qr fact to which the accomplice testifies is corroborated, 

the accomplice is corroborated. 

Now,. T. 	tarek, in his argument to you, 

completely misstated the laV when he said this: All of 

Lindags 'testimony and each exhibit the prosecution offered 

has to be corroborated. 

Now, as the instruction reads, the one that 

just gave you, this is a gross:blatant, misstatement of the 

law, and his Honor will give you no such instruction. 

It goes on to say: 

'"The evidence required to corroborate 

the testiOony of an accomplice is sufficient if it 

tends to connect the defendant with the commission 

of the crime 	such a wtoras. may reasonably satisfy 

the jury that the witness vho must be corroborated 

is telling the,truth." 

Ladies 'and gentlemen, the fingerprint evidence, 

the firearms evidence, the confesSionso  and all of the 

•other, evidence, as I indicated, soul ii convince the world' a 

leading skeptic that Linda Kasnbian vas telling the truth. 

The ;.not.tuetion go.et on to SST: 
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"It is tot necessary' that the evidence used 

to- corroborate the testimony of an accomplice prove 

• independently that the defendant is guilty of the 

offense. tvidence corroborating the testimony of,  

at,aceomplice need.  tot connect the defendant. with 

the.commission of the offense beyond a reasondble 

doubt," 

In other words, ladies and, gentlemen; to 

constitute corroboratiO4,,it.is not necessary that the 

evidence by icsel,f10:sUffieient to prove guilt or connect 

these defet4antsvith these murders beyond a reasonable 

doubt.. It is not necessary. 

GI 
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Az you can see now, this is not the easiest 

thing in the world to understand, and this is why I am 

going into it with you in considerable depth. 

In other words, locking at that instruction, 

ladies and, gentlemen, to constitute corroborationI the 

evidence does not have to be strong at all; any evidence 

will suffice, even slight evidence, 

In fact,. his Honer will give you this instruction; 

"You are instructed that evidence suffi-

cient to corroborate the testimony or an' 

accomplice may be slight, and entitled to 

little consideration when standing alone." 

His Honor will further instruct you that this 

corroborating evidence may be direct evidence or circum-

stantial evidence. 

His Honor will further instruct you that to 

determine-COrrpberetion you do net have to look at each 

item of evidence by itself and decide separately whether 

,it alone Constitutes corroboration. 

6bVicusly vhen.yOu ge back to that jury room you 

eregoing to look at each item of evidence in conjunction 

With aild wittrolattbn to all' of the other evidence in 

this case. 

You are not going to segregate one piece of 

evidence in a vacuum and consider it all alone; you have to 

look at ail of the evidence, all of the circumstances. 
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Was Linda'S testimony corroborated by other 

evidence in this easel 
44.4404  

Well, Judge Older will instmot yOU that rwa 

determine corroboration)  this is something you are, going to 

have to do some thinking about here, now, this is legalese, 

even though you are lay people, you ire going to have to 

engage in this type of gymnastics back there. 

You must, in determining dorroboration, you -must 

temporarily remove from your mind the testimony of the 

accomplice and see whether there is any other remaining 

independent evidence which connectt these defendants with 

these murders. ,. 

' 	ie keyword is independent... 

In fa0t, his Henor will instruct: 
1 	' 

there 	not, auffiCient independent 

.evidence whiCh tends to,bonneet the defendant . 	4 	, 	• 
with;the dommissiOn or the offense, the teSti-

tonypf the aCcompliee.ie not corroborated. 

"If there to such independent evidence 

which tends to connect the defendant With the 

commission of the offense, then the testimony of 

the accOmplice is corroborated.." 

Of course, as I have indicated, his Honor will 

instruct you. that this Independent evidence may be 

direct Or circumstantial. 

It does not have to be strong. enough by itself 
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to prove the guilt of these defendants and, in fact, even 

slight evidence will suffice. 
2 

Vow, in our case here; ladies and gentlemen„ we 

offered not just slight evidence, ladies and gentlemen, 

me offered a massive, an enormous, a prodigious amount of 

`evidence, totally independent of Linda iasabian's testimony. 
6 

Linda had . nothing to do With Watson and 1r.ren- 
7 

winkelts fingerprints being found at the scene. 

Even if you temporarily remove from your mind 

Linda XaSabian's testimony, that fingerprint evidence still! 

remains, and of course it couldn't possibly connect !trete. 

minim' and Watson .with these murders any more than it does. 
12 

Likewise%  Manson's confession to Juan 111pm; 
13 

Susan Atkins's confessiOrt to Ronk, Ildward, Virginia graham, 

Ruth Morehouse; her incriminating statement to Rosf,ann 
• e 

ValkeVi 

Leslie Van 	esti 	 tO Dianne take.; 

Patricia, Krenwinkelts confession to Dianne Lake; all of t   

that evidence is totally iniiepen4ent -of 1.4nda gattabiary s 

testimony•tign if you do temporarily forget about Linda' a 

testimony,. that eViden.c 'still remains. 

And of course it couldn't possibly connect 

these defendants with these murders any more than it does. 

The testimony about the rope, the revolver, the 

shell casings and Many other items of physical evidence 

lahich were testified to by witnesses other than Linda 
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Kasabiani 
41' 	• 	.; 	; 	• 

TkIgi* *npendent evidence;  and of course 

it connects. theoev ,defendants with these♦  murders. 

• iAlthough iud. testifi-41,63tertc 	Mansonls 
• • 'q 

domination over the Faintly, and the motive of Reiter Skelter, 
• 

many other witnesses gave very, powerful eV,idence 	liansot s 

domination over the Family, including Tex Watson and these 

three female 'defendants, end te.siiMony' ; about' Reiter Bkelter. 

Brooks Poston, pail Watkins, Juan. Flynn,. Dianne 

Lite, Danny DeC).arlo -- I could go on and ore.,. 

All of that evidence is independent of Linda 

itasabiani s • testintonyi,' A M  l  

• =JO,  certainly connects Manson irrevocably with 

these murders. 

THE COURT: ode will take the recess at this time, 

Mr Bugliosi: - 

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse with 

anyone or' form or express any opinion regarding the case 

until it is finally submitted' tO you. 

The court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 
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(The following _proceedings were had in open 

court in the absence of the jury and the 4efendants, all 

counsel being, present.) 

T ,CQURT: A counsel are present. The jury is 

not present. 
$. 

tome lady, Ical,you arisd, 

State your name. 

MISS SHAPIRO:,  Julie Shapiro..  

THE COURT: June Shapiro.  
MISS SHAPIRO: That T's right .  

THE COURT: Before the recess in this afternoon 

session and while Mr, Bugliosi was giving his argument I 

saw you come into the courtroom; you sat in the back of 

'the courtroom, seat No. 52 I believe and during the course-- 

MISS SHAPIRO: 40. 

THE COURT: -- during the course of Mr. Bugliosits 

argument you stood up and made these statements in open 

court, which were heard by the Court aro taken down by 

the reporter. 

Bugliosi had just 'finished saying "In fact 

if Linda Xasabian were lying, she woad not have known that 

the Rudolph Weber incident took place, period." 

At which point you. said That is not true." 

You stood' up and said, "That is not true.; 

I have proof that the prosecution has coerced the key 

witnesses." 

please. 
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You thou said "The prosecution has coerced, 

bribed and threatened key witnesses • in this case.' 

And you added, "And I have proof." •  

Your conduct was disorderly and disruptive and 

was a direct interference with and interruption of this 

trial. it was committed in open court during Mr. Bugliosils 

'argument, in the view and in the immediate presence of the 

Court, the jury, counsel and the spectators. 

rot that conduct I find you in direct contempt' 

of court, and I sentence you to five days in the county ,  

jail: 

Miss Shapiro will be remanded in accordance 

with the sentence. 

Nits Shapiro is not to be permitted to enter 

this courtroom again 'during the course- of this trial. 

(The following proceedings were had in open f 

court in the presence of the jury, all counsel with the 

exception of Mt. Hughes being present, the defendants not 

being physically present.) 

THE COURTt All counsel and jurors ate present. You 

may proceed, Mr.'Bugliosi4 

MR. MUM: There'was so much other evidence, ladies 

and gentlemen, so mufti other evidence testified to by 

witnesseio!,her'thanLinda Eatabign, that vewtota44. 
independentof her testimony, and-lof.cpurse 9,aspowt- these 

defendanti with these murders. -' 	 'f 

; 4 
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So there is absolutely no question that, No. 1, 

the prosecution offered an enormous amount of evidence, 

totally independent of Linda Kasabiant s testiraonye, which 

connected these defendants with these mn-ders. 

And, NO. 2, since we did that, her testimony 

has been corroborated. 

So in answer to our original question, has 

Linda Ica.sabian;s testimony been corroborated? Yes, of 

course it has-. 

In fact,-; ladle's and, gentlemen of the jury, I 

am demeana.ng nc1,1` am degrading testimony like the finger-

prints and onfessioni, to say that ,they Corroborate Linda 

Xasabiants testimony, because, that evidea'ce by ittelf, 
, 

all alone, is much more than strong enough to convict 

these defendPnts o..f nurder/  even Uzi thout Linda Kasabian' s.  

testimony. 

17 	 So it is degrading to Aclassify it as corroborat- 

ing
. 

 evidence. That evidence It= be strong enough to 

9 

18-  
convict these defendants even if there *were no accomplicels 

1 
testimony to corroborate. 

Although the law may requires slight evidence 

22 
of corroboration, we offered an overwhelming amount of 

evidence corroborating Linda Kasabian's testimony. ' 

How could you possibly have better corroborating 
24 

evidence than confessions and fingerprints? 
'2* ' 

26. 	 And that is just part of it. There was much 
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more other evidence. 

We will. graduate now:, to the next step: 

Since' Linda Kasabian's testimony has been 

corroborated, the fact that she is at accomplice, for all 

intents and purposes, is a moot point, totally Irrelevant. 

I say that, ladies eta gentlemen, because her 

being an accomplice would only be relevant if her 

testimony had not been corroborated. 

If Linda gasabiante. testimony had not been 

Corroborated, ladies and gentlemen, these defendants, would. 

be  entitled to a not guilty verdict.- 

ln 	if her testimony' had not been 

• 
Bust ai06:4sr:testimbak uhOestiona4y has, been 

corroborated, the fact that she is an encamp/44414s totally 
, S : irrelevant. 	 - t 

I know, thip:isnot _easy, for you lay people 

to understand; that is why I am going over and over and-over 
it again. 

The relevant point about being an accomplice 

is that the prosecution has to corroborate the accomplice's 

testimony. 

If we do not do that, the defendants are 

entitled to a not guilty verdict. 

If we do corroborate her testimony, it is 

corroborated, the .fact that she is an accomplice would have 

immense significance. 

1 

3 

4 

5 

8 

9.; 

io 

11 

12 

33 

14. 

15 

16. 

17 

18. 

19 

20- 

21 

23 

24 

-15 

26 
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; 

irrelevant• that she 'is itn'.a6comi)lice.. 
0. 	• 

2 .0 

We certainly have 	her testimony. 

'The reason I say that it is irrelevant, once we have 

corroborated her testimony, it- :Is irrelevant the fact 

that she, is an accomplice 	is because his Honor will 

tell you, in his instructions, that once the accomplice 

has been corroborated, and you believe her testimony, 

then the testimony of the accomplice is to be considered 

by you as any other testimony and given such I./eight as you 

may conclude it is entitled td. 

12.  

13 

• 14,  

15 

• '16 

• • 7 

18' 

19 

• 21:1-  

21 

22. 

23 

24 

.75 

26 
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You would never know this from the way the 

defense attorneys argue.. They almost would lead- you to 

believe that since Linda Xasabian'is an accomplice, not 

only should you temporarily remove frai your mind her 

testimony for the limited purpose of seeing whether there 

is any other independent testimony connecting these 

defendants with these murders, but that you should 

permanently remove her testimony from your minds. 

In other words, they tried to lead you to 

believe in, a subtle fashion that the testimony-of 

'accomplices is worth1ess4 that somehow the eyes and ears 

of an accomplice, from the legal Standpoint, aren't the 

, same as the eye's and ears of someone else who is not, an 

accomplice. 

Once Linda Kasabian's testimony has been 

corroborated, as it unquestionably has, in this case, 

then the law says you may look at her testimony and give 

it all the weight you want. 

'iou may. giv4 her testimony all the weight you 

want, ladies,aind gentlemenlas,evidenoe of guilt. .  

You can frame it in another way; Since Linda 

Xasabian't testimony has been_ cortoboratedt• for .all 
g 	. 

intents and purposes the accomplice mile simply, no longer 

has any significance, and` in effeci'yonihbuld forget about 

it gad only concern yourselves with the same ultimate 

issue that confronts juries in non-accomplice -cases, 

6 

7 

9 

10 

12 

13 

1.4 

la 

.16 

11 

.18 

19 

20 

21 

22  

23 

24 

.23 

'26 
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0. 

namely, has the prosecution proved the guilt of these 

defendants to the exclusion of all reasonable doubt. 

I will say that one more time and them I will 

go on.: 

Inasmuch as Linda Kasabian4s testimony has 

been corroborated, for all intents and purposes, the 

fact that she is an accomplice is no longer significant, 

and you should *kat forget .bout the fact that she is an 

Accomplice and only concern yourself with the same 

ultimate issue that concerns juries in. non-accomplice 

cases: 

a 

11 

13- 

14 

15 

17 

18 

12 
	 Has the prosecution proved the guilt of these 

defendants to the exclusion of all reasonable doubt? 

I again urge you -- I again urge you, when 

Judge Older instructs you, listen carefully to his-

instructions on the law of accomplice. 

That is the issue in this case. ties the prosecu-

tion proved the guilt of these defendants to the exclusion 

'of all reasonable doubts, "the accomplice issue is a. supple- 

20 
mentary issue. 

21 
	 And that br'ings me to the mid-point in terms 

.of time, actually beyond the mid-point, to the heart of 

my final sumMation in rebuttal. 

' Each defense attorney argued that the .prosecu- 

tion never offered lufficilent'evOehoe against thug' 

clients to warrant a conviction. 

19 

22 

2:3- 

• 24 : 

25 

.26 
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3 

fro respond to defense counsel's arguments, 

let's take a look at that evidence ti see whether there 

is sufficient evidence to prove the guilt of these 

defendants beyond a reasonable doubt and to the exclusion 
4 

of all reasonable :doubt.. 
, 

I'41.10, tirSt briefly discuss the evidence 

against 'fie x Watson, the io.t-conspitator; then .Pat3icia 

Xrenvinke14, then Susan Atkins, Leslie Van gouten and 

finally Charles Manson. , , r „ 
	• 	

r•'• 
	 t 

When I discuss this evidence, 1 am basically 

not going to.. be referring to it as .corioboratting evidence 

because,, as 'T said, this evidence is so powerful in and 

' of itself,,that it is demeaning and 'degrading to call it 

corroborating evidence. 

So -when I, discuss this evidence, if you want 

to think -of it in terms of corroboration, you certainly 

may. 

am going to- refer to it as evidence that 

proves the guilt of these defendants beyond all doubt. 

Now and then 1 will refer to it also as corroborating 

evidence., 

$efore getting into Tex 'Watson and these 

defendants, ladies and gentlemen, there was certain,  

evidence in this case that proved that these murders 

were committed by persons who came from Spahr). Ranch, 

without spOcifically pinpointing who at Spahr, Ranch 

17 ' 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 
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25 
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committed these murders. 

Forgetting for the moment to wham this revolver 

belongs; forgettiug for the moment to wham this revolver 

belongs; we know that it came from Spahn Ranch. 

Haw do we know that? Because Sergeant tee 

testified that he compared the firing pin marks ou the seven 

shell casings found in that revolver and the firing pin 

marks on shell casings test fired from that revolver with 

shell casings found at Spahn Ranch, and formed the opinion 

that all shell casings wero fired from the same revolver, 

to wit, Peopiels 40. 

Since we know that this 'revolver was the 

revolver that was used to murder Steven Parent and shoot 

Voityck Frykowski and Jay Sebring, we thereby know that 

the Tate murderers, whoever they are, came frouthe Spahn 

Ranch.. 
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11c-l' 	 'What else provet that 'the:tate "miarderers came 

from Spahn Ranch? 
2 

Rudolph Weber gets the license plate number of 

. that car in front of his home, GYY 435, and that belongs to 

a ranch- hand at Spahn Ranch, Johnny Swartz. 

So, whoever the Tate murderers are, the 

car they were using came. from. the Spahn Ranch. 

Anything else? 

Yes. 

Ruby Pearl identified the dark dyed T-shirts 

found over the side of the hill. on Benedict Canyon. Road 

as being the same kind she used to see Lynn Squeaky 

rromme dye, dye blackiat Spahn Ranch. 

Anything else? Several witnesses testified 

to seeing Selter Skelter printed in various locations at 

Spahn Ranch.. 

PeopleJs 261 is a photograph of just one of 

the places,. the cabinet door inside a trailer at Spahn 

*Ranch. Of course Better Skater was printed in blood at 

the La Bianca residence. 

' Anything else? People's 39, the Buck knife, 

Was found in a sofa inside the Tate residence. Apart from 

Linda Easabian's testimony, Denny DeCar.lo testified that 

he saw that Buck knife Out at Spahn Batch. 

All of the evidence 1 have just mentioned, 

ladies and, gentlemen, the shell casings, the car, the 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9  

10 

.11 
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.14  
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7—shrt, the Buck knife, helter Skelteri provei 	proves, 

ladies and gentlemen, that the Tate-La Bianca killers, 

whoever they were, came from Spahn Ranch. $pa.hrt Ranch is 

just one minute speck in Los Angeles County, ladies and 

gentiO.men, yet if one were trying to find the Tate-La 

Bianca killers, they could forget about every other square 

foot in Los Angeles County. 

They could forget about Alhambra, Hollywood, 

Watts, East Los Angeles, 'Torrance. 

They could even forget about 99.9 percent of 

Chatsworth where Spahn Ranch is located, because those 

• killers came. from Spahn Ranch, nowhere else. 

Since these four defendants, ladies and gentle-

. men, live4 at 'Spain Ranch during the time of these murders, 

those five items of evidence I just referred to, particularly 

the shell casings,. the car, lielter,Skelter, those items of 

evidence I have just mentionea, not only make it uncom-

fortably hot for these defendants, they make it unbearably 

hot. 

Bat if this were all we had against these 

defendants; they could. still survive, egally speaking. 

Now, let'ls jump from these five general items 

• of -evidence which prove that the Tate•La Dimes. killers 

game from . Hpahn Ranch,. to specific items of evidence which 

prove that these.  four defendants were the particular 

residents of Spahn. Ranch who comraitted the murders, 

2 
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This moeld be the final brief review of thei 

evidence against each separate defendant on the Tate- I 

La Blanes. murders that you will get before you commence 

your deliberations back in the „jury room. 

Nowor-we• have seen such an incredible misstate-

ment of the evidence by some of the defense attorneys in 

this case, attorneys who actually tried the lawsuits  

the advisability of this review right now is too obvious 

to state. 

As I review the items of evidence against each 

defendant, I will refer to defense counsel's arguments 

about these specific pieces of evidence. 

You remember I told you, earlier that I 

responded, in phase No. 2 of my arguments  to 75 to ao 
percent. of defense counsel's arguments. 

New 1 ,wElltouch on the remaining 20. percent. 

First I will briefly discuss the co-conspirator, 

Tex Watson. 

Iklthough Tex. vaa tot a:defendant in this trial 

he is nam,d'a'S.ar co4,eonspirator with these defendants In 

the,Grand•Juty Ladietmentt  
I 	 • 	 f 

Thereforerevidence pr6ving his ceMpliCity in 

these murders can be con.iidered-byyou as.-eircumstantial 

evidence of gilt against his co...conspiratorss the defendants 

in this case. 

21,264 

2 

3.  

4 

5 

7 

9. 

10 

With respect to Mr. Watson,. we of course have 
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10.  

11 

12 

18 

14 

lid ass, 
15. 

.16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

22 

.23 

24' - 

25-

26 

Linda Kasibiants testimony. Among other thitgs she testi-

lied to actually observing him shoot ands kill Steven Parent, 

and also saw him stab Vbityek Frykowski to death, and of 

course Watsonts fingerprints are found on the outside of the 

front door of the Tate residence. 

As you know, there are,18 points of identity, 

18 points between the latent fingerprint and the exemplar 

of Watson's right rin$1finger. 

So based- on 'the evidence,. there is simply no 

question that Charles Tex Watson together with Susat Atkins-

and Patricia Krenwinkel were the- actuaX killers of the 

Tate victimsi a4j/t 1  

Zat Charles Tex `Watson together with Leslie 

Van gouten and Patricia Xrenwinkel actually murdered Mr. 

and lira. La Bianca. 
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Patricia Krenwinkel4  As i say, this is 

the last final review that you are going to get before you 

go badk in that jury roam. 

4 

	

	 No., 1, again Patricia Uenminkel, I will break,  

these down into points. 

• Mt of course have Linda Kasabian,  s testimony 

;.tbat Patricia Jrenwinkel was with her, Sadie and Tex ,on 

' the night a the. Tate murders when they went to the Tata 

residence. 

ra 	 Linda even observed Miss Krenwinkel chasing 

11 •:Abigail Folger'with that upraised knife. 

Whet was Xrenwinkelfs state of mind after these 

13 urders*  ladies and gentlemen? 

14, 	 AS they were driving away from the Tate 

15 resideact,gatie complained, mind you, that her hand hurt 

16 ecause when she stabbed, the bones of the victims got in 

17 be way and this caused the grip of the knife to hurt her 

18 and: 

19 
	 What right did these victims have to permit 

20.  heir bones to get in the way of the blade, the sharp blade 

21 f 'Patricia Xrenwinkelts knife, what right? 

What a precious,little sweetheart, ladies an 

entlemen,,Patricia Kreaminkel is. 

24 
	 If there 05/it was a dainty feminine tenderhearted 

4 

25 ittle girl thitis Patricialreamiakelt 	1 

26 
	 No. 2, taIkitgibout the Tate =riders now, point 
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No. 2, Patricia Xrenyinkelis fingerprints were found on the 

inside .Qf the, back door to the master bedroom of the Tate 

residence, Sharon Tate's bedroom. 

As 1 indicated, although the Los Angeles Police 
-4 	 X.1441. 

Department only 	ten points of identity between the 

latent and the exemplar, there were 17 points of identity 

between that latent and the left little finger of Iatricia 

Rrenwinkel. 

Patricia Krenwinkelis fingerprints being found 

at the Tate residence, all by itself, without any other 

evidence, forget about all the other'evidence in this case, 

that fact alone is enough to convict her of the five Tate 

II urders, 

When oneis fingerprints are found at the scene, 
14 

adies and gentlemen, that is the end of the game: The end 
15 
• f the ball •gime: It's all over with: 

16 
When you leave your fingerprints at the scene, 

.17 
tis like leaving your name, your address, your phone 

18 
umber, your height ,your weight, the color of your eyes 

19 
nd hair, the day of your birth, the hospital where you were 

20 
orn, the doctor, the nurse that delivered you. 

21 
. Your entire family tree. 

•22 • 

' There has never been a reported case of two 
23 

eople having,the same identical fingerprints. 
24 

Point No. 3, in IiVe, August or early September.  f 
25 
l'69 at Willow Springs, Patricia Erenwinkel confeSsed to 

' 26 
• 
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Dianne Lake tb.at she had, gitag86d...41.841-1- 171:a0er: from the  

2: 
bedroom into:the living room. 

}fr. ,Fitzgerald argued 	do.' we knaw that 

his client P.atricia ICrenwinkelwas no referring to , dragging 
s 

Abigail. Paget from the bedroom into the living room in 

1965 In San Francisco." 

Well, obviously, I'm not going to defreene-  to 

answering such a preposterous argument. 	• 

I will just remind you folks of the fact that 

it is common during argument for attorneys to make all types 10- 

11 of arguments. By and large there are no limitations or 

2 restrictions on the nature of their arguments..  1 

13 	 X do think this last. argument, ladies and gentleme 

14  just trespasses, just a shade 	how far? A couple of hundred 

15, ih.ousand miles beyond the permissible margins and perimeters 

16 
of reasonableness. I,  really do think so. 

17 	 If you want to think in terms of ,corroboration, 

1,8 
	enwinkel s fingerprints are corroboration. Her confession 

19 is corroboration, if you want to think in those terms. 

2Q 	 Let's look at the La Bianca murders: 

21 	 Point No. 1, talking about Patricia Xrenvinkel. 

22 Jude Xasablan testified 'that Miss Krenwinkel was in the 

23. coup on the second night and that ahe, Tex and Leslie were 

24 ropped of right out in the street in front of the La 

Janes residence. 

Since we know that Linda Kasabian told the truth • 26 
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.3 

z 

04 that witness stand,. wt have established that beyond all 

doubt; 0160 we know that%  we thereby know that Patricia 

Kretwinkel was one .of the killers' of the La Bianca victims, 
, 

of :Mr., 'and Mrs. La.Biant4i, 'because we know that Linda 

Kasabian told the' truth: 	• 

'It is tot a -date 'Of thinking 'or believing. 

know it, P 
P. 

22 

0 

• 25 

4 

Point tlo. 2 against Patricia Krenwinkel in the 

Latiancanurders: 

Juan Flynn testified that the night, approximately 

4)ne week before August 16th, that he saw the seven people driV 

of framSpahn Ranch in Johony'Smartzos.car, Patricia Kren,- 

iiplkalwas 	the group. That is Juan Flynn's testimony. 

The other people in that group of course were 

mason, Clem Tuft8,' Test  Sadie, _Katie 	or Sadie, Linda. 

This night, ladies and gentlemen., undoubtedly 

as the night of the La tiandamurders because Linda,  

estified that on the night of the La Bianca murders those 

aSe seven people, who. Juan Flynn testified to, drove off 

rom.Spahn Ranch. 

Point Korn 3 against Patricia Krenwihkel and the .
• 

 

a Bianda murders. 

Patricia ,Krenwinkeys refusal to print the words, 
tC  ath to pigs!" 4lis5" And "Belter Skelter " The same 

rdi that were printed in blood'at the La Bianca residence, 
26 

9 

Jo, 

L1 

12 

• 13' 

14 

1$ 

16. 

13 

.19 
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shows a consciousness of guilt on her part. 

Despite her lawyer' s advice, despite that, not-

withstanding tiuti,, if she knew that she did not print .these 

words/  the only reasonable inference is that she would only 

be too happy to give that exemplar.. 

And as his Honor will instruct you., you. may 

consider her refusal as evidence asaingt her on the La 

Bianca murders. His Honor will, give you. that instruction. 

In fact, this would be a good example., this 

would be a,• good eample, 'ladies and gentlemen/  of the 

slight, evidence, of slight evidence, independent of Linda' 

testimony/  which connects trenvinkel with the La Bianca 

murders/  and hence corroborates Linda's testimony. 

That would be a good example. 

'VW 

• r 

21, 2/0 
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Point No. 4: 

In .my opening argument I enumerated the great 

number, the substantial number of unique similarities 

between the Tate murders and the La•Bianca murders, from 

which I drew the only reasonable conclusion that there is, 

the Tate. killers were also the La Bianca murderers. I'm 

not going over those items of evidence again, but you were 

making notes and ;you reni‘bar them. 

Patricia Xrenwinkelts fingerprints were found 
$ 	• 	.t 	# 

at the Tate: retidence, so- a :'klICYTit she' as one a the Tate 

murderers. 

• 	2 

4 

6 

a 

9 

10 

as 

12 	 inasmuch as there 'Are 'a rera'arkabie' number of 

13 unique similarities between the Tate murdeza. and the La 
= 

14  Bianca murders, the fact that Patricia, Krenwinkel was one 

15 of the Tate killers is very persuasive circumstantial 

1.6 evidence that she is also one of the La Bianca killers. 

, Again, the prosecution has proven kiss E±enwinkelo 

/8  guilt for the La Bianca murders certainly beyond a reasonable 

:C101110t.. 19 

20 One final point on Patricia XrenvinkeIo. tier 

conduct in Mobile, Alabama, on December 1st, 1969, when 

she reached into the back of the car, grabbed that hat 

and pulled it down over her face. as far as it would go, 

-44,4%.40 :the inOment she saw Sergeant Mcitellar, .e  

obvioukyi, that was an attempt on 

her part to avoid detection, and I submit certainly it 

21 

22 

23 

.24 

25 
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shows a consciousness of guilt on Patricia Krenwinkella part. 

Susan, Atkins, on the Tate murders: 

No. 1, Linda Xasabian testified that Susan 

Atkins was .with her, Tex Watson and'Patricia Krenwinkel 

5 when they vent to the Tate residence on the night of the 

6 Tate murders. 

7 

	

	 She even observed Susan Atkins tome running out 

-g the front •door of the Tato residence around the same time 

she saw Tex stab Vrykowski, and Patrieia chasing Abigail 

.Folger with au upraised knife

11 	

. 

Since we know -- since we know that Linda 

12 Xatabian told the truths  .;we thereby know that Susan Atkins 

13 vas one of the Tate killers. 

No., Z.; "Susan. Atkins confessed to_ the Tato 
• 

murders to three people, yirgin.ia',Oraham, Ronk, Reward, 4044  

16 Ruth Morehouse. 	 , 

• She also made a very incriminating statement 

is  to Roseanne VIalkeri, fkont renle.mber, over at Sybil Brand, 

10 the radio *ewe playing, the announcer starts talking about 

20 the Tate-La Bianca: murders; Susan tells Roseanne, "That 

21 ain't the way it vent down; that ain't the way it went down," 

22 she said,. 

That is an incriminating statement, ."That ain't 

the way' it went down," meaning, that ain't the viay it  

happened. 

'in other words, she knew the way it happened, and 

2 

4. 
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2 

4,  

6 • 

T I  

8 " 

9 

10 

ii 

12 

• 13' 

14 

is. 

 

it wasnit the way the radio announcer was Saying,  

In*? another broadcast they hear an .announcer 

talking about the glasses found at the scene. Sadie in so 

many Words tells Roseanne that those glasses did not belong 

to the killers. 

Of course. she never Would have known that, 

ladies and gentlemen, unless she was one of the killers 

.f 4  

With respect to the Tate murders, Susan even 

related, many of the details to Virginia Graham and Rani 

Howard right down to the fact that Sharon Tate was wearing 

a bra and Bikini pants, and that Sharon Tate was the last 

to die. 

 

You just don't know details like this, ladies 

.and gentlemen, 'unless you were there. 

Among other things Susan' Atkins told Virginia 

Oraham and Roni Howard that she actually killed Sharon Tate; 

that she actually stabbed Sharon Tate to death. 

She also told Virginia Graham that the man who 

ran past her out on the front lawn, who we know to be 

Voityak Frykowski, she said she stabbed that man four or 

five t'irdes 

So. Susan Atkins confessed to the Tate murders 

to three people, and made a very incriminating statement, 

ladies and gentlemen, as to the fourth person. 

Now, that evidence alone, forgetting about 

16 
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Linda K4sabian's testimony, forgetting about all of the 

other evidence; that evidence alone is enough to convict 

her of the Tate murders. 

One confession would have been enough, just one 

confession. After all, what better evidence is there to 

prove that any defendant committed any crime than when 

the defendant says ."Yeah,.I did it." 

Here we have three confessions. There certainly 

cannot be the smallest miniscule doubt in any of your 

minds that Susan Atkins was there that night, stabbing, 

brutally stabbing the give Tate victims. 

r. Shinn argues that you should disregard 

Virginia Graham and Roni Howardfs testimony, he said, because 

they .ale testifying to get a $25,000 reward, and he,,  said 

this testimony then of course was probably fabricated 

because they are just out to get that reward. 

No. 1, ladieS' and gentlemen, both Virginia 

Graham and Roni Roward testified that at the time they told 
.7  

the police what SuSan At .n3 _told .them, they did, not know 
. 	. 

about the reward. They found out about it later. 
1 

lioreover„ b6th of the ,testified it'v;tas; their 

understanding that'to collect that$25,000 rewa..5.4 their 
' 	• 	' 

testimony on the stand cms not necessary; 

The reward, is given to people who furnished 

information-to the authorities. It is not a requisite 

to collect the reward that the person testify on the witness 

1 
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stand. 

Moreover, juat because they are: up for a reward 

does'not of course invalidate • their testimony. 

If Susan Atkins told them Oat she did at the 

Tate residence, they cannot help it; they cannot help it 

6 
if when they tell the policerthe information they furnished 

is so valuable that they are entitled to a reward. They 

cannot help that. 
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Actually the fact that they are up for a reward 

only serves to prOve that they furnished information which 

the reward givera thought was reliable and legitimate* 

anythini,A% 
' 	

. 

Va fact that they are up fortrewarge contrary o 

what :Jr. Shinn said, bol4ter.; aild lends credibility to 1  

their teStimony. it does riot detract from it. 

	

8 	 If Yoe Ochmlzberger comes up to the authorities 

	

9 	and, givos them sol4e .:111co-i4-7Jonderland st,ory, do you think 

	

YO 	h is gin to get the inoney? 

	

U 	 Of course, the final, conclusiveproof that 

Virginia Gmham end Rani Howax.d did not maz.le up the story 

and that Susan Atkin s did iii fact confess to them, and. 

	

14 	tiliA 	;the' 'third -4)0int, ivamber three, azaliwt her -on the 
, 044  .7 7 

715- Tatelturders, is that1Susan Atkiaa/ letter to Boni Howard 

and in 11.p 	tp Kittrletet4,1x and Jo Stevenson, she 

4 

5 

6 

7 

admitted in so many words that she confessed , to Roni 

Howax!d., 

The Obvious .mason why Susan Atkins mentioned 

only 'one 'peraon in thee.l'e"ater, which would be Roni Howard/  

as opposed to mentioning the second person, Virginia Graham, 

Is beCause 'Rohl Howard its the original informant that 

called the police, 

Point number four against Susan Atkins on the Tate 

murders: 

1:ou recall that not only did Susan Atkins in her 

(10- 
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three letters to Roni Howard; Virginia grahallu-- strike 

that 	Kitt Fletcher and Jo Stevensonladmit to having 

confessed to Honk, Howard, but in her letter to Kitt 

Fletcher, ladies and gentler.-,en, in that letter to Kitt 

Fletcher, there was an independent confession in. Suzan 

Atkins,  ;own handwritinsito these murderS4 

Susan Atkins wrote 	now, this is the letter to 

Kitt Fletcher: 

Why did I do it or why. did I open 

My big mouth to a celImate?'' 

The two thins she it talking about: 

"Why did X rho it, or why did I open mY 

big mouth to a celImate? 

To either one of ,thos,L,,  questions, X did 

what I did because that is what I did." 

Susan Atkins in that letter is not just 

referring to the fact that she confessed tQ Roni Howard; 
• 

she' is.alto SAying*  "Why 'did e:do it?" 

Then she says, "Or ' why did I open my big mouth 

Two separatethings.there. 

I hope some 'or you, women take shorthand; I' see 

you are taking quite a few notes. When l went to c011egP -- 

when I intended to go to law school, I signed up tor 

a. shorthand course. I walked into'the class and there 

Were about 90 Women there and I was the only guy, so 
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1 

2 

4 

5 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 ' 

14 

15 

16 

17 

21 
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.23 

24 

25 

26 

felt kind of strange, sot walked oUt and of course had a 

devil of a time duripg law school taking down notes. 

/ certainly would advise anyone who goes to 

law school to learn shorthand, it's extremely important. 

Point number five, Susan Atkins, the Tate murders, 

Peoplets 551  •ohe of the pair of blue jeans found over the 

'side of the hill„ had hairs on it that matched Susan 

Atkins' hair to a T. 

Officer Granado testified that the hairs on 
s'S 	°C.4,04K 

People's and t.ttsari Atkins' hair had the same color, 

approximately the same length, the identical diameter, the 

SAM& medullary characteristics 

4ffiAl is, the internal structure of the hair„ 409 
attl4x10( 
eigthati4h.we cannot be sure, ladies end gentlemen, the 

likelihood is surely greater than notithe hairs on 
4rJ7 

People's belong to Susan Atkins. 

.And it is understandable, ladies and gentlemen, 

why' ,$ tsars Atkins would have some of her hair on those 

hluejeans. 

'You recall that Whih Linda, testified that when 

She, Tex, Katie and Sadie were driving away from the Tate 

residenCefl  Sadie and Katie,compitined, the poor little 

sweethearts, that the victims had pulled on their hair. 

What right did these people have to pull on 

Sadie's hair? '1 imagine when one is struggling 'or their 

very life, they can probably pull pretty hard. 
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Susan probably lost a few of her hairs and they .• 

ended, up on People's 55. 
1 

2• 
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Lumber six, Barbara iloyt teStified that on the 

night of the Tate murders, a half hour or so after dinner, 

Susan Atkins is in ti kitchen, picks up the field tele-

phom, calls Baro-ara not -- this is the night of the Tato 

murders, calls Barbara Hoyt back in the hack nouse;  tells 

her she wants three seta Of dark clothing. 

This i8 totally consistent with Linda's testimony. 

Point number seven;  the day after the Tate  

murders Barbara Hoyt is watching tolevision, She is in 

the trailer at Spahn Rancho  just before the 6&00 o'clock 

news, Sadie walks in. 

Out of perhaps 25 or 30 people at Spahn Ranch, 

'whom doeS she call out for;  ladies and gentlemen? Well, 

you knOw, Patricia trenwinkel and Tex Watson; she wants 

Tex and Katie to come in and watch the news. 

Ousan Atkins Obviously is a very considerate and 

thOushtful prson; she knew that Tex and natio had also 

entered the Tata residence with her and brutally and , 

savagely murdere%1 the Tate victiz.is tlnd obviously she didn't 

Want to be a ho;:;; she wanted all of .therd;  ner murdering 

partnOrs, to Itatch the result of thoir handiwork on 
i. 

Susan tells Barbara to chanbe the channel to the 

iiews,and.:aS.yoti'recalia  as, you recall, ladte$ and gentle-

Men., as, the announcer is talkin!;; about these five _murders, 
) • , 

TeX, Eatie!and Sadie have alauch -- they have a lauGh! 
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,They started to laugh about it 

As 1 said in my opening argument, five people 

being butchered to death like animals, sh, yes, that is a 

rather amusing event. 

As Charlie Oanson said, "Human beings are pigs; 

pigs don-'t deserve to live." 

Immediately after the news on the Tate:Murders 

the three of them take oft. Arit *thin is all they are 

interested in, the Tate murders. 

Barbara Loyt testified she had'neVer seen 

Susan Atkins watch, not just the news before, had never seen 

Susan Atkins watob television before. 

There is absolutely no question the prosecution 

has proved Susan Atkins guilt e the Tate murders beyond 
a 'reasonable doubt. 

With respect to the La Bianca murders on Susan 

Atkins, number one, Linda Kasabian testified that Susan 

was with the group during the entire evening;•inaluding 

Tex/  Katie and Leslie were dropped off in the street in 

front of the La Bianca residence.' 

Later in the evening, of course, Sadie was 

hiding around the corner in the apartment house in Venice. 

Since we know, and 1 repeat, since we know 

• 
'that Linda Kasablan,told the truth, we thereby know 

that Susan Atkins was a co-conspirator, an aider and 

abettor in.the, La Bialica murders• 

6 

7 
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Nualar two, Juan Vlyan,testified that he law 

Suzan ictians in the group of sewn people who drove oft 

from SpAhn Rarch one rik;:ht :bout one week before Aue;ust 

16th in John%,  Sw.:.,rt.I's car. 

Fljnn'z 	 is coir.p2t:tely consistent With 

the tetItimony of Linda Easabiano  We I:now that this night 

just had to he the 	of tIv? 	BU.n.ca murders, 

ambrir threo, and this point is somewhat related 

to the second point, but I will mention it as a second 

point because  it'17 refUctive on 4,1die Glutz -- Sadie 

Glut' tat of mind, 

Beforcp„ Ihc rot in the car that niGht she was 

in Juan Flynn's trailer and as she is leaving the trailer 
vl  she tells Juan Flynn!,  

"Mb are co1n:1; to ,yet  those f-u-o-k-i-n7g 

pis," 
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' It is clear What was on Susan's mind, ladies 

and gentlemen, the night Of the La Bianca murders. Kurder 

. was on her mind and in her heart, the same as it had been 

the ravvi6u3 nizht. 

On the night of the La Bianca murders, Susan 

Atkins was ready, willing and able to kill the La Bianca& 

Oust as she had done the previous night, But :IallSon picked 

Katie, Leslie '.nd Tex to do hiJ ',IurderoUs bidding for him. at 

the La Bianca residence. 

There is' no reason to believe that if be had 

pinked SW= Atkin.;, she would not have gone in there with 

that sharp Imife of her and murdered the La Biancas just 

like she murdered the Tate victioa, No reason to believe 

she would not have done that, 

Point nunber four in the La Bianca murders 

against Zisan Atkins. 

kin, talking about the similarities now between 

the Tate murderi and the La Bianca murders. You have your 

notes, There are about 20 similarities. 

Suzan Atkins confessed to the Tate murders. 

Confessed to the Tate murders. Inasmuch as there are a 

substantial n= her of unique piL:ilatities between the Tate 

murders and the La Bianca murders, the fact that Susan 

Atkins was one of the Tate ,killers is circumstantial 

evidence that she 'rat,. also involved in the La Bianca 

murders, 
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3 

6 

dumber five. Susan''s letter to Rani Cloward in 

mid-December, 1969. 

Althou4;11 she never flatly confessed to having 

been inVoIvea In the La ladanca murders, she certainly 

made an extri;Anely strong,. implied admission of guilt on 

those La Bianca murders. 

When she makos Chi's itatement: °I did not admtt 

to being in the zecond house ece.use I was not in the 

second house," not-only is itt imPliedly admitting that 

ehe was in the, first how:e, i*e., tLe Tate residence, she 

. is necessarily implyin6 that the was alsoinvolved in the 

La Bianca murders. 

The statement, 81 was not in the second house" 

in no way implies that sh!: had nothinz to do 'with the 

La Bianca murders. To the Contrary, it strongly Implies 

that she was involved. 

She i4 me'mly sayinc she didnit.je inside the 

La Bianca residence. 

' Well, we never said she did. 

Well., if she wasn't involved in those La Bianca 

murders, rather than sayinsl  "1 did not go inside the 

second house," she would have been sayins something to the 

offectl.  "I was not involved the second nUht;" or "I had 

nothing to do‘ with the murders on the aeoond night.", 

Or better yet, if she Wasn't involved in the 

La Bianca murders, she wouldn't have even mentioned' the 
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sec ant 4sht. 

That statement, 14 the letter to Roni Howard 

corroboratesLindei testixony -- certainly on the La Bianca 

murders. 

A ;cod example of slisht evidence, independent 

Of Linda's testimony, which connects Susan'AtXins with the 

La Blanca murders, and hence, corroborates Linda's testi,-

many. 
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, 
*. ' La4lie'Van Horton: Number one. Of course, we 

are talkint; abOUt,the La Blan'ca murders now. 
5 , 

Linda Kasabian testified that on the night of 

the'La'14aric&:, murder4,,  Oisz, Van Houten was among the 

group that 1,;ft 4ahn iiancla in Johnn Swartz's car, and 

Linda ta-stiZied th4t Leslie was dropped off in front of 

the La Bianca reuidence with Tex and Sadie. 

Zinca. trio know that Linda Kaaabian told the truth, 

since w=„z knvz thatl 	themby no that Leslie Van Houten 

was one of '44:: La Bianca zurderers. 

Nuffb.)r two. JUan Flinn testified that on the 

night he sa.4 the ,:t:ven pt)ople drive off in Johnny Swartz's 

car, Lulu, as he calld 'nor,,E,‘ in the group, Leslie 

Van Houten uas in the group. 

Undoubtedly, that was the night or the 

La Biano4 murders. 

Point number three. Dianne Lake and Barbara. 

Hoyt both testified to the back house incident-in which 

Leslie hid under the th...nts,  and said, "Don't 	that man 

Come in because hr just Savo fle a ride back from Griffith 

Park Both Dianne Lake and Barbara Hoyt gave telatimonY --

and I am not going to gc over it main -- gave testimony 

indicatinc that the back house Incident took place On the 

morninc Of the La Bianca Murders. 

' When z say "on the morning," i mean several: hours 

after the La Bianca murders. 

.2a41. 
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The man Leslie was hiding from, of course, very 

• :2 

4 

5  

6 

9 

10, 

11 

12 

Ts 

14 

15 

16 

17  

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

probabli as the man that gave her a ride back to the 
. 	. 

• ran Ch 'from the Griffith Park,  'area after she had participated 

in the La Bianca:murders. 	• 
• ! 
, Incidentally, just One little point, I don't 

know it I mentioned it:in mm opening argument, but the 

most reasonable inference from Linda Kasabian's testimony 

is that the La Bianca murders occurred somewhere between, / 

let's say, 200 and 41:00 a.m. 

Now, it they occurred around that point 	and 

without. oing over all the evidence again, that seems to 

be the most reasonable inference 	after the murders, 

Tex, Katie and Leslie would have had to have walked up to 

Los Felix Boulevard and hitchhiked back to the ranch. 

If they did that, they. would have arrived back at the 

ranch around the same time that Dianne Lake testified the 

back house incident occurred. In other. words., 5:000  6:00 

or 7:00 a.m. 

Number four, OfCourse, Leslie confessed to 

Dianne Lake of her involvement in the La Bianca murders. 

Although Leslie in her confession never mentioned the name 

La Biel/cos,. it eouldn't be more obVious she was referring 

to the La Bianca murders. 

In the event that any of you have any question 

in your mind that she was referring to some other' murder 

other than the La Bianca Murders, take this Into consider-

'ation. Leslie said that she stabbed the victim. She said 

24 

25 

20•  
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1 she .stabbed the,  

Now, thei-z. arel.14any ways to kill a human being, 

'ladies and, gentlemen. You can shoot them to death, gas, 
7  , 	A  

PokSOn strangU/ation,:bludgeOning them. Mr. and Ira, 

La Bianca.' were stabbed to death. 
• 

.. 	 , 
Les/ie Van Houten told Dianne Lake she Ertabb-ed--- , 

the victim, numb9r olie.;: Zlumber two, Leslie said that the 
bi- 	- 	, 	,, 	., - 	-• 	.. 

person whoi she stabbed was alreAdy dead.  

We have aiscussed this ad nauseum earlier. In 

any.  event, out ot the 41 stab wounds to Rosemary La Bianca, 

13 of them, the-Cines on her liattocksx  were irelictedlioat- 
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12b-1 	 Leslie told Dianne that she had something to 

eat from .the refrigerator at the residence, 

 

Ve know that there was watermelon rind in the L' a 
Oink at the La Bianca residence. 

And donit put it past these defendants, to have 

6 
Something to Gat after they murdered someone. Don't put 

7 

8 Sylmar after these murders. So, don't put it past them 

to' sit down at,the La Bianca residence and take the seeds 

out of that vaterraelon and enjoy some cold watermelon. 

We are taking about savages here)  ladies and. 

2 
 gentlemen., not ho' an beings. 

1 

13 	 Leslie told Dianne she wiped fingerprints off , 
everything -- everything 	even things that weren't 

15 
even. touched. 

We 'know from the testimony of Sergeant Dolan, 

20 

it past them)  because Hanson bought some milkshakes mit in 

21 

22,  ,handle. 

including the fingerprints, from the refrigerator doors and. 

17 
the fingerprint expert, that there were no fingerprints 
on the refrigerator at the La Bianca residence. 

19 
	 In fact, he testified it was Obvious that sameone 

had taken a rag and wiped off all traces of everything, 

23 
	 Ile also testified. that, the handle on the fork 

24 
that was stuck into LeniALia, Utancals stomach, that handles  

his,.opinion; als6 had the fingerprints wiped off of it. 

26 
	 So; it'is cleat that'thetalianca kill:ers wiped 
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the fingerprints off at the scene. 

Leslie Van Houten tells Dianne Lake that she 

wiped off fingerprints at the residence. 

Another point, and this point is somewhat 

hazy. 

6 	
Dianne was not sure whether Leslie told her 

there was a boat outside, or Dianne said "I may have read 

it somewhere." 
T r  

Do you recall Dianne said that? 

Well, it t60414 l ather, unusual: that any article 

'On the La Bianca murders would have mentioned' that there was 

12  a boat outside. Butt that, certainly is possible, it 

13 certainly ig reasonable that it happened. 

/ would say the likelihood is greater that 

15 it dfid not happen. But let's assume that there was an 

16 article somewhere mentioning that the boat was parked 

n 'outside the La Bianca residence. Lea still don't know 

18 whether Dianne Lake read it or' whether Leslie told her 

19 
about it. 

Dianne Lake did say this, however, she did say 

this, which points ia the direction of the fact that Leslie 

told her about the boat. $he did say that she did recall 

that Leslie Van Houten described a boat to her in conjunc-

tion. with these murders. 

' 	Now, she is unclear, she is =clear whether 

Leslie told her there was a boat outside, or whether she 

12b-2 
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read it,: but she remembers the was some description of 
a boat given to her by Leslie Van Houten, although she 

did not remember the description. 

And of course, Frank Struthers, Jr., testified 
that his parents did, have their boat parked out in front 

of the residence, 
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Dianne testified that Leslie told her that the 

murders took place in the Griffita Park area. 

We know that the La Bianca residence is in the 

,Los. 'Felix-Griffith .Fark area of Les Angeles, 

Leslie told Dianne that she hitchhiked back to 

thejrandh. 

We know from LindaHasabian's testimony that when 

Tex,, Sdie and Leslie were dropped off in front of the 

La Bianca residence, they were without transportation, 

and she definitely recalls Manson telling Tex,, itatie and 

Leslie to hitchhike back to the ranch. 

. Now, here we have Leslie Van Houten telling 

Dianne Lake that she hitchhiked back to the raneh. 

Surely, ladies and gentlemen, surely, even 

though Leslie Van Houten did not mention the name La Bianca 

in her confession to Dianne Lake, surely, there cannot be 

any questibn in any of yOur minds that those were the 

murders about which she was referring. 

There is no evidence that Dianne Lake would 

have had any reason to make up any story whatsoever about 

Leslie Van HOuten. NO evidence that they were unfriendly, V 

that there was any animosity between they. 

The defense never even suggested that Dianne Lake 

=would have any reason under the moon for making up any 

story against Leslie Van Houten 

ObViously, if she were going to make Up a 

L 
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story in trying to frame Leslie Van liouten for the La Bianca 

Murders, she would say that: Leslie told me she committed 

the La Bianca murders. She would insert the name "La Bianca. 

There is no question, ladies and gentlemen, that 

Leslie idi'd confess to Dianne Lake, and that her Confession 

ist4er'ned the La Bianca murders. 

Unquestionably, we have proven Leslie Van Houtents 

guilt 'o' the La Bianca murders beyond all reasonable dOuht. 

lharles Manson. Before we talk about Charles 
. 	 , 

Manson, I think the first questioh we have to ask is: 

Wild is :Charles Manson? 

Well, the evidence at this trial showed that 

there is. only one real, singular Charles Manson, and he is 

a vicious, cold-blooded murderer. 

But besides the real and singular Charles Manson, 

there are countless other Charles Mansons whom the real 

Charles Manson palms off on unsuspecting victims. 

Charles MansOn, ladies and gentlemen, is like a 

chameleon. He changes with the background. As he told V 

Gregg Jakobson,, he has a thousand faces. 

He.changes his personality, his demeanor, 

tit the person, to fit the occasion. 

Wtold Gregg Jakobson he has a different mask 

for everyone. 

TO put it bluntly, ladies and gentlemen, Charlie 

Ilanson is •a phony. He is a con man. But he is a polished, 
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• 
sophisticated phony and con man. 

, Don't ever accuse Charlie Manson of being an 

amateur. ;That Would be an insult. He 3s a very polished, 

4ophisticated con man.. 

Charlie has worked hard at his craft of being a 

phony; and the many faces he oftat put on in a momenttO 

notice,is.  !Nod evidence of 'the 'diligent work he has done 

to become' successful at his trade. 
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4 

, 

;hat  lace has 	 ' . Charles DIanson.worn iti this 

courtroom, ladies and gentlem47  

Well, the $acethat he has to weat„ the* mask 
A 

that be has to waat. He is just a peace loving guy. 

Charlie Manson is the original, flower chifd. his whole V 

body is flushed with peace and love.. 

Charles Ilanson is in a court of law. He has 

to wear this face for the simple reason that he has to 

con you people into believing that he did not do the 

horrendous things that the evidence proves that he did.. 

He wants you to believe that he is incapable 

of doing these things. 

Now, he slipped up one day a few months ago, 

temporarily forgot 12. jurors, 24 eyes, were riveted on, 

him. 

I am not going to mantion what he did, but you 

know the oeeasion that I am referring to. 

But *Part fraa that one slip, ladies and 

gentlemen, obviously Manson 'oas not going to display his 

true face in this courtrooa. He is not going to display 

the satanic, the diabolical face that on the night of 

August the 8th, 1969, sent his robots out on his mission 

of murder. He is not going to show you that face. 

K.ANAREK: Year Honor, I must object on the ground 

that I believe' hat counsel is alluding to is not in evidence, 

and I think your Honor has instructed us not to consider 
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12 

that for any purpose. 

Now, believe counsel. is clearly arguing 

outside of the evidence at this time. 

X think the incident that he is referring to 

your Honor has most explicitly indicated is not part of 

anything to be considered in this case. 

TRE. COURT: The objection is overruled. 

Ni. KANAR4K.t Nay Z approach the bench on that, your 

Honor? 

TRH COURT: You just stated your objection. 1t: is 

overruled. 

ML 13UGLIOS1: He is not going to display right in 

front of your eyeS the face that commanded Watson, Krenwinkel 

and Van Routen to go up to the La Bianca residence and 

-murder those poor people. f Re is not going to show you 

that face. . 

. Rd is' not going to show you the face that 

commanded Linda. Kasabiani Susan Atkins land Clem Tufts to 

murder the man 	his apartment in Venice -in. the early 

morning hours of AugUst the ,10th, 1969. ' 

He is riot going' to, show you the face that he, 

,had Shen he placed t o knife at Juan 31.ynn,  s throat and 

threatened to kill him.' 

The face he had when he handed Poston a knife 

and told him to go into Shoshone end steak into the 

'Sheriff' s house and slit Ids throat. 

124-2. 
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Be is riot going to show you that face here in 

this courtroom. , 

He is not going to, Show you the face 4 414414°  

almost choked Raul liatkit 	.d6ath, the face he wore when „ 
he struck Stephanie:Sehtam over the head with a rifle and 

, . 
knocked her.dOwn, the face he.  wore 'hen he slugged pOer little 

Dianne Lake in the mouth, 'causing her to bleed. 

Think about th0a04 c-thaihe had p4en lie: did 

those things, ladies and gentlemen. Think about those 

ga0,eSw . 	 •  

But Mt. Ianson did not have to show us, his 

face of murder in this courtreom, ladies and gentlemen. 

The evidence showed it beyond alllioubt. 

The mask that he wore for this trial, ladies and 

gentlemen, a blind man could get through. 

There are too people who are dead today, ladies: 

and gentlemen, because they couldnit pee through that mask. 

MansinCtold the La Biancas not to be afraid, 

he wasn't going to hurt them. 

This is why they ended up like this, ladies 

and gentlemen. 

<Displaying a photograph.) 

That is the way they ended up.; Charlie fooled 

these poor people. 
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Now he wants to fool you folks, There is only 

one big problem for Charles Hanson. He ,sin a different 

ball park. 

The La Biancas werenkt worthy opponents, They 

Xnow who Charles Manson was. YoU folks do know 

who'Oharles Manson is, and you are not going to be deceived 

the waythe'y 

The evidence at, this trial stripped away the 

veneerfi the facade,. the 14Y-era or .deception from the face of 

Charles Manson, and what we.saw underneath was an incredibly 

vicious and inhuman, Cold-blooded- murderer. 

And as he listens to me now, ladies and.  gentlemen, 

he knows he is as guilty as sin, but although, he is in a 

different ball park and his opponents are worthy opponents 

who see him clearly, he is desperately trying to make a 

game of it. 

Charles Aanson is on trial for his life, ladies 

and gentlemen, and although he doesn't think the lives of 

Other human beings,are worth anything, are worth less 

than a rattlesnake or a bird, he doesn't reel that way 

about Ilia oWn life, Not at all. He is fighting desperately 

'for his own life. 

THE COURT: 'Will counsel approach the bench, please 

('Whereupon, all counsel approach the bench and 

the fdlowing proceedins occur at the bench outside the 

.hearing. of the jury0 
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THE COURT: I just wanted to ask yoU„ Mr. Bugliosi, 

. what your estimate is? 

MR, BUGLIOSI: I will finish tomorrow4  your Honor, 

becauSe I know if I don't you are going to throw me out of 

the courtroom, 

THE COURT: I would like very much to instruct this 

1, 	1 8  

10.  

11 

72 
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'22'. 

' 23.  

24 

25 

.26 

brY tomorrow afternoon. 

It is almost 4430 now, so you don't have any time 

left today, but yOu have three hours in the morning. 

BUGLIOSI: I think I can rinish tomorrow morning, 

if we can start at 9:09. 

This morning We started at twenty minutes to 

10100. I lost 40 minutes. 

THE COURT: We will start at 9 00. 

MR. PXTZGERALD: Will you let them deliberate on 

Saturday? I think it is a good idea. 

THE COURT: Yes. They have been here this long, I 

am sure they don't want a vacation. 

MR. FITZGERALD: Right. 

MR. KANAREK: I h4Ve a jury instruction that ►ou 

promised you would Consider. 

THE COURT: I will consider it. 

MR. KANAREK: And also, in connection with the 

alleged contempt 

THE COURT: I would suggest that you give it to the 
sp 

clerk, Mr. Kanarek, I can be reading it in the meantime. 
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Don't surprise me. Pon't. give it to me a moment too soon, 

MA. XANA1EX1 I believe I previously discussed this. 

TgE WORT: 	as not criticizing you, I am just saying 

that now J.13 the time. 

MR. UNABEE: I would ask your Honor to read the langUao 

that I uttered. it was addressed to the Court, your Honor. 

THE QOM: What are you referring to? 

MR4 -laNAREK: In connection with the language that 
4  . 

your Honor said. 

The Court Reporters have very kindly made it Up 

roxi 

	

	 lawyerit connection With this 

matter, and I would welcome the,  CoUrt reading it. 

TaT;, Yam.goineto read it again. 

XPLUAREK; I Would weloOme your Honor reading it. 
'tf 	

* 

THR bOUNE; 	not.get into that now, r. Itanarek, 
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BUGLIOSX:. I. am pretty sure if I start at 9100 

I will be through at noon. 

Tile COURT: I think you should count on it, 

Bugliosi, because we haVe to confer regarding the other 

requested instructions. 

Mr. Kanarek said that he has one or more. 

I don't kno'w, What. 

Then I ,do; 'alt to instruct tomorrow afternoon. 

right. . 
•  

• If I have a C.6434 of,  ithei. thing's 
• 1 	" 

It • FITZMRALD:: I cant t hear you., 

douple of other things to . 
say at 12:0.0 -- say I haVe another half hour Or an hour 

would .appreciate if :the Court would •Iet me; you know, 

say what I have to say. 

TIE COURT: Why donti you go thrOugh it tonight and 

pare it down. 

I can't imagine what you can say that you, 

haven't already . said. 

NR: BUGLIOSI:.  I haven't talked about Halter Skelter. 

TIIE COURT: Well, you haVe three hours to talk about 

it. 

.1 am not saying that you can't talk about 

anything. You have three hours left to do it.. 

10. MUM: If I could have three good hours 

tomorrow, I . am pretty confident. 

.!On 
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It wen't be three hours because we will have 

a break.' But if I can get three good hours in, I think 

can finish. I mean, I can finish in the morning. 

4 
	 TBE COURT: AU right. Let's count on it, 

Er. Kanarek, get your requested instructions 

to the Clerk so I can be considering them in advance of 

our actual, conference. 

R. XANnEK: Your Honor, may I have counsel in 

connection with my, contempt before the Court! I would 

welcome counsel, 

I would like to -- I mean -- I think that the 

Court --we 1, Itd rather have counsel, really, without 

going into detail on it, 

I apologize if the Court considered that an 

attempt to disrupt, but if you look at the continuity, 

I was actually addressing the Court. 

THE COURT: I donit want to take it up at this time, 

but as I told you, I will read the transcript again.. 

MR. KANAREX: 1.1e11, may' I have counsel then? I would 

like to have counsel. 

THE COURT:•  -Counsel isn't going to be able,to solve 

the thing as fat as I am concerned. 

ICANAREX: A man who is his own lawyer hag' a fool 

for a client.. 

THE COURT: This is:onel"situation Where the Court may 

dispose of the,matter summarily, and that is what I intend 

6. 

7 
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to do. 

NEC UNARM: Uouldntt it appear that the sixth 

.Amendment should guarantee everyone the right to effective 

counsel? That is what we preach. The due process clause 

of the Fourteenth Amendment should allow a , lawyer -- and 

am not saying this out of disrespect to the Court -- but 

I think the Court is put in an unhappy po4tion of being 

both the prosecutor and - 

THS COURT: I am familiar with all the arguments in 

`this matter. 

ER. UNARM -- and the judge. 

THE COURT: That is why X. gave careful consideration 

to it. You interrupted numeral.% times. I gave you ever 

opportunity to Conform to the Court,s order. It is only 

after I am convinced that,yo4 _neither had any desire , to 

do aft, and furthermore, that you are intentionally not 

doing it, violating the Courtt$ 'order, that r take ac!tron. 

ie. UNARM: /bur Honor, I would weleome the.  Court 

reading the transcript. 

20 

21 

iz 

23'  

24 

25 

I believe there were many many pages in which 

here was absolutely 'nothing whatsoever said by me, and 

if your Honor looks at the continuity,. I think your Honor 

erhaps will be convinced, and I know down deep in my 

eart there vas no intent to disrupt the proceedings. 

THE COURT; That is where WO disagree, Mr. Itanarek. 

I am not going to do anything about it today, 
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PS 1 told you. 1 want to think it over. 

We will adjourn at this time. 

(Whereupon ail counsel. return to their 

respective place's at counsel table and the following 

proceedings occur in open court within the presence and 

hearing o the jury° 

THE COURT: We are going to adjOurn at this time, 

ladies and gentlemen.. 

Izemember the admonition. Do .not converse with 

anyone 'or form or express any opinion regarding the case 

until it is finally submitted to you. 

The court will adjourn until 9:00 o'clock 

totorrow•morning. 

, (Whereupon at 4:32 oiclodk p.m. the court 

was in recess.) 
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